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THE NEW CYCLE OF POWER IN THE 21ST CENTURY AND
THE STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE USA
AND CHINA
Prof. dr. Vasile SECĂREȘ
Chairman of the Board of EximBank, Romania
Former Chief of Staff and Senior Advisor to the President of Romania
vasile.secares@ibr-rbi.ro

Abstract
We are witnessing an increased number of unexpected political and economic
evolutions, of crises and conflicts, of hot spots on the geopolitical map - see the
hybrid war in Eastern Ukraine, on the Euro-Atlantic frontier, the actions of ISIL
and the changing nature of conflict and the dramatic follow-up of the socalled Arab Spring, the wars in Libya, Syria or Yemen and moreover China‘s
new status as being ―on the rise‖, its assertively in South and East China Seas,
etc. - which are all part of the new political and strategic landscape at the
beginning of the XXI Century. These events happen in a stage of transition to a
new cycle of systemic power/towards a new strategic environment which
means that we are facing a redistribution of power, are designing of the
geopolitical map. The aim of this paper is to analyse the strategic environment
at the beginning of the XXI Century, to assess the impact of the main emerging
security challenges on the configuration of the new cycle of power with a focus
on Asia-Pacific and the strategic relationship between the USA and China.
Keywords
Asia-Pacific; New posture of China; Restructuring process; Strategic
environment; Strategic partnership
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Let me start by mentioning the old Chinese saying about ―living in
interesting times‖.1 It is tough and dangerous. I would like to tell you that we
live again in interesting times! We are witnessing an increased number of
unexpected political and economic evolutions; of crises and conflicts; we see a
lot of hot spots on the geopolitical map… I will only mention the hybrid war in
Eastern Ukraine, on the Euro-Atlantic frontier and the dramatic follow-up of
the so-called Arab Spring – now the wars in Libya, Syria or Yemen, etc. They
are, all of them, part of the new political and strategic landscape which I intend
to discuss here.
I said ―again‖, ―we live again…‖, because some 25 years ago the world
entered the most significant and interesting period of our contemporary
history. We were witnessing not only the collapse of the Soviet Empire and the
end of the Cold War…It was a lot more: the end of the post-war international
order and the starting point of the political and strategic restructuring of the
international system. The starting point of a transition towards a new cycle of
power and a new global structure of power, redesigning the geopolitical map of the
world.
The centre of this transformation was Eastern and Central Europe and
generally speaking Europe. No one was able to predict what happened in
Eastern and Central Europe in 1989 or the collapse of USSR in 1991.This was a

1

This paper is based on the comments presented in Bucharest during the release of the volume
Between the two Communist giants. Romania and North Korea relationship during the Cold War, ed. by
Gen. Mihail Ionescu and Carmen Rîjnoveanu, on January 29, 2015, and especially during my
meetings in Beijing at the China Institute of Contemporary International Relations and China Institute of
International Studies, March 30-31, 2015, and at the dinner organized by H.E. Doru Costea,
Ambassador of Romania in the People‘s Republic of China, on March 31, 2015. My analysis
benefited a lot from the meetings and discussions I had during a recent visit to Japan – in the
context of the Diplomatic Roundtable organized by the Japan Forum on International Relations, on
June 23rd 2015 – and to the Republic of Korea – in the context of two working sessions at the
Institute of Foreign Affairs and National Security of the Korean National Diplomatic Academy and
the ASAN Institute for Policy Studies on June 16th and 17th, 2015. I am grateful for the discussions
and comments made by Prof. Dr. Feng Zhongping, Vice-president of CICIR in Beijing, H.E. Mr
Tae-Yul Cho, Second Vice Foreign Minister of the MoFA in Seoul, H.E. Ambassador Shingo
Yamagami, Policy Planning, International Security Policy and Deputy Director General of Foreign
Policy Bureau, MoFA in Tokyo, President Yoshiji Nogami, Japan Institute of International Affairs
in Tokyo, Kenichi Ito, President of the Japan Forum of International Relations and Masahiro
Sakamoto, Trustee and Senior Fellow, Japan Forum of International Relations in Tokyo.
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good example of the so-called theory of black swans. This evolution was
escaping the normal logic of the functioning of the international system.
Thinking about the collapse of the USSR and of the Soviet Empire: there is no
other example in history of a great power losing its position without being
defeated during a hegemonic war.
However, let me tell you that this change in Eastern and Central Europe,
the redesigning of the geopolitical map in Europe, was made possible by the
strategic agreement between the USA and the USSR. Of course, we had the new
policy of Gorbachev and its consequences. However, from a strategic point of
view, this agreement was essential.1
I would like to mention that this restructuring process was not a win-win
game, but a zero-sum game. Please remember Gorbachev‟s real agenda: to negotiate
with the West an accepted place/role for the USSR (as a member of the
hegemonic structure/club of power of the 21st century) and finally to save the
empire; its project to negotiate with the West the Finlandisation of Eastern and
Central Europe; or the discussion on the reunification of Germany and its future
status. Gorbachev was trying to accelerate the process of change in Eastern and
Central Europe in order to maintain the initiative and the geopolitical role of the
USSR in this region. He discovered afterwards that he lost! At the end of '89,
the geopolitical situation in Eastern and Central Europe had altered.
Everything that happened in 1989 was a component of an evolving/new
strategic framework. In January 1989 Gorbachev met the Trilateral Commission:
Kissinger, Giscard d‘Estaing and Nakasone. The Soviet leader was convinced
that he was in control and he could make a choice: to play the American card
(the condominium), while at the same time playing the European card. On the
other hand, in February 1989 the new American president, George Bush, met
chairman Deng Xiaoping in Beijing. They were discussing the global
picture/strategic framework, including the changes in Eastern and Central
Europe. The American and Chinese leaders underlined the central role of the
strategic partnership between the USA and China. Even more importantly,
George Bush mentioned that the negotiations under way with the Soviet
Union were not intended to interfere with the strategic interests of China. In

We had some connected components, adding their contribution to the new strategic landscape:
the Soviet-German reconciliation or the Soviet-French agreement.
1
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1989, the most important thing was the redesigning of the strategic framework.
What was the result of 1989 (– 1991)? As I said, it was the starting point of a
transition, a new geopolitical map of Europe and a new security and strategic
environment dominated by the American hyper-power. But, the political elites
developed a lot of inconsistent ideas about the post-Cold War world:
a)
The idea of an ―end of history‖ and the end of the political
conflict in international relations; the idea of a homogenous
world created by the victory of liberal democracy and of a new
world order based on the results of 1989 – 1991;
b)
The idea that we were now in a post-modern world;
c)
The idea of a new (and more diversified) security environment –
characterized by non-conventional risks and threats and by the
declining role of military force.
What do we see after 25 years? My main argument is that we entered the
final phase of the restructuring process started in the early '90s. How do I see it?
A very tough ―power game‖, showing that we are not in a post-modern world!
A process characterized by an increased use of military means and by the very
important role of economic and financial instruments. In this context, the
economic and financial crisis of the last almost 7 years was an instrument of
redistribution and a process redesigning the geostrategic and geoeconomic
map of the world. Let me add the role of the currency war of this period.
I see three or four very important dimensions / components of this stage of
restructuring:
1. Some very tough question marks in connection with the evolution and
the future of the EU, especially the renationalization of the European politics.
We discovered that we were not able to finalize the political unification of
Europe and that the most important strategic decisions are made in Berlin,
Paris or London and not in Brussels. We rediscovered the political geography of
power in the EU! The future of the EU is in question… and we see different
projects of this future – let me mention only the German one and the very
special relationship between Germany and Russia, which is having an impact
on the functioning of the EU.
2. We are witnessing what I would call the challenge we didn‟t know
about: the Russian challenge. We see today a different, more assertive Russia.
During the past year its message was that ―Russia is back in history‖! Russia is
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questioning not only frontiers – and it does this in Ukraine – but the political
and security arrangements made after the end of the Cold War in Europe,
including the corresponding geopolitical map! After Crimea, in the Black Sea
Region, we are back in the ―Soviet military times‖. Even more, in Crimea
during the last year, Russia managed to develop a real force de frappe – a
military force having effective offensive capabilities. This new ―Kaliningrad‖ is
an anchor for a different military situation in the region. For us in Eastern and
Central Europe, it is important to figure out the next step: is Russia working to
create a logistic corridor (via Mariupol) for Crimea? Are we going to see the
restoration of the former Soviet Odessa military region? It is possible to see
Russia making a move in Transnistria or in Ukraine, in Southern Bessarabia?
(reaching the Danube Delta)? The geopolitical project developed by professor
Alexander Dughin in the late '90s seems to be – now – a real political map for
the Russian actions in Ukraine and against the West1! What we see is that in
Europe, with the hybrid war in Ukraine, ―the good old military threat‖ is back!
Let me underline some important weak points of the present situation as far as
the security of the Euro-Atlantic area is concerned. We saw a rather weak reaction
from NATO and the EU – NATO was very late with the necessary
redeployment of its capabilities; its military doctrine was not really changed
since the end of the Cold War; there are a lot of ambiguities on the EuroAtlantic frontier2; we are witnessing a real ―Russian camp‖ in the EU…3
3. After (or starting with) the Arab Spring, we see the very complex and
difficult process of restructuring in the MENA region. H. Kissinger was
mentioning ―three or four revolutions going on simultaneously‖ in the Middle
East. Let me mention ―the disintegration of the international system as it was
created at the end of World War I‖ (by the UK and France). I will add the

1 See the analysis of the Polish expert Michel Wojsnowsky (Wojsnowsky 2015).
2 For a very good analysis of ―a new, modern [Russian] threat to the West‖, which managed for
instance ―to disrupt the EU's ability to develop a united policy towards Russia‖, see Maior 2015.
3 20-25 years ago, we were convinced that the new geopolitical map of Europe was already in place. It
is not! Mr. Putin seems to put again on the Russian agenda the Finlandisation of Eastern and Central
Europe. How come?! The ECE countries are now members of NATO and the EU! But he seems to
have some ideas about that… Let me quote again for an answer the ―new map‖ of Eastern and
Central Europe of Alexander Dughin, based on some kind of ―division of labour‖, as far as their
influence is concerned, between Germany and Russia (of course, this region should become ―free
of American influence‖).
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challenge represented by ISIL: a new form of a hybrid war, organized by a nonstate actor (calling itself a ―state‖). What we are witnessing right now are both
conventional and non-conventional threats, a combination of military and nonmilitary dimensions, targeting not only the local regimes but also the West. It
is not difficult to see, on the one side, that ISIL started to be a real actor,
creating a different military situation in the region; on the other, the lack of
strategic coherence of the West, as far as the future geopolitical map of this
region is concerned (and generally speaking, the political, economic and social
situation in this area), is more than evident.
4. But the most important dimension of the present strategic landscape
is the restructuring process that is reaching the Asia-Pacific region. As early as 2010,
Asia‘s share in the global economy reached 27.4%, surpassing that of North
America (25.8%) and the EU (25.9%). Even more important, China is already
the second economy of the world and we should think about what is coming
in the future: within 10 or 15 years (some forecasts are saying: after 2020) it is
very likely that China will become the largest economy of the world (will
overtake the USA). In PPP terms, the economic aggregate of China had already
surpassed that of the USA in 2014.That is why I am saying that at the
beginning of the 21st century – during the last 15 years – China was a regional
power and a quiet global power in the making. Now it‘s different. China is already
a real global power! Let me add that China started to enter its new role. For
Javier Solana, China‘s move into multilateral processes ―is good news for the
world‖ and the West must ―welcome China to the table of global governance‖
(Solana 2015). Uichiro Niwa, a former president and CEO of Itochu
Corporation, and a former ambassador of Japan to China, said recently that
―Big rule – making issues will then lie in store for China‖ (Hong 2015).Even
more, I fully agree with what Ian Bremmer was saying in this context about the
fact that ―the only country in the world with a global strategy right now is
China‖ (Holodny 2015). Let me add that this strategy started to work. There is
no doubt that the USA will continue to be ―the most important power‖ and China
is taking into account this hard fact. China is lagging behind as far as its
economic power (or its technological dimension) is concerned. At today's
exchange rates, its economy is only 60% of the US and the gap in GDP per
capita is even wider. Moreover, Japan is ahead in some important domains.
China is not a match for the USA in military terms (the US still has the world's
strongest military by a long margin) or in soft power. But China is on the rise
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and its growing influence is making the US ―feel uneasy in certain regards‖.
Bremmer is right again when he says that ―the Chinese do want to compete
with us (USA – my note) economically, globally... to compete with our
standards... with our influence... with our architecture that we've created...
And it's a real strategy‖(Holodny 2015). In Asia-Pacific, this is even more
important especially because in this region ―the difference between them has
narrowed down‖. The military dimension is important: China is the second
biggest military spender in the world (having surpassed the UK in 2008). It is
the only country besides the USA to have a triple–digit defence budget (in
billions of US dollars: in 2015, roughly $145 billion, a five-fold real increase in
military expenditures since 1997). The PLA has all the money it needs to
continue its very rapid military modernization program (roughly 1/3 of the
present budget on equipment and as much as $10 billion on R&D) (Bitzinger
2015). In this context, the Research Group of CICIR was mentioning that ―the
rapid pace of China‘s military modernization and the meteoric rise of its scitech prowess have transformed the China-US relationship from that between a
major power and a super power to one between an emerging power and an
established one‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014). It is important to mention in
this context the renewed effort of the USA to put some substance or to give
some weight to its Asia – Pacific strategy, based on the so-called Strategic Pivot
to the Asia-Pacific region. Let me say that America is facing difficult times due
to the necessity of developing at the same time the right solutions on the EuroAtlantic frontier in Europe in order to meet the Russian challenge.
What we see now is that China is becoming the second global power. We
are witnessing a new posture of China. Self-confidence is growing in Beijing. Let
me only mention its new financial stature. Of course, there are some question
marks about China‘s economic growth in the future or about its financial
stability and a possible stock market bubble, etc. Nonetheless, it is unwise to
underestimate some important realities. According to the last edition (2015) of
Forbes, at this moment the most powerful banks (based on assets) are Chinese:
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, China Construction Bank, Agricultural
Bank of China and Bank of China. They are well ahead of JP Morgan, Citigroup or
Bank of America. China started to deepen its involvement in countries across
Asia, Africa and Latin America, becoming the world‘s largest provider of
financing for developing countries, with the China Development Bank already
offering more loans than the World Bank. Bremmer was mentioning: ―over a
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trillion dollars being spent. No one comes close.‖ In implementing its ―one
belt, one road‖ strategy, China will pursue investments in some 60 countries –
including those in Central Asia (see the geopolitical importance of this region).
Let me add that China-US economic and trade exchanges and cooperation
have enjoyed unprecedented expansion. The two-way trade volume is above
500 billion US $ and they are the largest or second largest trading partners to
each other (Shulong and Shasha 2014). At the same time, China is developing
its position as the EU‘s main commercial partner. The New Silk Road Initiative
reaffirms China‘s desire ―to establish itself as a Eurasian power‖.
Eswar Prasad, Senior-Fellow at the Brookings Institution, underlined in
March in Beijing that the RMB is on its way to being a widely-used
international currency and the implications of its larger role in the
international monetary system will be very profound in the years to come.
There are now about 28 central banks having signed local currency swap lines
with PBOC. He said that the RMB‘s path to internationalization requires far
more that what has been done already and China has a long way to go
(especially institutions, a democratic government, a trusted, independent
central bank and an independent judiciary) but the direction is clear. China is on
its way to reserve currency status: as a matter of fact its RMB is already being
held as a reserve currency. Finally, his assessment was that at the time of the
next review of the SDR basket of the IMF (which will happen at the end of
2015) RMB is going to become part of the SDR basket. Just recently, the finance
ministers of G7 supported this step. The RMB can be a viable reserve currency
in the next decade (if the necessary reforms of the financial market continue),
without ultimately displacing dollar‘s dominant role in global finance (The
Brookings Institution 2015).
I see as a very important strategic decision the new step made by China
with the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank (AIIB)1. The new bank is going to
become an instrument able to contribute to ―reshape global financing rules‖.
Now, the AIIB is an international reality: 57 countries across four continents
applied to become founding members of the bank. Among them: 4 members of
the Security Council of the UN; 4 members of G7; 14 member countries of the

1 Of course, we already have the New Development Bank, created last year by the BRICS
countries (with its headquarters in Shanghai). But this new initiative – the AIIB – has a different,
strategic dimension
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EU (of 28); 21 member countries of the OECD (of 34). The President of China,
Xi Jinping, underlined the necessary ―complementary and coordinated
development‖ between AIIB and such multilateral financial institutions as the
Asian Development Bank and the World Bank. Christine Lagarde already stated
that the IMF is willing to cooperate with the AIIB, mentioning her hope that
the World Bank will do the same.
How do I see the challenge raised by the AIIB and its political and
even strategic implications/consequences? It was already said that this Chinabacked bank ―reflects Beijing's dissatisfaction with existing global institutions‖
and ―Chinese frustration with (...) the failure of these institutions to reform in
order to provide a greater voice to emerging powers...‖. Even more, ―from this
perspective, the AIIB – along with its companion BRICS bank – is a challenge
… and a clear statement of intent from China that it desires to play a leading
role in defining new rules of the game for investment in Asia‖ (Kahn 2015).
Let me say that I see a lot more. As a matter of fact, making this step,
China ―crossed the Rubicon‖: the AIIB is not only about ―new rules of the
game in Asia‖; it's about new rules of the global game, global governance, and
last but not least it is about the global political-financial game. The US
government ―caught many by surprise when it made an aggressive and public
effort to persuade countries not to join the Beijing-led institution.‖ There is no
doubt that this reaction was based on concerns about the economic and
political implications of a new multilateral lending agency led by China (Kahn
2015). And the decisions of the UK, France, Germany and Italy – and afterward
of half of the members of the EU – to join the AIIB was met ―with alarm and
surprise‖ from Washington, not to mention its ―disappointment‖ with the UK
step, because this ―is not the best way to engage a rising power‖! I could not
see a more clear statement. But in Asia, it was not only the US. Japan decided
not to join the AIIB and there are strong voices in Tokyo saying that the
Europeans ―made a mistake‖ and ―their assessment was wrong‖. What
motivated all these countries to back the AIIB? Robert Kahn said that ―this
decision by traditional allies signals that Washington is increasingly
isolated‖(Kahn 2015). I don't think that this is the most important aspect of this
new situation. What I see is that ―the traditional allies‖ of the USA started to
read in a different way the present strategic environment: an evolving distribution
of power and a new strategic framework. Let me add that after a few days the US
government softened its stance: on Monday, March 30, in Beijing, US Treasury
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Secretary Jacob Lew said that Washington ―is looking forward to cooperating
with the new bank‖ (Hong 2015).At the same time, we see that the TransPacific Partnership – the trade agreement negotiated by the US with the other
11 Pacific Rim nations – could collapse. The death of the TPP would be another
important setback for American economic diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific region
(after the failed attempt to thwart the AIIB). Its impact would be not only
economic: at stake is the American influence in the region. Shinzo Abe, the PM
of Japan, has said that ―it is not only about economy, it is about our security‖.
TPP has an important strategic value. Ichiro Fujisaki, a former ambassador of
Japan to the US, was mentioning that this is ―an important time for rulemaking in Asia, and TPP is central…‖. I quoted two Japanese ambassadors
pointing to the substance of the game during this decade: it is an important
time for rule-making! But they were seeing different sides of the same coin.
There is no doubt that the US and China are engaged in a competitive effort to
play the right game.
Singapore‘s Foreign Minister, K Shanmugam, asked in Washington
(on June 15th, 2015) a very direct question: ―Do you want to be part of the
region, or do you want to be out of the region?‖. Even more, he argued that if
TPP fails the US will be left with only its military leverage and this would
create an enormous disadvantage for the Americans. China knows that TPP is
one of the pillars of the US rebalancing strategy in Asia. In this context it has
its own alternatives: to negotiate a regional trade deal with the ASEAN
countries, Japan, South Korea and other nations or, as Song Guoyon, of Fudan
University in Shanghai, was saying, the US should work with China to offer ―a
more ambitious and a more inclusive‖ agreement (Sang-hun and Huang 2015).
As I understand it, the result of this process is already visible: we are
witnessing a very clear evolution towards a new strategic framework in AsiaPacific and a new strategic environment at the global level. The main strategic
component of this new structure is becoming the relationship between the USA
and China. How do I see the starting point of this evolution?
1. There is no doubt that in the present context – during this transition
towards a new strategic environment – that the US and China ―share many
interests‖ (Bu 2014). From a strategic point of view, the two countries are
interdependent. President Xi Jinping was very precise when he said that
―China and the US share ever-growing converging interests‖.
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2. I fully agree with what Dr. Kissinger said in March this year:
Partnership should become an element of the modern balance of power. Even more, he
said that China and the US have to lead in cooperation (Kissinger 2015)!
During his previous meeting with President Obama (2013), the Chinese
President, Xi Jinping, said that he wants China and the US to work together
and build a new model of big power/major country relations. This is a ―major
strategic decision made by both countries...‖ (Bu 2014). Of course, ―breaking
the old pattern of inevitable conflict between big powers‖ and ―building a new
model of major-country relations‖ (between China and the US) is something
that has ―no precedent‖ (Bu 2014). It is a very difficult process. In this context,
the Chinese analysts mention that ―China should never underestimate... the
strategic importance of maintaining long-term peace and stability between
Beijing and Washington‖ (Bu 2015; see also Sakamoto 2013).
3. My analysis is that in the years to come the main dimension of the
political and security evolutions in Asia-Pacific will be the founding of the
strategic partnership between the USA and China, having as an objective the
establishment of the main rules of the game, the main political and security
coordinates and last, but not least, some of conflict resolution mechanism.
4. Some authors note that a ―progressively modernizing Chinese
military constitutes a growing challenge to US supremacy in Asia‖ (Bitzinger
2015). As a matter of fact, we see that the chorus of voices predicting a clash
between China and the US is growing. The present assessment shared by
many politicians, diplomats and analysts in Japan is that the military
(maritime) presence of China and the increased number of Chinese ―acts of
provocation‖ in the South China Sea and the East China Sea represent not only
a new level of competition between the US and China in East Asia but ―a
brutal challenge‖ for the existing status quo. Some of them are saying that this
challenge (at sea) in East Asia is similar to the Russian challenge (on the
ground) in Europe (Ukraine). In recent days, the Chinese program of building
artificial islands (―land reclamation‖ taking place at 7 sites) in the South China
Sea has become a much disputed issue. At a security forum in Singapore in
May this year, Defense Secretary Ashton B. Carter called on China to stop
construction and warned that the US would ―fly, sail and operate‖ in the South
China Sea to ensure freedom of navigation and flight as permitted by
international law (see, for instance JFIR 2015; see also Wong and Perlez 2015).
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5. This evolution – as I see it – will not necessarily put China on a
collision course with the USA. They share too many common interests and
they need each other. Leaders from the US and China are set to meet in
Washington at a major annual conference: The Strategic and Economic Dialogue.
Beijing is (or seems to be) ready to compromise on is program of ―land
reclamation‖ developed for ―military defence needs‖ as well as ―civilians
demands‖ (maritime search and rescue efforts). China does not want to enter
into an air or sea confrontation with the US in the South China Sea. The risks
are unacceptably high (Wong and Perlez 2015).I don‘t think that Graham
Allison of Harvard is right when he speaks of the ―Thucydidean trap‖ in
which rising powers – as is now the case of China- fight with status quo
powers. And I see as a great error what Robert Blackwell and Ashley Telis
proposed in a recent report of the Council of Foreign Relations about a neocontainment strategy with China. Of course, I have no intention to put ―into
brackets‖ those disturbing/real question marks about the intentions of and
actions of China in the region.
6. Let me mention the very important role of the new strategic
perspective developed by the Chinese leadership in connection with the
responsibilities of major powers and the win-win and all-win approach of
international relations, featuring a partnership rather than an alliance. The
document of the Chinese government of March 2015: “Vision and Actions on
Jointly Building Silk Road Economic Belt and 21 st Century Maritime Silk Road” is
based on the idea that big countries are shouldering greater responsibilities for
―regional and world peace and development‖ and on a multipolar map of the
future distribution of power. The Chinese approach underlines the fact that the
new structure of cooperation should accommodate the political and cultural
diversity1 of partners, of their development strategies, creating in the same
time the necessary conditions for their policy coordination (including
coordination of their macroeconomic policies!), their land and maritime
connectivity, advancing full integration in infrastructure... Even more, this
agenda speaks of economic globalization, ―policies and institutions‖
integration and financial integration. Let me add that this vision mentions the

1 The President Xi Jinping was quoting Mencius, the great ancient Chinese philosopher: ―Things
are born to be different‖.
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decisive role of market mechanisms – of the market – and the necessity of
unrestricted free trade.
Shi Ze, from CIIS, speaks about an innovative concept – called ―New
Thinking‖ – of great strategic importance, bringing together Chinese interests
(and internal development) with ―the interests and development of our
neighbouring countries in a system of world-wide development and mutual
progress...‖ (Ze 2014). The way the Chinese are developing the necessary
―operational policies‖ for the establishment of AIIB is a very good example of
this new approach. There are features that make it ―more inclusive‖. China
says it will not hold veto power inside the AIIB, unlike the World Bank, where
the US has a limited veto. At the same time, a number of financial analysts are
saying that China will have a de facto veto power. China is proposing to
include non-Asian countries on the board of the AIIB (three non-regional),
giving small shareholders a voice in the institution. This is only one example
but we are witnessing elements of a new approach.
The new Chinese initiatives to establish a Silk Road Economic Belt and
21st Century Silk Road, the so-called “One Belt, One Road Initiatives”, putting an
emphasis on promoting infrastructural connectivity and building overland
economic corridors and pillars of maritime cooperation, follow the logic of
―bringing in‖ strategy and the ―going out‖ strategy; they also include the idea
of ―sharing advantages‖ and ―the notion of balanced development‖. China is
working for instance ―to engage ASEAN as a partner in the Silk Road Economic
Belt and 21st Century Silk Road initiatives‖. Kheng Swe Lim, from the Nanyang
University of Singapore, was mentioning that ―there is a fundamental synergy‖
between the interests of China and those of ASEAN. These initiatives have the
potential ―to reshape the geo-economic landscape of the region‖ (Lim 2015).
I would say that the value of this new approach cannot be
underestimated. At the same time, let us have a closer look, from a neo-realist
perspective, at the possible impact of these initiatives: in time, they will change
the geo-economic and the geo-political map of some huge parts of Eurasia;
even more, some of their economic, financial or industrial consequences will
represent ―shared advantages‖ – no doubt about that; but all in all this redesigning of the geo-economic map will contribute to a greater role of China. It
is about world politics. Using a metaphor, China is proposing a new game and
the bridge game could be a good description of this new non-zero sum game.
From a semiotic perspective, bridge – this game or meta game – is also a
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language: a new language of international relations – especially of the
interactions among major powers – at the beginning of the 21st century.
7. In trying to discover ―its new role in the world‖, China is not –
according to its leaders – ―seeking a sphere of influence‖ and not ―striving for
hegemony‖. In the Asia-Pacific region, ―neither the US, Russia or China could
become a dominant power‖. That's why China's approach is aimed at
―maintaining equilibrium‖ (Ze 2014). I will only mention the agenda presented
at the Boao Forum for Asia Annual Conference 2015 by the President of the
People‘s Republic of China, Xi Jinping, about ―the community of common
destiny‖ in Asia (Jinping 2015). For China – said recently the Chinese Foreign
Minister, Wang Yi – 2014 was ―a year of harvest‖ of its diplomacy and ―a year
of forging ahead and breaking new ground‖. Its new approach in international
relations ―it is not China‘s solo, but a symphony performed by all relevant
countries‖ (―the responsibility of major power‖, based on partnership) and its
new initiatives (One Belt, One Road) represent ―a product of inclusive
cooperation, not a tool of geopolitics‖. China is trying ―to replace the old
practice of ‗going it alone‘‖ and ―the old mentality of ‗the winner takes all‘‖
(MFA China 2015).
8. I see another very important dimension of the new posture of this
major power and its role at the world level. In the ―non-homogenous world‖
of the 21st century – especially in Asia-Pacific – China could represent a new
model of development, a solution to a very important dilemma: how to achieve
economic growth while retaining political stability and control. The recent
discussion on the legacy of Lee Kuan Yew, who managed ―the miraculous
transformation‖ of Singapore's economy while maintaining tight political
control over the country, illustrates the appeal of a formula. Kissinger was
mentioning ―the discipline perhaps considered excessive by Western
countries‖ that the governing elites of this region ―are anxious to learn‖
(Kissinger 2015; Zakaria 1994).But this is far from being a simple question.
China underlines the fact that ―the new structure of cooperation‖ should
accommodate ―the political diversity‖ of partners. Its partners, especially the
US and Japan, note the fact that China is far from accepting the liberal values
of freedom, democracy and human rights. In this context, the question is
whether ―an increasingly powerful China will support the liberal, open, and
rule-based international order‖ (JFIR 2015). I have serious doubts about the
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―communist characteristics‖ of the present political regime of China, but this
question is a legitimate one.
9. I already mentioned that the Chinese strategy is based on a
―multipolar map‖ of the present evolution towards a new distribution of
power and a new world order. What does it mean in very concrete terms? I see
four very important ideas in this context. Usually we don't give them the
necessary attention. First of all: ―the international order needs to be updated‖.
China supports a series of ―reforms‖ of the existing system. Second: this ―is not
about overturning the current system or starting all over again‖; it's about new
ideas to improve it, promoting ―democracy in international relations and the
rule of law in global governance‖ (MFA China 2015). Third: this evolving
strategic context is characterized by the fact that the USA will continue to be
the most important power (China ―should never underestimate the US'
power‖) and the strategic relationship between the USA and China will
become the essential dimension of the new political and security environment.
Last but not least: this distribution has to be balanced. That's why China
considers the EU as a very important global actor – taking into account not
only the conventional attributes of its status (in the realist reading) but also its
normative role, its soft power and the appeal of its social model of
development. China is interested in developing its partnership with the EU,
inter-connecting their infrastructures and coordinating some of their policies.
Let me also mention the idea of ―working together in Central Asia‖.
10. This global picture does include the role of BRICS countries, creating
a more diversified strategic environment. In this context my interpretation is
that China sees Russia as a ―junior partner‖, given right now its very
dangerous and erratic behaviour. As a matter of fact, China ―keeps an eye‖ on
the real meaning of the Russian project of the so-called ―Euro-Asian Union‖
and on its ―Southern Thrust‖. China is interested in a ―strategic cooperation‖
on the development of Russia's Far Eastern region. At the same time, there are,
again, some disturbing question marks in connection with the military
cooperation between China and Russia: see their common maritime military
exercises in the Mediterranean Sea.
A real question mark seems to be associated to the role of Japan in this
context: more exactly the way Japan is reading the present strategic
environment and trying to adjust to it. The political and security debate
existing right now in Tokyo shows ―growing concerns‖ related to the ―ongoing
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shift in the international power balance‖, brought about by the rise of China.
The recent report of JFIR I just quoted is mentioning that under the present
circumstances ―the fundamental importance of the US-Japan Alliance remains
unchanged‖. Even more, it has to be strengthened and the US has ―to declare
that Japan is the cornerstone of its alliance system in the Asia-Pacific region‖.
In this context, ―the most important question that now confronts both Japan
and the US is whether the two countries are able to manage the international
situation so that the essential elements of the existing international order, i.e.,
its liberal, open and rule-based character, can be preserved regardless of the
various changes…‖ (JFIR 2015). In this context, ―The new guidelines for USJapan Defense cooperation‖ issued in April 27 2015 and the ―US-Japan joint
vision statement‖ of April 28 2015 both mention that through the US Asia
Pacific rebalancing strategy and Japan‘s policy of ―proactive contribution to
peace‖ these two countries ―are working closely together in the region at the
world level‖.
This is an indication that the US-Japan Alliance is a part of the US
policy of rebalancing. But at the same time, it is more evident that an
important part of the strategic community is taking ―a cautiously optimistic
view‖ toward the continued commitment of the US toward the US-Japan
Alliance, or even more, towards the determination of the US to continue with
its involvement in the world (the so-called inward-looking trend). There are a
lot of anxieties about the attitude of the US toward China. Some analysts are
saying that the US has started to endorse the ―new model of major power
relations‖ proposed by China. Not to mention the anxieties about ―the
cornerstone‖ of the security system in Asia Pacific. All in all, the future
evolution of the strategic relationship between the USA and China seems to
create a lot of uncertainties for Japan. There is no doubt that Japan is a very
important actor of the new strategic environment in Asia-Pacific and of the
new global distribution of power. Its role during the present transition should
go well beyond the idea that ―Japan is America‘s indispensable partner to
share leadership with the US‖ in order to maintain the existing international
order (especially in Asia Pacific); of keeping ―China‘s excessive assertiveness
in check‖ by deterrence; or the ―basic fundamental principle‖ of
―simultaneously engage and hedge against China‖ (focusing more on hedging
rather than engaging). I would say even well beyond the idea of an approach
based on the understanding that the US and Japan ―will have to take every
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necessary measures to prevent conflicts with China‖ or that ―Japan should not
provoke China on the Senkaku islands issue‖; or on dialogue and consultation
and of adopting ―a controlled stance and actions, in order to avoid escalation
and to prevent the deterioration of the situation‖ (see the territorial disputes).
Of course, taking into account the present circumstances, Japan revised the
national defence program guidelines and formulated Japan‘s first National
Security Strategy. Its government is taking a proactive stance towards security
and defence policies and started and effort to build a new defence posture and
new capabilities. But still, there is a real necessity to read in a different way the
new strategic context. At this moment, as far as I understand it, Japan does not
see real possibilities for its strategic adjustment and creativity. A recent report
of CICIR was mentioning, as a major risk, ―Japan's unpredictable strategic
orientation‖ (Research Group, CICIR 2014). Additionally, Japan was not
considering membership to the AIIB and is trying to develop a competitive
approach (Japan would announce a 100 billion USD plan to invest in roads,
bridges, railways and other projects in Asia)1.
The most recent strategic debate developed in China seems to be well
aware of the growing complexity of the security environment of the AsiaPacific region. The Chinese experts are mentioning that in some parts we can
speak of a ―security predicament‖ or even ―security of peril‖. On the one hand,
the present security environment is characterized by an important number of
―traditional and non-traditional threats‖ and ―new threats and challenges
continuously emerge‖. On the other hand, ―regional security games
increasingly become complex‖ (Zhida 2014).
1. To no one's surprise, the Chinese experts note the negative impact of
the fact that the USA ―has been carving out a comprehensive Eastward shift in
its global strategic focus, by raising strategic input across multiple channels in
order to beef up its traditional primacy‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014). This
agenda is dominated by the so-called ―strategic pivot to Asia‖ of the USA and
of its effort to implement ―rebalancing to Asia-Pacific and air-to-sea battle
plan‖ (Zhida 2014). In this context, ―The China-US game of cooperation-rivalry
has become increasingly complicated...‖ and their confrontation ―would be a

1 Chinese President Xi Jinping mentioned that ―In the coming five years, China will import
more than 10 trillion US $ of goods, Chinese investment abroad will exceed 500 billion US $ and
more than 500 million outbound visits will be made by Chinese tourists.‖
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catastrophe‖ (Research Group, CICIR 2014). At the same time, this approach
―invites all other major powers to follow suit in making their own
corresponding strategic adjustments‖, igniting ―the big game of grand
powers‖ in Asia-Pacific (Research Group, CICIR 2014) and even worse,
complicating ―the rivalries over security in the region‖ by openly supporting
other countries ―to confront China‖ and to build up a so-called ―encirclement
ring‖ to counter and deter China (Zhida 2014).
2. The Chinese experts say this is the result of an old approach: the
―zero-sum game of the Cold war mentality‖. But, and I see here a very
important message, during this transition the US and China should cooperate.
The USA ―would have to get involved in the Asian regional integration
process with an open heart, and justly promote peace and development by
working cooperatively with China and other emerging countries‖(Zhida 2014).
3. We see a very different ―reading‖ of the security environment in
East Asia made by the political elite and the strategic/security community in
the US and Japan, with China, Russia and North Korea representing or
creating a serious threat in East China Sea or South China Sea. In the case of
Japan, the present assessment mentions the increasing Chinese intrusions into
territorial waters around the Senkaku islands or China‘s announcement of the
establishment of an ―air defence identification zone‖ in the East China Sea, or
an increased number of flights of the Russian military jet fighters in the
vicinity of Japan, etc. Not to mention ―the chronology of BM launches and
nuclear tests‖ by North Korea. In this context, the US and Japan ―agree that the
US-Japan Alliance must deter China while preparing for a situation in which
deterrence fails‖ (JFIR 2015).
4. The conclusion of the present strategic assessment is that in the
region we are witnessing ―numerous security mechanisms‖, but they represent
―inadequate response mechanisms‖. They do not cover the whole Asia-Pacific
and are not meeting the requirements of the existing security agenda in the
region. No existing ―platform for security and political dialogue‖ can represent
the whole of Asia (Zhida 2014). Of course, some of them have been successful
in promoting understanding between regional powers, political dialogue and
economic cooperation. Even ―the US military alliance system... did play a
certain constructive role... stabilizing the region‖ (Research Group, CICIR
2014). In particular, the ASEAN-led security dialogue / cooperation has been
―successful... in pushing non-traditional security...‖ (Research Group, CICIR
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2014). But the present security agenda represents an overloaded ―big cart‖ for
this ―pony model‖ solution. All other mechanisms/structures (including
Shanghai Cooperation Organization or CICA Summit or the Shangri-la Dialogue
etc.) suffer from limitations to varying degrees. Not to mention the fact that
they are all functioning on their own, in isolation, without any necessary
communication or coordination with one another (Research Group, CICIR
2014).
5. The Chinese conclusion is that Asia-Pacific needs ―a new
framework‖, ―in line with regional realities‖ and able to meet ―the needs of all
parties‖ (Jinping 2014). A ―region-wide structure‖ or, quoting the recent Report
of CICIR: a ―new overarching structure‖, based not on power politics logic but
on the awareness of a ―community‖ evolving into a ―consensus sweeping
across Asia-Pacific‖. Key words for this vision seem to be development,
cooperative security and inclusiveness. Jiang Zhida, Research Fellow at the Center
of China-US Relations of China Institute of International Studies (CIIS), was
mentioning the transition towards a security model handled by Asian countries
themselves: ―the transition of Asian order from the model of externalgeneration to internal-generation‖. I see a much more elaborate approach in
the recent Report of CICIR: this new structure ―acknowledges the presence of
the US and accepts its legitimate rights‖. It is not intended to ―squeeze
Washington out of the region‖ (Research Group, CICIR 2014).
The recent Report of the Research Group of CICIR on the so-called
“Trans-Pacific Security Cooperation Architecture” (TPSCA) was mentioning some
important ideas produced by a number of initiatives during the last 20 years,
preparing the ground for their concept: proposals of President Clinton (1993),
of the former Prime-Ministers of Japan Junichiro (2002) and Hatoyama (2009),
of ASEAN (Bali Summit, 2003), of the former Prime-Minister of Australia
Kevin Rudd (2008), of Russia (2013, 2014). Not only that: the Report was
quoting the solutions suggested by H. Kissinger – a ―Pacific Community‖
(2012) or a ―New Pacific Security Framework‖ (2014), based on a ―new
equilibrium‖ and ―partnerships‖, or by Fred Bergsten, director of the Petersen
Institute for International Economics, on a ―new economic order‖ in Asia-Pacific
region, supported by the partnership between the USA and China (―Bridging
the Pacific‖, 2014), or by the Australian strategist Hugh White, who proposed a
formula of ―US-China power sharing‖, meaning a bigger role for China while
preserving for the US ―the important job of safeguarding security in Asia‖.
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The concept developed by the Research Group of CICIR represents
―an integrated security formula‖ covering ―East Asia, Oceania and North
America‖: ―closely inter-connected areas that exert real influence on security
matters in the region, with the focus on the Northern and Western
Pacific‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014). This new model of ―a regional security
order‖ has to be ―a flexible, dynamic, open and growing system / network‖
based on ―inclusiveness, openness, pluralism and balance‖, in order to
―accommodate the security and development of all regional players‖
(Research Group, CICIR 2014). Its objective is to realize ―the joint governance‖
of regional security challenges through the common yet differentiated
action/duty of the participating countries using different – ―bilateral +
multilateral‖ – solutions/formats. In this context, ―great powers bear special
responsibilities and their coordination is necessary‖. But this does not negate
the role of others‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014). Let me add that this
architecture is based, in my opinion, on ―a very special responsibility‖ of the
USA and China and their coordination. As a matter of fact, the report is very
clear that: ―the new model of major country relationships (between the US and
China – my note) serves as a cornerstone for Asia-Pacific security cooperation (my
italics)‖. Even more: ―the new model of Beijing-Washington and bilateral
peaceful coexistence in the Asia-Pacific stands for two sides of the same coin.
We should strive to stabilize the Asia-Pacific and the broader Pacific Ocean
with such a model‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014).
6. Of course, now we see a problem: the lack of ―strategic mutual
trust‖ and this gap should be addressed. The Chinese leaders are well aware of
the fact that the partnership between the US and China ―depends to a great
extent on how the two perceive the others' strategic intentions‖. President Xi
was putting the idea in very clear terms: ―We can ill afford a mistake on these
fundamental issues. Any mistake may ruin the whole undertaking‖ (Bu 2014).
At the same time, the authors mention that this structure ―will not be a G2 in
disguise, designed to usurp the ASEAN of its indispensable role and
contribution‖(Research Group, CICIR 2014).I already mentioned the fact that
this blueprint for a ―Security Community‖ in the Asia-Pacific region
acknowledges the role and the legitimate rights and security concerns of the
US. Even more, the authors are confident that ―the US-led alliance system will
conduct self-readjustment in order to safeguard… Asia-Pacific peace and
stability‖. Nonetheless, this is not the whole story. Still, China has to
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accommodate (is it possible?) ―the fears and apprehensions‖ of other Pacific
Rim nations. Let‘s not underestimate what many are saying: China does not
have a lot of (real) friends and partners in the region. Even more, the present
political and security debate underlines a difference (a gap?) between the
words and the deeds of China in Asia Pacific.
This blueprint is addressing a very complex agenda and a lot of
specific security concerns. But the Report of CICIR says that this agenda could
be managed (Research Group, CICIR 2014).
1. In February this year State Councilor Yang Jiechi and National
Security Advisor Susan Rice declared that the US and China ―have agreed to
strengthen coordination on regional and global challenges‖. The Chinese
Foreign Minister, Wang Yi, said in March that during the visit of the President
Xi Jinping this fall in the USA that, ―the two presidents will... inject a new
momentum into our efforts to build a new model of major-country relations
between China and the United States‖. This is a ―pioneering effort. It will not
be smooth sailing. But it is a logical development because it accords with the
common intersects of both sides...‖. Trying ―to read‖ what the Chinese official
was saying, I would offer this explanation: what we see now is the starting
point of their effort to ―explore the immense possibility of win-win
cooperation between China and the United States‖ and ―the building of a new
model of major-country relations should begin with the Asia-Pacific region‖(author‘s
italics; MFA China 2015).
2. Last but not least, I will mention another dimension of the
pragmatic approach of this new agenda. The recent Report of CICIR discussed
a very important tool in this context: ―building such an array of new model of
major-country relations (and the coordination between the US and China – my
note) requires a number of trilateral dialogue mechanisms as their
supplements, such as China-US-Japan, China-US-India, China-US-Russia,
China-US-ROK and China-US-ASEAN‖. All these trilateral dialogues, having
different emphases (from global order and Asia-Pacific configuration and
security to economic development, etc.) ―should transcend the trilateral frame
in order to look at things from a TPSCA prism‖ (Research Group, CICIR 2014).
It is more than clear that this strategic approach is dominated by the centrality
of the US-China partnership. Still, there is an open question how to
accommodate during the present transition the visions – hardly compatible at
this moment – developed by the US, China and Japan on the new security
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environment starting a real process toward an ―integrated security structure‖
or ―a new model of regional security‖ able to realize the joint governance of
regional security challenges. Japan in particular is facing a tough dilemma as
far as its objective seems to be ―to build expanded security cooperation
networks that takes the form <<US and Japan plus alpha>>‖, strengthening
the cooperation networks among US-Japan-Australia, US-Japan-India, USJapan-Korea, and US-Japan-ASEAN (JFIR 2015). How realistic would be for
them to continue to read in such a way the present transition remains to be
seen…A better option could be ―to engage China‖ by its words (its concepts,
proposals or initiatives) making all the necessary amendments and working
together in the ―real world‖, developing real institutional networks or security
arrangements, building ―the good rules‖ of the game – of a ―liberal, open and
rule-based international order‖ – in the real functioning of the new structures
and mechanisms badly needed in the Asia-Pacific region.
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Abstract
The aftermath of the Vilnius Summit raised many questions regarding the
effectiveness of the European foreign policy in the Eastern partnership
countries. The previous incidents show the imperious need of a security
dimension for the Eastern Partnership. A new European security system is
required to offer better solutions to a region that struggles with the annexation
of Crimea, violent conflicts in the Donbas area in Eastern Ukraine, the 2008
Georgian-Russian war and the five frozen conflicts at the Eastern frontier of
the EU.
In this paper, I will present from a macro-level analysis the main
transformations and challenges of the Eastern Partnership after the Vilnius
Summit until the Riga Summit2, elaborate on the expectations from the
upcoming Riga Summit and its importance in the actual context and offer
some insights in the main reasons why controlling the Eastern neighbourhood
is important for both European and Russian security.
Keywords
Eastern Partnership; European Neighbourhood Policy; European UnionRussia relations; Security
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Black Sea region has become increasingly insecure space where
the EU‘s ideas and norms collide with Russia‘s perspectives. The European
foreign policy in the region and its soft power are questioned by the Russian
realism, as the events in Ukraine have shown. These days, the countries of the
Eastern neighbourhood face a revisionist Russian state which tries to contest
the current status-quo and all the values, principles, ideas, policies and
institutions that the European Union has promoted in this region through
instruments like the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP), the Eastern
Partnership (EaP) and the Black Sea Synergy
Russia‘s annexation of Crimea plus the new treaty with Abkhazia that
enhances the military and economic cooperation are changing the regional
security context in Eastern Europe. The strategic implications of these actions
are boosting Russia‘s ability to project power in the Balkans, Mediterranean
area and Middle East with huge consequences for the European security. As a
result, the Black Sea is becoming a contested area between NATO/EU Member
States and Russia. Moreover, the Russian state plans to increase its Black Sea
Fleet capacities and install A2/AD capabilities in Crimea are dramatically
changing the balance of power in the region (Daly 2014). The annexation of
Crimea freed Russia from its former obligations and limitations towards
Ukraine regarding its Black Sea Fleet and can now engage in a modernization
and expansion of its naval power; however, NATO‘s intervention in the region
(through US warships) is still governed by the Montreux Convention. Little
can be said about the EU‘s capabilities to project power since it relies almost
entirely on NATO for the military aspects.
The past events have transformed the Eastern Partnership from a
European technocratic initiative into a geopolitical demarcation between the
European/Western and Russian ideas. Along with the leadership change in
the EU, the relevance of the European Neighbourhood Policy and Eastern
Partnership were among the most discussed themes. The European
Commission and the European External Action Service (EEAS) have started a
review procedure to upgrade the European foreign policy in the unsettled
Eastern border area (Hug 2015).
In this paper, I will present from a macro-level analysis the main
transformations and challenges of the Eastern Partnership (EaP) after the
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Vilnius Summit until the Riga Summit, elaborate on the expectations for the
Riga Summit and its importance in the actual context and offer some insights
in the main reasons why controlling the Eastern neighbourhood is important
for both European and Russian security. As for the last part, I will briefly
depict the options that the European Union has in its relation with the Eastern
Partnership countries and Russia, finalizing with the question: ―Will the EaP
Riga Summit be the make or break of the European Neighbourhood Policy on
its Eastern frontier?‖

2. THE ROAD TO VILNIUS
With the Eastern wave of enlargement, the European Union has
acknowledged the need to have stability, economic development and
improved governance at its eastern borders. In opposition with the other EU
frontiers, the eastern one is the only territorial border making it vital in terms
of security, such as defending and governing it from various asymmetrical
problems such as illegal immigration, organized crime, illicit arms trade and
drug smuggling. In this context and taking into consideration the European
political will that formed around this idea after the Russian-Georgian war in
2008, the EU set out proposals for an Eastern Partnership that will ―bring a
lasting political message of EU solidarity, alongside additional, tangible
support for their [partner countries, author‟s note] democratic and marketoriented reforms and the consolidation of their statehood and territorial
integrity. This serves the stability, security and prosperity of the EU, partners
and indeed the entire continent‖ (European Commission 2008).
Launched at the Prague Summit, in May 2009, EaP is a joint initiative
within the European Neighbourhood Policy between the EU, EU member
states and six partner countries (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia,
Moldova, and Ukraine) to commit to bilateral and multilateral cooperation in
order for them to develop the necessary conditions to bolster political
association and deeper economical integration between the EU and its partner
countries. The EaP committed to respect the principles of international law, the
European values, democracy, market economy, good governance, sustainable
development and abide by human rights and fundamental freedoms (Prague
2009).
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The Joint Communication of the High Representative and the
European Commission ‗A New Response to a Changing Neighbourhood‘ from
25 May 2011, which presented the revised Neighbourhood policy, has brought
the principle of ―more for more‖ in the negotiations between the European
institutions and Eastern partner countries. Therefore, the pace of reforms will
establish the degree of cooperation and the countries more involved in reforms
will have more benefits from their cooperation with the EU, closer political
association and deeper gradual economic integration in the EU Internal
Market, as well as larger EU support (European Commission and High
Representative of the European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy
2012b).
Since the major goal of the EaP is to create the favourable context and
criteria for accelerating the political association and deepen the economical
integration between Eastern partner countries and the EU, new Association
Agreements including Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Areas (DCFTAs),
visa facilitations and readmission agreements to enhance people‘s mobility
and security plus engagement in sector cooperation are considered vital steps
in the EaP cooperation (European Commission and High Representative of the
European Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy 2012a).
The Vilnius Summit in 2013 has represented an important landmark in
the process of the Eastern Partnership because it differentiated between two
categories of countries: the EU-orientated states (Georgia, Moldova) and nonEU orientated states (Armenia, Azerbaijan) plus Ukraine, which failed to take
a clear stance in its relations with the EU (but joined the EU-orientated group
of states in 2014). This was the moment when Moldova and Georgia signed the
EU Association Agreements including DCFTAs and Ukraine temporarily
suspended the negotiations for the signing of the Association Agreement and
Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Arrangements, plus other important
achievements were made by Moldova and Georgia in fulfilling the
benchmarks of the Visa Liberalization Action Plan (Vilnius 2013).
After the Vilnius Summit, because the Ukrainian leaders abandoned
their negotiations with the EU and the signing of the Association Agreement in
favour of strengthening the country‘s relations with Russia, an outburst of
anti-governmental protests started in Kiev showing the large support of the
population towards a European path and a continuation in the Ukraine-EU
cooperation (Ciascai 2014). The crisis and the events that followed in Ukraine
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represent an important change in the European and global politics. The
Annexation of Crimea in the spring of 2014 by the Russian Federation alters
the red lines created by the Euro-Atlantic organizations or Russia regarding
their sphere of interference in Eastern Europe. Even though, the European
Union was cautious in its relations with the Eastern partner countries
regarding the subject of a potential EU membership and accepted the red lines
imposed in the past by the Russian Federation on the management of security
matters in Eastern Europe, Russia didn‘t stop fearing the European influence
in the former Soviet Bloc countries and tried to alter these countries‘ foreign
policy by putting pressure on them to renounce their European path (Ciascai
2014).

3. FROM VILNIUS TO RIGA, WHAT SHOULD BE CHANGED?
The EaP failed to establish a differentiation between the internal and
geopolitical situations of the six countries and the EU approach towards an
association agreement fostered the already politically impaired economies, as
in the Ukrainian example. Moreover, the European Union neglected to use its
Common Foreign and Security Policy as a way to engage in security topics
with its six Eastern partner countries (Schwarzer and Stelzemuller 2014).
The current events are changing the Eastern Partnership policy.
Through propaganda, military intervention, economic and political pressure,
Russia is pursuing to limit the six countries right to choose freely their foreign
policy position in addition to modify their relations with the EU. Thus, Russia
is trying to impose the idea that it has a right to decide upon the fate of its
former Soviet bloc states because they are in its sphere of influence. In this
context, the Riga Summit is of most importance in terms of reaffirming EU‘s
leaders‘ engagement in the EaP initiative and objectives. The European Union
should be prepared to deny Russia‘s desire to have a voice in the matter of
Association Agreements (including DCFTAs) negotiations‘ as well as to
support the three countries (Ukraine, Georgia and Moldova) in their reforms
and transformations (Linkevičius 2014).
Regardless of the Russian actions, in June 2014, the European Union
made a historical movement by signing the Free Trade and Association
Agreements with Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. Georgia and Moldova has
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ratified the accord and have started implementing it. On the other side, due to
pressures coming from Moscow, the implementation of the agreement with
Ukraine was postponed until January 2016 (European Commission/Trade
2014). Russia‘s will to become a part in the AA negotiations represents a threat
to the future of the Eastern Partnership and EU‘s foreign policy in the area.
Under the pretence of economic causes, Russia is trying to stop the
implementation of Free Trade and Association Agreement mainly for
geopolitical arguments: securing its sphere of influence in Ukraine and
hindering the distribution of Western values and ideas to the Eastern
neighbourhood (Kasčiūnas et al. 2014).
One of the fundamental problems of the EaP and the ENP is that the
EU tries to apply the same pattern regarding democratization, stability,
integrity and economic growth used in the 2004 and 2007 enlargement cycles
and requests the same reform implementations in its partner countries without
offering the same financial support, political commitment or the possibility to
become a part of the Union. In more than one occasion, Georgia, Moldova and
Ukraine stated their desire to integrate in the European Union and the proWestern public view has increased in the past year (Hug 2015).
The results of the Eastern partnership, after almost six years since its
launch, are mixed. Some of the partner countries have implemented more and
better the European requests than others. The future of the ENP in Eastern
neighbourhood and security in the region depends on the European Union‘s
capabilities to set a clearer agenda concerning its Eastern border states, offer
more economical and political assistance to the countries which are committed
to their democratic and modernization reforms but also to have a firm stand
about Russia‘s actions (Paul 2014).
A lesson that the EU should learn from past interactions in the Eastern
Partnership is that a differentiation is needed in the European cooperation
with its partner countries. As Commissioner Füle suggests, ―Differentiation
has always been a key feature of the Eastern Partnership. Its importance will
only increase, requiring our approach to be tailored and adapted to
correspond to our partners' needs, their ambitions and the realities on the
ground‖ (European Commission 2014). Keeping this in mind, the Riga Summit
will need to establish a roadmap of reforms distinct for each state, having as an
ultimate result the EU membership option.
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The future Summit from Riga, in May 2015, is expected by Georgia,
Moldova and Ukraine to shed some lights on a clearer, longer prospect about
the future of the three states within the European context. Apart from an
assessment regarding the current state of implementation of the association
agreements, the next EaP Summit should provide a forthcoming agenda and
some concrete benefits such as visa liberalization to Georgia and Ukraine (Paul
2014).

4. THE BATTLEFIELD OF GIANTS: EASTERN PARTNERSHIP
BETWEEN EU’S SOFT POWER AND RUSSIA’S HARD POWER
To understand the importance of the area of the EaP, we should
understand the way security is perceived by both international actors (EU,
Russia). If European Union perception of security is based more on the threat
of asymmetrical risks while depending on NATO in a case of a conventional
war, for Russia the military power and nuclear capabilities remain main pillars
for assuring its security. In addition to this, in the Russian mentality, security
is in direct correlation with the amount of external controlled territory.
Therefore, to feel secure Moscow considers that it should dominate larger
terrain outside its borders (Cumpanasu 2014).
Some voices are claiming that the Russian actions are an outcome of
the humiliation and isolation of Russia in the international community. For
example, John Mearsheimer suggests that the Ukrainian crisis is the West‘s
fault because of the European Union enlargement towards East and the
promotion of democratic and modernization ideas in Russia‘s backyard. He
says that this is the normal response of a state due to the fact that ―great
powers are always sensitive to potential threats near their home territory… No
Russian leader would tolerate a military alliance that was Moscow‘s mortal
enemy until recently moving into Ukraine. Nor would any Russian leader
stand idly by while the West helped install a government there that was
determined to integrate Ukraine into the West‖(Mearsheimer 2014).
Others consider this statement weak and give the example of OSCE
where the bureaucratic process is so burdensome because Moscow fears that
the organization can spread democratic ideas and can interfere in the domestic
affairs of other countries. The European security system will not be acceptable
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for the Russian Federation until it will have an exclusive veto power and the
right to opt out as it wishes (Techau 2014).
The Russian perception was that the EU is creating its ―sphere of
influence‖ that will undermine Russia‘s interests (setting this way a zero-sum
game). In this regard, Russia considered necessary to respond in the region by
occupying and annexing Abkhazia and South Ossetia, Georgia‘s breakaway
province, in 2008, by continuing to instigate the frozen conflicts (in
Transnistria, Abkhazia, South Ossetia, Nagorno-Karabakh) and sponsor their
leadership, by creating protests against the pro-European leadership in
Georgia and Moldova and applying gas embargos to pressure the countries to
change their course in favour to the Eurasian Union instead (Schwarzer and
Stelzemuller 2014).
The pro-European movement in Ukraine that followed the
renunciation of the government to sign the AA/DCFTA, in 2013, is perceived
by the Russian Federation as an infringement of the Eastern Europe‘s balance
of power. Hence, Moscow has intervened military by deploying troops in
Crimea, and annexing the peninsula afterwards, and in Eastern Ukraine by
destabilizing the area and creating a permanent conflict in the Donbas region
(Kasčiūnas et al. 2014).
According to the Russian doctrine, Ukraine is a key element in their
security and survival as an international power. The enhancement of the
Eurasian Economic Union is perceived in a direct correlation with Ukraine‘s
membership. Without Ukraine, the Russian made organization is a failed one.
Some authors consider that the current and past events in Ukraine are part of a
―New Russia‖ concept, by crossing the red lines put in place by the West. Even
though Russia has broken the 1994 Budapest Memorandum by using military
force in Ukraine, the response of the international community was limited and
without a specific result that would change the annexation (Kasčiūnas et al.
2014).
If Russia is using mainly hard power techniques to attract the EaP
countries to its cause, the EU is using soft power concepts. Through the
process of Europeanization, the EU has and it‘s trying to create a wide positive
sentiment regarding the European ideas, norms, values and policies in the
neighbouring states. By adopting European values and standards and
perceiving themselves as part of the European culture and civilization, the
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countries have the tendency to follow the Western model of democratization
and modernization (Cumpanasu 2014).
Until 2013, the European Union was perceived as a promoter of peace
and stability in the Eastern Neighbourhood. In the public‘s opinion, security,
peace and tackling poverty are of high importance in the collaboration
between the EU and EaP states and most people believe that only the
European institutions can provide them (Kuzņecova, Potjomkina and Vargulis
2013).
The Europeanization process had a real effect on Moldova, Ukraine
and Georgia whom despite of the Russian pressures, threats and embargos
have continued their relations with the EU. The best example in this case is
Ukraine, whose population took to the streets in Kiev after the Vilnius Summit
and protested against the government‘s decision to abandon the European
path. Still now, after a year of conflicts in Eastern Ukraine, economic problems
and constant Russian pressure, the majority of the Ukrainian public opinion
favours the EU, its promoted ideas and norms and wants more close
cooperation with Western states.
Using its multilateral platforms (democracy, good governance and
stability; economic integration and convergence with EU policies; energy
security; contacts between people) and flagship initiates (support for small
businesses, energy, border management and response to disasters), the
European Union supports the partner country‘s improvement in specific areas,
helping that state to upgrade its norms and technologies and become more
inclusive in the European Internal Market. Moreover, the programs of the EaP
put forward the civil society as a vital element in the EU- EaP countries
negotiations by creating and supporting civil society initiatives and crossborder experiences.
The Ukraine crisis is extremely significant for the future of European
security and foreign policy. The way things will turn around in the region will
define Russia‘s future actions towards its neighbours and will show how
committed the EU is in respecting its engagements with its Eastern partner
countries (Bond et al. 2015). The fight is also fought for conquering the hearts
and minds of the people in Eastern Europe and spreading each actor‘s ideas. In
this regard, the EU should put more focus on offering educational exchanges,
stimulating individual contacts and fighting the anti-Western and anti-Ukraine
Russian propaganda (Bond, et al. 2015).
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The European Union model is an attractive alternative to the Eastern
neighbourhood because it is promoting the rule of law, freedom, democracy
and international institutionalized collaboration that‘s the opposite of Russia‘s
values. In this regard, Russia is not fighting the European Union only in
Eastern Europe but tries to extend its influence in EU Member States too,
through financial provisions given to Eurosceptic parties and groups
(Gorodnichenko, Roland and Walker 2015).
In terms of foreign policy, when it comes to the EU-Russia relations,
we can see two different opposing models of the Member States:
―containment‖ and ―engagement‖. The supporters of containment claim that
the only future for the Eastern Partnership is if EU offers the partner countries
the membership option. In addition, the EU should maintain a strict position
towards Russia and ―business like usual‖ should not be on the table until
Russia will withdraw to the pre-conflict situation. In contradiction with these
ideas, the engagement promoters have proposed the idea of a ―common
economic space from Lisbon to Vladivostok‖ and Russia‘s involvement in the
Association Agreements negotiation as a third actor. In this way, the
supporters of this paradigm suggest that the actual conflict from Ukraine will
be resolved by a joint integration process between EU and Eurasian Union
(Kasčiūnas et al. 2014).
After the Russian-Georgian war in 2008, when Western countries have
return to ―business as usual‖ with Moscow, the Russian government thought
that the same situation will happen in the Ukraine‘s case too. In this case, a
normalization of the Western-Russian relations will not mean just the lifting of
sanctions, a return to economic cooperation, and instauration of the political
discussions but also an admission of the veto right that Russia has upon the
European security system (Kasčiūnas et al. 2014).

5. CONCLUSIONS
The future of EU security on the Eastern boarder will depend on the
decisions of the European leaders and how the review process of the Eastern
Partnership will conclude. In this regard, the Riga Summit should have been
the keystone element in establishing the way how EU relations with the EaP
countries and Russia should have been conducted in the future, but the
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Summit did not leave up to its expectations. The Summit adopted a cautious
attitude and no substantial decisions were made.
Therefore, the three scenarios presented in the report ―Eastern
partnership in a changed security environment: new initiatives for reform‖ of
the Eastern Europe Study Centre, regarding the manner how the EU will
decide to proceed with its foreign policy in the Eastern Neighbourhood and
the future will let us know how European leaders will decide upon the way to
act in this region (Kasčiūnas et al. 2014):
1. The EU will avoid radical changes and will try to continue the same
approach that governed its work until now. Hence, it will act
cautiously about Ukraine and will try to satisfy all the parts at the
negotiation table (including Russia). Changes will be made to alter
the actual geopolitical environment but they will be slow and
complicated. In this case, Russia will be given the veto power to
decide upon the regional integration measures.
2. The EU will grant new incentives to its Eastern partner countries in
form of presenting the possibility of EU membership to those
countries whom accomplish all the reform‘s targets. In this way,
the European Union shows that it wants to become a normative
power in the region and give the EaP states the card to act
accordingly to their interests and agenda. Due to the fact that this
initiative will create a negative reaction from Russia, the EU must
propose also a project on free trade collaboration with Russia.
3. The EU will acknowledge the Russian influence upon the Eastern
Neighbourhood and will adopt a realpolitik approach. This will be
a return to the old system of balance of power where Georgia,
Moldova and Ukraine will be left in Russia‘s responsibility. More
than that, the European Union will lose its capability to help these
countries modernize and their relation with the EU will be
handled through Russian lenses.
As briefly presented above, the scenarios for the future of the Eastern
Partnership depend tremendously on how the EU will behave in the future
and how the ENP revision programmed for this fall (2015) will be. Looking
towards the way the policymakers and the European leaders acted during the
Riga Summit, we can assume that the first scenario is the one taking shape. Of
course, it requires more study and time to unfold but this is not the subject of
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the present article as the author has opted to focus on researching the
developments prior to EaP Summit in Riga.
For that reason, the question ―Will the EaP Riga Summit be the make
or break of the European Neighbourhood Policy on its Eastern frontier?‖ is
more valid than ever.
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“Four hostile newspapers are more to be feared than a thousand bayonets.”
Napoleon Bonaparte

Abstract
Modern conflicts are defined in terms of technological development and
innovation. Cyclically, the emergence of new technology propels society towards
progress. Launching the personal computer in 1974, development of the World
Wide Web and later, of the mobile technology are examples not of mere business
innovations, but of values which determined change in matters of mental,
relational and behavioural patterns on a macro level. The existing brands grant the
illusion of power-holding to the population. If the contestations of political regimes
in the Middle East, organized through social media platforms, proved that the
Internet and especially the social networking sites are democratic instruments,
used for expressing the will of the people, in what regards the binomial
relationship social networking and Russian Federation, we maintain scepticism.
The international security environment, as it is foreshadowed in the present, can be
defined in terms of conflict and uncertainty. For Europe, one of the biggest
challenges, security-wise, was and is the Ukrainian crisis. During the military
crisis, the Russian Federation used on a large scale the media instruments to create
ostensibly the legitimacy of its actions. Starting from simple scenarios, portraying
the fight between good and evil, Kremlin perfected in time its propaganda means
and symbolism. The article focuses on how the Russian propaganda works more
than on what it conveys and addresses the issue of recent developments in
technology and software and how they were used as incubators for propaganda.
Keywords
Mass-media; New media; Propaganda; Russia; Social networking; Ukraine
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1. INTRODUCTION
Power, defined in simple terms, is the ability of one entity to modify
and influence the attitude and the behaviour of other entities for attaining a
specific purpose. In democratic states, the political elite maintains its position
as a consequence of fulfilling electoral promises. In states with low democratic
culture where the governance is made according to authoritarian principles,
the legitimacy of the leader relies on hereditary factors or it is imposed by
force. Considering recent riots and upheavals, the power holders seek to
legitimate their position and consolidate political authority by obtaining
support of the governed population. The information disseminated within the
society becomes, in this context, an important mean for acquiring power, and
the struggle for controlling information a priority on the political agenda. The
war of our times consists in continuous, subversive attempts to obtain control
of the information conveyed at a collective level.
The theoretical model for conflict resolution developed by Galtung
(Galtung and Webel 2007, pp. 14-22) illustrates three stages of conflict,
organized in a triangular shape, that escalate from contradictions and attitudes
to behaviour. The existence of contradictions in any society is normal and, if
maintained under a certain level, will not determine further conflictual states.
The Michels Effect explains that in time, decision-makers will reprioritize their
political objectives, so as to maintain their position and its inherent advantages
(Michels 1915, p. 19). In a struggle for the survival of the ruler‘s seat, the
power-holders within the society seek to limit the polarization process and
maintain a satisfaction level that will not affect their status, and the means for
attaining this is either by meeting the requests of the population and
distributing the resources available as the will of the people dictates, or by
persuasion and propaganda.
The political leader can dispose measures for propaganda and
persuasion in stages of attitude and behaviour also, but their impact will be
significantly lower, due to the fact that the population has acknowledged the
faults of the system, has an opinion about it common to collective masses and
soon, it will manifest the intention of changing the status quo. In stricter
political systems, the collective perception of the population revolves around
the idea of changing the regime. Even dictatorships and strict authoritarian
regimes seek a form to legitimize their power. In these circumstances, the
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contestation of the regime perceived as a direct threat by the decision-makers
can determine, depending on the degree of the polarization process, an
increase in volume and profundity of the propaganda. When the use of
propaganda seeks to maintain an illegitimate or contested government, the
term is associated with control and is regarded as a deliberate attempt to alter
or maintain a balance of power so as to provide advantages to the
propagandist (Jowett and O‘Donnell 2012, p. 4) usually by exerting authority
or coercion.
Persuasive power is present in most of the works and the definitions
of propaganda (Hentea 2008, p. 43), its psychological core being substantiated
on national values and symbols of identity. The biggest difference between
propaganda and persuasion is that the latter occurs in a transactional frame,
the persuaded target being aware of and accepting the ongoing process. It is
somehow situated between suggestion and obedience and seeks to induce the
idea that the will for a certain change or initiative belongs to the population
and is authentic. The changes in opinion on a collective level are produced in
the absence of coercion and are considered to be the result of a rather complex
mechanism of persuasion and reasoning. Thus, it becomes an important mean
for attaining legitimacy and consolidating political authority.
The times we live in are in the final phase of the technological utility,
that of ubiquitous use, when the technology available filters through all levels
of the society (Oberg and Sullivan1999,p. 121). The fast-paced developments in
technology went beyond mere business innovation and changed thinking,
relational and behavioural patterns within the society. In other words, not only
have the recent technological advancements reached levels unimagined a
decade ago, but they spread within the society on a large scale and have
triggered a societal revolution. Internet is currently one of the most (if not the
most) accessed sources of information and perceived, due to its image as one
of the most reliable democratization tools. Its inherent nature and distribution
mode, which seemed to be its biggest strengths in the process of promoting
democratic principles, are also its biggest vulnerability.
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2. RESHAPING COMMUNICATION AND DISSEMINATION: THE
INTERNET AND THE NEW MEDIA
People somehow assume that the Internet is going to be the catalyst of
change that will push young people into the streets, while in fact it
may actually be the new opium for the masses.
(Morozov 2009)

The development of technology and Internet has facilitated the
dissemination of propaganda. When the World Wide Web was developed, it
was perceived as the main tool for democratization. Now, the population has
access to unlimited data and information and is capable of communicating and
transmitting information in real time globally. It was portrayed as the most
powerful tool of the masses. But the democratization power of the Internet
worked as a positive force in that direction only in countries with low
democratic culture (Nisbet, Stoycheff and Pearce 2012, pp. 249-265). Indeed, in
countries ruled by authoritarian regimes and controlled through violence and
repression, the Internet was seen as the golden fish willing to bring them the
information and the support needed for change. The Internet became a vital
element for democratic advance, managing to ―open gates‖ in places where
offline efforts did not. That was the message conveyed by the Washington
administration (Niță 2011, p. 138). But in Western liberal democracies, Internet
and technology overall remained almost exclusively an entertainment device.
In the United States of America, self-proclaimed birthplace of democracy,
people surf the web mainly for entertainment purposes. So, we have to ask
ourselves: how does the new media impact, influence or facilitate the political
situations?
Of course, many could argue that the emergence of new media, or
social networking sites and mobile communication will determine a higher
degree of social cohesion and facilitate the communication among members of
the same community. They are perceived as instruments for the people to
express options in matters of political, social and cultural life, instruments for
promoting democracy. And at first, that was their purpose, but in time they
reshaped the functions and relations of and within the propaganda apparatus.
The face of the propagandist lost itself in the social network and the
apparent freedom given by the new media became a more subtle method for
propaganda. The ruling regimes realized the force of the power that lies
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behind the social network mechanisms and started using it in their advantage.
Similar to espionage movies, opinion formatives infiltrated in online social
groups and launched small ideas, that similar to a snowball on a slippery slope
only grew bigger and gained support. The information received by the
primary user was later echoed (Katz and Lazarsfeld 1955, p. 309) to social
groups (family and friends) and from rumours and transformed itself in facts,
opinions and attitudes on a collective level. The options offered by social
networking platforms of sharing, liking, commenting and gaining popularity
on the newsfeed are used as modern psy-ops instruments. By creating multiple
accounts that sustain a certain point of view/policy, a community large
enough to be taken into account is created. Through systematic actions it can
induce a new system of values, beliefs, emotions, reasoning or reinforce
attitudes favourable to the regime.
The main problem in perception management and detecting this kind
of propaganda is that it enters the ―safe space‖ and social sites like Facebook
and Twitter which are not perceived as governmental instruments for creating
opinions, and that reflects in the attitude of the population towards the
information gathered from there. As an ―insider‖, propaganda disseminated in
this way is harder to detect. And to that, agnotology adds up. The concept,
coined by Robert Proctor (Proctor and Schiebinger 2008, pp. 3-37), refers to the
cultural emergence of ignorance, especially in what regards publishing inexact
results of scientific studies meant for distorting reality and creating false
opinions. In other words, agnotology becomes an active construct within
which governmental institutions organize doubt, uncertainty and
misinformation in accordance with a plan and with the purpose of controlling
the population by intentionally maintaining a level of ignorance1. And that
reaches peak in countries partly democratic where the illusion of the freedom
of the press becomes for the majority of the population a reality, and the
distinction between what is propaganda and what is objective is a fine line.

Proctor and Schiebinger (2008) identify several types of ignorance: as a native state, implied by
the naivety of the youth or by the disadvantages of a poor education, as a lost territory, referring to
the fact that, as knowledge, ignorance has a political geography, as a virtue, becoming resistant to
knowledge and what seems to be the most interesting, as a deliberative strategic plot. In this case,
the focus is directed to doubt and uncertainty, as if something is produced and manipulated in
accordance with a set of procedures and mechanisms.
1
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The debate over the democratization power of the Internet has its
answers in this form of state organizations. Democracies and strong
authoritarian regimes both become irrelevant in the discussion, due to the fact
that either there is no need for democratization, or no access to Internet. So
what are the factors that incline the balance in favour or propaganda to the
detriment of democracy and how is the new media used in this scenario?

3. THE POLICY OF MATRYOSHKA
The paper focuses on addressing the problem from the perspective of
the Russian Federation, placed somehow in between Western liberal
democracies and pure authoritarian regimes. In order to discuss the way
propaganda works within the Kremlin administration, we have to analyze the
Russian political decision-making mechanism. The Russian Federation is
currently ruled by Vladimir Putin. In Who Makes Foreign Policy and How,
Margaret and Charles Hermann (1989, pp. 361-87) identified three types of
decisional entities within which the decision-making process, influence and
power factors manifest differently. According the Hermann‘s taxonomy, in
how it regards the Russian Federation, it can be classified as singular group. In
this situation, the decisional power belongs exclusively to the dominant group
which shares the same political option. The most important element becomes
the rapidity with which the group reaches consensus. But for the Russian
Federation, the singular opinion is predetermined by historical and doctrinaire
factors. An important aspect for analysis, in matters of Russian propaganda
towards the Ukrainian regime, derives from the Russian architectural system
of values. The Russian people are driven by nationalist impulses and by the
desire to regain power in the international system. The entire foreign policy
revolves around the idea of reconstructing Imperial Russia (Anglițoiu 2007).
And in the last decade the foreign policy of Russia was Vladimir Putin, a
pragmatic leader through excellence. The foreign policy decisions of the
Russian Federation were, in the majority of the cases, surprising.
Among the firsts and the most important papers that approached the
issue of Russian cognitive patterns in matters of foreign policy was The
Operational Code of the Politburo, written by Nathan Leites (1951, pp. 11-15).
Although Leites did not study Vladimir Putin in his paper but the political
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setting at the time, his work is relevant for the current analysis considering the
Russian political leader is not an isolated phenomenon, but rather a product of
the Russian environment. The Russian instincts and Putin‘s political
convictions were shaped by massive transformations of the Russian society,
power, lessons learned and own cognitive biases (Lo 2003, pp. 25-27).
Driven by a strong patriotic feeling, Putin considers the fall of the
USSR the ―biggest geopolitical tragedy of the 20th century‖ (Galleotti and
Bowen 2014). Although aware of the inability to rebuild the empire, Putin‘s
foreign policy constantly sought to consolidate the Russian Federation as a
regional hegemon. Based on a pragmatic and rational approach, where the
costs always had to be lower than the potential advantages, Putin did not
eliminate cooperation of the list. On the contrary, in matters that served his
national interest, cooperation, negotiation and mediation were the main
instruments for attaining geopolitical goals. But beyond pragmatism, rational
calculus and patterns of decision-making lies the problem of Ukraine. For
Russians, Ukraine is no longer a matter of territorial gains or of strategic
geopolitical advantages, but it is a matter of nationality and identity.
The Ukraine conflict started in November 2013, as a consequence of
the acceptance of the Ukrainian Government to sign the agreement with the
European Union, which implied a certain degree of adherence to European
values and principles, hence social inclusion in the largest possible way. The
crisis escalated quickly and the pro-Russian population in Crimea voted ―yes‖
in a referendum asking whether Crimea should be annexed to the Russian
Federation or not. Russian leaders acted accordingly and the Western Liberal
Democracies accused them of infringing international law and national
sovereignty. The complexity of the discussion relies on understanding the
differences between Ukraine‘s cultural and historical divisions, and can consist
in an explanatory basis for the internal conflict within Ukraine between proRussians and pro-Europeans. The division has translated into a general truth
and seldom appears as something too obvious to be questioned or explained.
Ukraine‘s internal division is not due to ethnical conflicts or regional issues,
but to a more complicated aspect to resolve; value-based attitude and national
identity. For a better understanding of why Ukraine is so important for the
Russian Federation and why the problem is no longer territorial but rather in
identity, we must look back at the history of Ukraine.
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The historical cultural ties between Ukraine and the Russian
Federation could offer an explanatory basis for the power and upheaval of
today‘s conflicts, illustrating how they shaped mentalities and identity
reasoning from centuries of shifting control of European powers. The conflicts
most difficult to manage are the ones that invoke identity and cultural
arguments, as they are motivated by intrinsic values of the society and cannot
be rationally justified. In matters of Ukraine and territorial disputes of the last
centuries, the allegiance for the Russian domination impacted and divided the
society in the broadest sense possible influencing collective perception. The
contradictions within the society between those who perceive the Imperial or
Soviet Russian rule more sympathetically and those who see it as a tragedy are
the premises for the current conflict in the region (Conant 2014).
The West, although controlled by Poland during the 18 th century,
shares many religious and linguistic influences with the centre. It was
influenced by Polish culture, the core values being pertained to the ones of the
Roman Catholicism. After Poland was dissolved, the territory entered the rule
of the Austrian Empire (19th century), thus strengthening the connections with
Europe. Although monarchic, the Habsburg Empire offered political freedom
and enabled the implementation of modern practices that were only
substantiating the ties with the European territory (serfs were freed, right to
elect the monarchy‘s constituent assembly, some of the elected deputies were
former serfs, the right to develop associations of any kind, including political
parties, minority languages were recognized in education, administration and
justice (Szporluk 2009, pp. 3-7)) and laying the basis for future democratic
ambitions.
The centre (including Kiev) was mostly influenced by eastern Slavs
(early Slavic alphabet), and the region was briefly under the rule of Poland and
Lithuania. At the end of the 18th century, the centre was taken by Russian
Empire.
During the 19th century, the south-east region of Ukraine became a
shared social and cultural space (Riabchuk 2009, p. 9), sharing few aspects of
cultural and religious life with the Western part of the country. The industrial
development and the high degree of urbanization attracted Russians, whose
domination controlled the ―openness‖ to European culture, limiting the
framework for modern political ideas or creating Western democratic
institutions (e.g. representative government, independent judiciary, freedom
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of the press) (Riabchuk 2009, p. 9). Each effort for a Western evolution was
limited or eliminated. ―All seemed to conspire to bring about the integration of
the Ukrainian elite and its culture into that of the empire, leading, in fact, to
russification, since Russian political culture has achieved dominance and
monopoly in the empire‖(Raeff 1992, p. 78). The values entrenched in the
19thcentury were retained centuries later and became civilizational identity
patterns, within which the Ukrainian society (mostly the eastern region)
developed.
Every state form of organization with its implicit characteristic aspects
is designed, influenced and created by two interdependent forces: culture and
politics. Cultural innovations were translated into reorganizing of social space
and reshaping relations within the society. The state architectural sociology
connects an ideology with its inherent values. Different ideologies infuse
within the society a different set of values; hence the historical differences
between the Western and the Eastern regions of Ukraine created distinct
patterns of reacting to societal changes and political ruling. Living different
histories, Ukraine formed two national consciousness (defined in terms of
knowledge, faith, arts, ethics, rule of law, customs), both poorly connected.
The perception of Ukraine and Russia as parts of the same nation was
not a unilateral belief. Russian perception of national identity and fundamental
values was greatly shaped in the 19th century before Ukraine became a modern
nation. The historians of the 19th century created the Russian model of a nation,
leading from the premise Ukraine is an integrated part of the Russian society.
Furthermore, Kiev was considered to be the cradle of the Russian civilizations.
Having this idea powerfully implanted in the collective perception, for the
Russian population annexing Crimea is just a mean for repairing a historical
wrong. For many Russians, it is quite difficult to distance their own history
from Ukraine‘s and acknowledge the autonomy and independence of Ukraine
as a state entity. Furthermore, the Ukrainian problem is perceived as a conflict
clustered by the West and directed against the constitutional norms and the
wish of the Ukrainians. Putin denies the accusations of the United States
regarding the deployment of military forces on Ukrainian soil and proposes a
diplomatic solution. Although his cognitive and behavioural pattern do not
imply the use of force as a mean of crisis management, Putin‘s declaration
stated that Russia will intervene, if necessary, on legitimate grounds in
Ukraine.
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The cultural and historical ties Russia has with the Ukrainian territory
outline a new perspective regarding power structures and regional
interactions. One of the main characteristics of the current security
environment is the arrangement of the states in a network. The ongoing events
and the emergence of areas of conflict emphasize the need of a good
positioning within the international network. Each state seeks to consolidate
its position, strengthen its ties and connections and become an important node
in the system that generates strategic competitive advantages (remain
independent, but generate dependence to others). Taking into account the
common cultural background of Eastern Ukraine and the Russian Federation
(interpreted as a cohesion force) and precedents such as Kosovo (where the
claims of independence were driven by different systems of values, and
legitimated by the international organizations on the basis of the right of each
nation to identity), the Kremlin‘s main objective became consolidating its
position by uniting the Russian territories, regardless of their geographical
position. Kiev, perceived as the cradle of the Russian civilization, its
Mittelpunkt, from where the development of the inchoate modern state,
became a priority. And in an effort to legitimize any action oriented towards
eastern Ukraine, the Kremlin appealed to propaganda and other influential
instruments.

4. WEAPONS OF MASS DECEPTION
The Russian Federation has directed its efforts of persuasion and
influence in three different directions: first of all, internally, to obtain
legitimate support for foreign political actions from the governed population;
in Ukraine, to maintain the spirit of the pro-Russian protesters; and within the
European Union, to gain their trust and avoid a military intervention.
Considering the historical and cultural background, even though we have in
mind three different geographical spaces, all targets of the Russian
propaganda machine, there are only two types of messages conveyed. In
matters of internal and Ukrainian propaganda, the psychological warfare
taken has as main purpose maintaining the perception existent within the
society and adding a higher degree of consistency, pertained to the foreign
policy adopted. When talking about the European space, the propaganda shifts
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from maintaining the idea to creating the idea. Vladimir Putin seeks to obtain
if not the support, at least the trust of the European leaders and avoid a
military confrontation. This is realized in a rather formal and institutionalized
environment, through official declarations, interviews and negotiations within
international organizations.
Focusing on internal propaganda, the three piers on which the
propaganda machine relies upon comply with the three fundamental elements
of a persuasive action identified by Aristotle – ethos, logos and pathos - the
tryptic status, logic, emotions (apud Kapferer 2002, p. 22).
In matters of ethos/status, Vladimir Putin appealed to its presidential
authority and as the first step of a highly complex process, he decided
reducing the power of the free press. The independent media trusts
directors/editors were gradually eliminated and replaced with people of the
regime, who had the possibility to convey the message accordingly to the
ruler‘s interests. In December 2013, Vladimir Putin ordered the restructuring of
the state owned (and yet, historically independent) RIA Novosti, known for
delivering unbiased news and producing balanced coverage (Sandford 2013).
Pursuant to a merge with Russia Today (reorganized as International News
Agency Russia Today, under the reason it will make more rational use of
public money), Dmitry Kiselyov became chief editor, a TV presenter known
for being disinclined to US policies (Hyll, 2015)1. Dozhd (Rain), Russia‘s
independent TV channel was eliminated2 before the Olympic Games and the
radio station Ekho Moskvy had its long-serving editor Alexei Venediktov and
director Yuri Fedutinov replaced by an editor from state media, without being
offered any justification of the decision3. The director of the independent news

1A

sharp critic of Euromaidan, he started a propaganda campaign demonizing the pro-European
protesters in Ukraine, labelling them as fascists and neo-Nazis who are trying to grab power in
Kiev and condemning the support offered to them by Western liberal democracies (especially US).
He declared on national television the Russian Federation can turn US into radioactive ashes. His
belligerent rhetoric became the object of European sanctions (Frum 2014).
2 First aired in 2010, Dozhd knew a constant growth in audience. However, after approaching
sensitive subjects, Dozhd was excluded from all cable and satellite services and became the target
of economic inspectors, the owner of the building refused to extend the lease, forced to close down
(***, Rise and fall of Dozhd, 2015).
3 In October 2014, EkhoMoskvy received an official warning regarding the Ukraine-related
program aired and was requested by Roskomandzor to eliminate the information justifying war
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site Lenta.ru, Galina Timchenko, was replaced by Aleksei Goreslavsky, a proKremlin editor.
The impact of the media on the population is significantly, considering
that 98% of the households have access to television (2002 est.) and almost 76
million Russians have Internet access (2013 est.) (Nationmaster). Exposing the
people to the same message coming from different sources of information can
create a powerful informational space within which a contradictory data can
hardly enter. Putin put Roskomnadzor (the Federal Service for Supervision of
Communications, Information Technology and Mass Media) in motion and set
the criteria for awarding warnings really low. According to the Russian legal
framework, if a media-based company receives more than 2 warning in a year,
it is forced to shut down. By doing so, Putin placed the Russian Federation in a
rather dictatorial scenario and gained almost absolute control on the
informational flow: WHO & WHAT. And once perception and expectancies
are formed on a collective level, they are harder to eliminate and correct.
Talking about mind-sets, Richard Heuer (1999, p. 10) stated that they ―tend to
be quick to form, but resistant to change‖. In other words, it is easier to form a
new opinion than to change an existing one. Putin‘s efforts in gaining
legitimacy and support focused only on consolidating an already subjective
perception of Ukraine as being a part of modern Russia. The information he
conveyed through specific means and instruments translated itself into added
value and was assimilated to existing images, adding brick after brick to the
one-nation cultural foundation.
In matters of social media and new media, censorship, even in the
form of limiting the access to information, is not a viable scenario. Hence,
Putin appealed to the oldest techniques in the books, an inside job. Google
counts more than 1.4 million media entries under ―Putin attacks Ukraine‖ and
in order to change that perception, the Russian leader must counteract and
respond similarly. Thus, he built himself an army fighting online. An article on
Buzzfeed (Seddon, 2014), quoted in Forbes‘ article Putin‟s new weapon in the
Ukraine propaganda war: Internet trolls (Gregory 2014), identifies the number of

crimes. Alexei Venediktov, editor in chief at the time, rejected the claim (***, EkhoMoskvy warned
by Russia media watchdog, 2014).
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online interventions planned daily per individual – post 50 articles, maintain
six Facebook accounts and ten Twitter accounts, with 50 tweets.
In terms of pathos/emotions, the Kremlin appeals to historic, doctrinaire
and cultural ties with Ukraine, exploits the Western articles according to which
Ukraine is divided between Russians and Ukrainians and emphasizes the
discrepancies existent within the society, from a political, spiritual and cultural
point of view. The MIMETIC (Military Industrial Media Entertainment
NETwork) war as it is called by Der Derian (2002), as a form of asymmetrical
conflict, supplies a ―black and white narrative of villains and heroes‖, pleading
for a victory by the forces of virtue. The disseminated information in social
online spaces clearly differentiates Vladimir Putin as being the hero in the
story. The psy-ops/propaganda transformed itself in the military equivalent of
marketing or advertising campaigns, appealing to emotions and arousing
them in the intense, but shallow way that sports do (Carruthers 2005, p. 236).
The defining elements of the Russian population can be identified as triggering
factors in creating attitudes towards the Ukrainian conflict: nationalism,
patriotism, and religion. One of the most brutal photos identified on Facebook
related to the ongoing Ukrainian conflict and used as propagandistic
instruments is one belonging to the Facebook account ―The Russian
Federation‖, which illustrates Vladimir Putin and Barrack Obama in an arm
wrestling fight. It is not difficult to identify which is the hero and which is the
villain, considering Vladimir Putin is wearing a white cape and has a halo,
while Obama spits fire and has a devilish red colour and horns. Between them,
as a stake, lies a church. The symbols of Christianity and arguments of
patriotism were invoked as legitimacy elements for reunification demands. On
the 18thof March 2015, tens of thousands of people gathered in the Red Square
to mark one year from the annexation of Crimea. The political leader of the
Russians held a speech that encompasses the pathos used in the mediated
campaigns. Thus, the people of Crimea and Sevastopol returned to their native
shores, after an annexation that has not been done for strategic reasons, but
about the fate of millions of Russians, millions of compatriots and the historic cradle
of (the Russian) spirituality and statehood(Oliphant andParfit2015). During one of
Putin‘s speeches (18th March 2014) held after the results of the Crimea
referendum, the political leader used the term ruski (defining ethnicity) instead
of rosiski (which defines citizenship), announcing the ideological unification of
Russian ethnics, regardless of the borders of the Russian Federation.
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When it comes to logos/logic, the persuasive technique appeals to facts
and statistics, makes logical analogies so as to prove the momentum gained
and the impact it has. The reasoning made is not exclusively based on logic,
but appeals to emotions and historical ties to add relevance for the masses. The
main arguments for why Russia needs to annex Crimea derive from real
historical facts. The end of the Cold War created a unipolar international
system in which the power holder was the United States. From a realistic
perspective of zero-sum game, the Washington administration would
implement any policy needed in matters of both internal and foreign affairs in
order to maintain its position of power and to assure itself that the Russian
Federation (a historic enemy) will not become a threat to its security. So, the
options the Washington administration had at the time were either to
assimilate Russia into the Western system or to decrease its power by
―conquering‖ the states located in Russia‘s sphere of influence. NATO was an
international organization founded in 1949 as collective defence mechanisms
in response to an attack by any external party. With the end of the Cold War
and with the disintegration of USSR, the external threat disappeared, and so
NATO become irrelevant pertained to its initial purpose. Taking this into
account, Russia perceived the NATO and EU expansions (12, respectively 16
members, of which former USSR republics) as an aggression. The perception of
threat obtained a high degree of intensity within the Russian political elite due
to the close borders it now had with NATO and EU. Furthermore, the image
that prevailed in the Russian society was that Western forces activate intensely
in former Soviet republics so as to encourage the administration to oppress
their Russian-natives. Perhaps the most conclusive examples offered were
Latvia and Estonia, where respectively 12% and 6% of the population is of
Russian ethnicity and allegedly do not have their rights respected and cannot
vote in national elections, enrol in Russian schools, or access Russian media.
In defining ―security‖, Arnold Wolfers perspective lays the premises
for explaining state‘s behaviour within the modern international system,
introducing the idea of security in a subjective sense (Wolfers 1952, p. 483). In
other words, states rather react to perception, not necessarily reality. Political
powers do not trust their political decisions exclusively on the realities of the
international system, but that dispose of measures in order to respond to
perceived threats. And what propaganda does is influence the collective
perception of threat, thus legitimating political decisions in matters of both
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internal and foreign affairs. The Russian propaganda system seeks to enable
the catalysts within the Russian and East-Ukrainian society that shape public
opinions and gain enough popular support to attain its objectives. Societies
aim at ensuring security and welfare and once they sense those values to be
attacked. They polarize and band against the perceived source of threat in an
attempt to maintain the status quo.
The efficiency of the Russian propaganda machine was quantified in a
survey conducted by Levada Center, a non-governmental research
organization. The survey was carried among 1600 people aged 18+, from over
134 localities (urban and rural) of 46 of the country‘s regions (Information
warfare, 2014). The results were conclusive and proved the efficiency of the
Russian administration in polarization. Almost 60% of the population
interviewed considers the Russian media offers an objective picture of events
in Ukraine and 88% believe USA and western countries are conducting an
informational warfare against Russia.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In the current security environment which gradually transformed
itself and shifted its centres of power from traditional military to informational
arenas, each state seeks to legitimize its actions, regardless of the regime type.
This means that in a certain degree, even the strictest dictatorial regimes aim to
gain popularity among its citizens and obtain their support in matters of both
internal and external affairs. The backbone of societal decision-making is the
information and the way it is perceived at a collective level.
Technology created a space within which the people access
information easier, comprehend it, acknowledge it using specific instruments,
internalize it and act. The paradox of the current society is that in this manner,
technology empowers the population in the same degree it threatens its
security. The Internet has become this elusive enemy, a territory which hosts
the war for the hearts and minds of the population. And while it unravels as a
force of democratization which grants the freedom of the speech to the people,
offering them a space to protest; it also provides the decisional body the
framework for launching informational warfare in an environment perceived
as ―safe‖. The mediated view of the world becomes prominent in the collective
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perception and shapes beliefs and attitudes. Thus, the power lies in the hand of
those who can control the information.
In terms of power obtained through propaganda, the Kremlin
administration conveys messages revolving around concepts of historical and
cultural identity. These are values that define a nation and in a conflict become
non-negotiable, exploiting all the channels available for transmitting the
information. And the Internet, a democratic unbreakable space, became an
incubator for propaganda in the informational war.
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Abstract
This paper is a critical view on the constitutional dynamics in the Romanian
public space, reviewing the constitutions from 1866 until now, with a
particular outlook on the present constitution, the one from 1991, revised in
2003. Every text has had a short life and a lot of amendments, a fact worthy of
our reflection.
Starting from the hypothesis that every constitutional text is an answer to a
determinate fear, or at least to certain concerns and desires specific to the
historical moment, I have explored the weaknesses and gaps or deficiencies
capable of explaining public behaviour, public constitutional discourse and
Romanian constitutional alternatives as answers to these issues. In this context,
some features will be analysed such as the ambivalence of tendencies, the
continuous oscillation to the opposite poles, the recurrence of representations,
etc.
Amid all these antinomies and paradoxes, Romanians should find a proper
way to behave in the constitutional space, even by rethinking democratic
values in the light of national needs and in a context where modernization and
Europeanization are important aims for us to achieve.
Keywords
Antinomy;
Constitutional
behaviour;
Constitutional
Europeanization; Institutional illness; Modernization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Upon abandoning its political organization and leaving the socialist
bloc of Eastern Europe, Romania had to make a quick adaptation of its political
system, including legal and constitutional measures and means used to
achieve a new status and to enable it to build a democracy using the model of
Western democracies.
While in Central-Eastern Europe, ex-communist countries like Poland,
Czechoslovakia and even Hungary benefited from a so-called ―velvet
transition‖. In Bulgaria, Romania or Moldavia the transition was more
―violent‖ (Radu 2010).
All the changes, from 1990 until now, have targeted a modernization
of Romania, but we should emphasize that the concept of modernization has a
specific connotation, in Romanian‘s case; in a similar manner, the achievement
of democracy and the rule of law have had a very specific journey. A
particularly proper concept used to describe the process of modernization in
Romania is the one of ―tendentious modernity‖, as defined by Constantin
Schifirnet1. This reverses the normal trend from the economic, capitalist layer,
to the political and institutional one, just like in Western Europe, in an
approach where political institutions of democracy forced the economy to find
its way so as to form capitalism of burning stages and impose shapes and rules
without the necessary time for growth and preparation of the relevant actors
for all of these changes. There is of course a dramatic dimension of Romania‘s
modernization profile. ―Tendentious modernity‖ is an inflicted one, a result of
a modernization ―in the rear-guard, not at the forefront‖ (Schifirnet 2012, p.
12). At the same time, tendentious modernity is marked in Eastern Europe by
an ―economic weakness, a self-image of countries lying at the periphery of the
Western European centre, under authoritarian rule for some decades‖
(Schifirnet 2009, p. 52). With regard to the Romanian case, its ―hybrid nature‖
characterized by pronounced segmentation and delayed development as the
entire ideological history reveals is still influencing Romanian philosophy

―This means development in the opposite direction: from the affirmation of the national spirit
and political construction towards economic development‖ – Schifirnet 2009, p. 52.
1
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(Schifirnet 2012) as well as political thinking, and some aspects of
Constitutional conceptual dilution (Vrabie 2004; Vrabie 2012).
The last three decades have forced Romania to adapt its political
institutions (Parliament, Presidency, parties), but also its legal and
constitutional framework and establishment in order to accomplish an
important objective: to become a member state of the European Union and
NATO.
With respect to the idea of ―tendentious modernity‖, we have to
understand the evolution of the Romanian constitutional formula, observing
the fragile status quo accomplished at some historical moments, and also the
ambivalence of choosing a philosophy or the opposite way of thinking when
historical circumstances imposed it.

2.
HISTORICAL
EVOLUTION
CONSTITUTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

IN

ROMANIA’S

2.1. Constitutions of the Romanian monarchy
In Romania, constitutional texts have had a very short life span. That is
why from 1866 until now there have been 7 fundamental laws with 25
revisions. What does this mean? Is it that there is something wrong with
Romanian constitutional thinking? That we cannot agree on the political
institutional profile in a manner of reaching for stability and continuity? In an
interpretation of history from a perspective of ―fear and need for security‖
(Delumeau 1986), we can say that the revision of every constitution, much like
every new constitution, is a response to a determinate fear about something
specific to that historical moment. In these terms, we can assert that the text of
the present constitution has as its main purpose ―the exorcism of some demons
haunting Romanian society after the Revolution: the dismemberment of the
national, unitary, indivisible state and the restoration of the monarchy‖ (Carp
and Stanomir 2008, p. 234).
Hence, there are enough reasons in Romanian history why there has
been such frequent change in the life of constitutional texts. This fragility of the
institutional status quo has given a specific profile to political evolution in
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Romania and has created a festering place for a lot of diseases and weaknesses
of constitutional thinking.
The first Constitution of the United Principalities (later Kingdom) of
Romania was adopted on July 1st 1866. Inspired by the Belgian Constitution
from February 7th 1831, one of the most liberal constitutions in Europe at the
time, the Romanian Constitution of 1866 proclaimed elected monarchy as the
form of government, the separation of powers principle as a basic
constitutional norm, the bicameral system, the immunity of parliamentarians,
ministerial responsibility and numerous civil rights and liberties given in the
spirit of that time. Nevertheless, the Constitution of 1866 was revised no fewer
than three times.
In 1923, after the expansion of the national territory following the
Great Union of 1918 amid the territorial and population-related changes, the
new minorities (Hungarian, German, Ruthenian, Serbian), as well as the new
religions (Greek-Catholic, Protestant, Catholic), a new constitution seemed to
be necessary and was approved. The newly-adopted constitution maintained
the general principles of the one from 1866. In fact, it was ―the former
Constitution, revised to some extent‖ (Focseneanu 1992, p. 60) and fully
accepted, in order to express the will of all Romanian citizens to uphold its
provisions. However, new elements occurred: a simpler electoral system,
several guarantees for the rights of national minorities, some small
administrative and institutional reforms. Thus, the new constitution kept the
spirit of the previous one, but took a more modern form, a superior one from
the point of view of juridical techniques, using modern language to adapt the
old constitutional provisions to the new political, economic and social situation
of the post-war age. It should also be mentioned the tendency to instil a
checking system of citizens‘ rights and liberties, and with regard to the regime
of the powers in the state (Focseneanu 1992, pp. 70-72).
In 1938, the fragile democratic tradition which had been started in
1866 was broken by King Carol II, who abrogated the 1923 Constitution and
imposed an undemocratic constitution, only one month after he had abolished
all parties, embracing supreme power. By those acts, the King defied the
constitutional revision procedure, as the constitution itself did not emerge
from the nation, but from the executive power. That was a massive and illtimed step backwards. The exercise of constitutional power became a royal
monopoly, with the King turning into a powerful ―head of the state‖, imposing
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very strict discipline and demanding obedience from the people. That type of
monarchy fostered a strange and unhealthy pattern, where ―King reigns and
King governs at the same time‖ (Focseneanu 1992, p. 78).
2.2. Communist Constitutions
In the communist period, three constitutions where implemented: in
1948, 1952 and 1955. After a fraudulent election in 1946, the communists
imposed a new political establishment, compelling King Michael I at the end of
1947 to abdicate, abolishing monarchy and proclaiming the Romanian People‘s
Republic. All democratic forces were summarily liquidated and Romania
entered, also as a constitutional formula, the Soviet political system, using the
widely known economic practices: nationalization of industries and banks,
collectivization of agriculture, etc. In 1948, The Assembly of Deputies was
replaced by The Great National Assembly and legislative power was passed to
the executive. The economic provisions overwhelmed the political. Private
property was abolished, judges‘ irrevocability was removed, and the
Constitution could be amended through an ordinary procedure.
The next step of the process of identifying with other states from
communist Eastern Europe and with the Soviet constitutional model was
made by the Constitution of 1952. It was a constitution which reflected the
relationship and nearness to the Soviet Union, the affirmation of socialist
property, and an undemocratic growth in the number of citizens‘ duties
compared to their rights.
Likely to be considered monocratic constitutions, given the single
political formation, the Communist Party, which generated them through a
―manifested power monopolization and a proliferation of abuse‖ (Focseneanu
1992, p. 137), the communist constitutions legitimated the abrogation of the
separation of powers principle and resorted to a serious personalization of
power established with the presidential function of the Republic in 1974.

3. TRANSITION TO DEMOCRACY
After the Revolution of 1989, a new constitution was adopted in 1991.
The Romanian Constitution as a fundamental law establishes the structure of
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the institutional establishment, the functions of each political institution, the
principles of legitimacy of government, Romanian citizens‘ rights and
obligations, the parliamentary system of law-making and its procedures etc.
The 1991 Romanian Constitution, a result of the Constituent Assembly, was
adopted by a National Referendum on 8th of December and it had a single
amendment process, being revised in 2003, amid the objective of joining the
EU and NATO.
The current Constitution it is not a profoundly original project, but an
eclectic assembly of articles and provisions from several constitutions,
declarations, charters, with a major influence of the French Constitution of
1958.
As a technical law structure, the Constitution of 1991, as revised in
2003, contains 156 articles, divided into 8 major sections or "Titles": General
principles; Fundamental Rights, Freedoms, and Duties; Public authorities; The
economy and public finance; Constitutional Court; Euro-Atlantic integration;
Revision of the Constitution; Final and transitional provisions.
3.1. Strengths and weaknesses of the ‗91 Constitution
The post-revolution Constitution marked a prominent step towards
democracy, breaking the long age of communist constitutional provisions. The
new Constitution imposes the rule of law as the framework of political and
public life, and also as the standard and imperative of a genuine democracy.
The separation of powers principle and the check and balance idea began to
take root in political philosophy, as well as in public discourse. There, we find
the settlement of the organization of Parliament, Presidency, Government, and
bodies of public administration at the central and local level, the judicial power
structures, with relations of control and support among these political
institutions. The political construction is far from being perfect, but the
affirmation of relative independence and the interconnections of the parts of
this institutional system amid its hierarchy do matter.
In fact, the major ends of such provisions are the assertion and
preservation of human dignity, of the fundamental rights of citizens, the free
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development of the human being, the institution of social equity and political
pluralism1.
But there are several limitations of the 1991 Constitution and these
weaknesses have prompted much criticism in constitutional and political
literature. It has been said that the 1991 Constitution is a split from the
Romanian democratic constitutional tradition and that the option for foreign
patterns and formulas was not wise. It is to be mentioned though that the
democratic constitutional tradition was a short one, so is it a better choice to
use a short experience instead of importing a foreign model, i.e. borrowing
ideas from much more experienced states in terms of democracy and rule of
law practices? Is this habit of continually subjecting our institutions to foreign
patterns not a doubtful one or at least too harsh?
Eclecticism was a practice in use when creating the post-communist
Constitution and it became visible by employing several constitutional sections
from many European constitutions (the French, the Belgian, the Swedish, etc.),
and even from The European Convention on Human Rights. The emerged
Constitution did not keep anything from the ones of 1866 or 1923, but instead
it replicated ample parts of the French Constitution from 1958 and, with regard
to presidential powers, we can even find traces of the socialist Romanian
Constitution of 1965. The People‘s Advocate (article 58) is inspired by the
Swedish Ombudsman institution and, unfortunately in the Romanian case, it is
insufficiently covered by law and not at all known and properly called upon in
the public sphere. Citizens‘ rights were meticulously enumerated, but
insufficiently secured by constitutional guarantees (Focseneanu 1992, p. 158).
It is to be noticed the ambiguous Trias politica (separation of powers).
The expression ―power in the state‖ is replaced by ―public authorities‖ and
comprises: Parliament, the Romanian President, Government, Public
Administration and Judicial Authority. Another ambiguity or inadvertence is
the provision according to which ―The President of Romania exercises the
mediation function between the state powers‖, but the state powers are three,
while the public authorities are five, and the executive power is too extended.

According to a constitutional provision from the 1991 Romanian Constitution, published in
Monitorul Oficial no. 233 from 21 Nov. 1991, art. 1, par. (3). This provision is challenging the
previous demagogic provisions with respect to human rights, from the communist constitutions
mentioned.
1
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The Executive comprises three public authorities: President, Government and
Public Administration.
There are also legislative problems: the main issue being the
Government‘s plausible abuse of legislative delegation when using
parliamentary privileges in adopting laws. The spirit of any democratic
constitution is to entrust with this a single legislative institution, Parliament,
regardless of its name (Assembly, Parliament, National Representation1,
House of Lords and House of Commons2, National Assembly3, Bundestag and
Bundesrat4, Congress, Sejm5, etc.). And albeit the Romanian Constitution
proclaims Parliament as the only legislative power in the state, the
Government may circumvent this provision in many ways: the legislative way,
of project liability, through which a bill can become law without Parliament‘s
vote and regular bill procedure, or by the practice of emergency ordinances, or
through the legislative delegation procedure, in the case of ordinary laws. The
abuse of emergency ordinances has also been criticized by the Venice
Commission6 and will be the subject of a future amendment to the Romanian
Constitution.
Another form of criticism pertains to the semi-presidential republic
option, also an issue of questionable importation (Dima 2014). In fact, are there
any reasons to wonder whether the Romanian political regime is semipresidential or semi-parliamentary7? Considering that the French political
formula was targeted, was this a good choice? ―In similar situations, countries

New Zeeland.
Great Britain.
3 France, Australia.
4 Germany.
5 Poland.
6 In its 2012 Opinion, the Venice Commission clearly recommended that ―the issue of government
emergency ordinances should be addressed. One of the reasons for the excessive use of such
ordinances (140 emergency ordinances in 2011) appears to lie in the cumbersome legislative
procedures in Parliament. Reform of Parliament should therefore be on the agenda. Even if
quicker action through Government intervention were indeed required, urgent legislation, for
example on implementing EU legislation, should be adopted by way of legislative delegation
(Paragraphs 1 to 3 of article 115 of the Constitution).‖
7 The Venice commission also believes that the Romanian Government ―is still halfway between
parliamentary system and presidential system, in such a way that it can be easily qualified both as
semi-parliamentary and/or semi-presidential‖.
1
2
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like Germany, Italy and Spain, after right-wing dictatorships, or Hungary and
Czechoslovakia, after left-wing dictatorships, chose parliamentary
democracies. The French pattern was a bad choice‖ (Deleanu 2008, p. 162),
especially because of political and social instability, leading to about 15
constitutions in 200 years.
The omission of imposing the rule of ministerial countersigning of
every presidential decree is another limit to be discussed. The 1923
Constitution provided that rule. The President‘s decrees are almost never
countersigned by ministers and by the Prime-Minister, besides in cases of
international liability, in exceptional conditions or when granting social rights.
Romanian citizens are not allowed to complain directly to the
Constitutional Court when harmed by a public authority, which is a very
critical limitation, again of French inspiration. Meanwhile, the Constitutional
Court is allowed to reject any objections of unconstitutionality without
subpoenaing any parties, which paves the way for plausible abuse without any
control.
3.2. 2003 - Constitutional Revision
Constitutions can be considered witnesses of history, whose moments
are reflected and engraved within them. That is the reason why constitutions
are to be reformed and amended. A constitution needs some time to tackle
new social and/or international relations. A very important problem is a
classic1 one, which could be asserted in this way: ―Who has the authority to
make legal rules and by what process of enactment? Once established, how is
the law made known? Who has the authority to amend or revoke a law once it
has been enacted and proclaimed? How do changes in laws affect the regime
and vice versa? How much legal change can a given regime tolerate? At what
point do changed laws entail a changed regime?‖ (Josiah 2005, p. 398). With
these issues in mind, we start questioning in fact the legitimacy of legislation
and any acceptable answer is an attempt to solve the problem of legitimacy
when instrumenting law, including the process of amending the law. From

The issue was exposed in the Ancient Greek legal system, related to the legislation problem and
amendment procedure.
1
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this point of view, the provision of a clear, constitutionally-framed amendment
procedure is a necessary instrument under the condition of responsible
flexibility.
Amending the Constitution of 1991, after such a short period of time,
was justified by the several deficiencies and dysfunctions manifesting
themselves in the application of constitutional provisions under the exigency
of solving all these problems that occurred. Could we consider the
enforcement of the 1991 Constitution and the revision from 2003 as trial and
error processes in the way of modernization of the state?
But beyond the criticism about the limits of the 1991 Constitution and
not least a re-evaluation of the guarantees on liberty and human rights,
perhaps the most important reason for revision was the request for a serious
institutional preparation for integrating into the Euro-Atlantic structures.
The revision of the 1991 Constitution was approved by the Romanian
Parliament, being adopted by a constitutional referendum held in October
2003. The new Constitution entered into force on 29th of October 2003. More
than half of the articles of the Constitution underwent large or small changes.
The revised Constitution comprises 156 articles, divided into 8 titles (one on
―Euro-Atlantic Integration‖ has been added). In this form, the democratic
character of the state has been legally reinforced and the citizens‘ access to
decisional process has been clearly established. A more efficient manner of
guaranteeing citizens‘ rights and freedoms has also been set in place.
There are new settlements, restatements and definitions; a distinct
settlement of the democratic principle of the separation of powers has been
included. Parliamentary immunity is now limited; the powers of the two
parliamentary chambers are differentiated. A law comes into force three days
after its publication in the Official Journal. The presidential mandate has been
extended from four to five years in order to differentiate the parliamentary
mandate from the Presidential one and to prevent the mutual influence and
parties‘ interference.
Some procedures are more coherently provided: the specification of
the cabinet reshuffle, the Government‘s assumption of responsibility etc. The
legal regulation of adopting emergency ordinances has been implemented. The
Prefect‘s status has been clarified.
In the Constitutional text, we can notice a promising increase in justice
independence, together with the growth of the Constitutional Court‘s
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institutional role. Procedures for joining the European Union and NATO do
not require any further referendum. A parliamentary vote (by a 2/3 majority)
is sufficient. Once Romania became a member of the European Union (EU), its
citizens, just like any EU citizen, were given the right to vote and run for local
elections.
The equality of citizens without any privilege or discrimination has
been provided, as well as the access to public and civil dignities for double
citizenship beneficiaries.
With regard to citizens‘ rights, private property is guaranteed and
protected by law. The use of national minorities‘ languages in relation with
local public administration authorities and decentralized public services has
also been provided.
Not least, it was intended to give better citizen representation and
shape active and participatory democracy by involving citizens in the decisionmaking process and giving them direct means of active participation in the
state‘s activity (see the citizens‘ legislative initiative). The revised Constitution
provides new means and instruments for political decision influence, in
keeping with the idea of civic society improvement (civic NGO‘s, foundations
etc). NGOs, under the new provisions, may become real partners of the
Government in the decision-making process. These organizations also appear
as means of guaranteeing citizens‘ rights (Ionescu 2003, p. 147).

4. CONSTITUTIONAL ANTINOMIES IN THE
MODERNIZATION AND EUROPEANIZATION

EFFORT OF

Constitutional thinking has its own life and a relative independence of
spiritual movement. A constitution is a witness of a historical moment and
speaks about the political circumstances and social needs of that moment. An
inflexible constitution challenges tendencies of modernization.
In constitutional dynamics, there are several aspects which might be
characterized as antinomies. For instance, a sort of ambivalence of the vectors,
the continuous oscillation to the opposite poles: modernization versus
consolidation, cosmopolitism versus autochthonism, ambiguity versus
obsession for clarity, appetite for power versus temperance, the ambivalence of
power discoloration versus ostentation, elitism versus civism and the side
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effects of legislative delegation versus recurrence. We shall try to illustrate
some of these Constitutional ailments in the following paragraphs.
4.1. Cosmopolite disease
Cosmopolite disease includes the antinomy between cosmopolitism
and traditionalism. One could notice a contemporary tendency of breaking the
democratic constitutional tradition in Romania. For instance, nothing was kept
from the 1866 or 1923 Constitutions in the current Constitution. On the
contrary, we can find significant French influences and imports. The French
Constitution of 4th October 1958 was a real model for the 1991 Romanian
Constitution. There is also the Swedish influence - the chapter on the People‘s
Advocate was inspired from the Swedish Constitution, with its Ombudsman
idea. The influence of European ideals could be identified in some paragraphs
taken from The European Convention on Human Rights, from September 3rd,
1953.
Nevertheless, an important lack is to be underlined. Traditionally, and
also in many other Constitutional systems, presidential decrees require a
counter-signature of the Prime-Minister and a minister responsible for the
enforcement of such a decree. In the current Romanian Constitution, only a
few Presidential decrees must be countersigned. This failure is one which has
provided a source of irresponsibility and a cleavage between President and
Prime-Minister/ministers. They have to apply a law over which they have no
responsibility and for which the President himself could not and would not be
held responsible.
On the other hand, and on the other pole of antinomy is the tendency
of reversion to tradition: the Romanian Parliament is bicameral, confirming1
the traditional principle that had been applied from 1864 until communist
times. The reinvention of the second Chamber of Parliament is just a disguise
of continuity, because in 1866 and perhaps even in 1923 the Senate had a

We can notice nowadays several projects aimed at a new constitutional revision, where an
important objective might be a minimalist Parliament (reducing the number of members), or even
removing one of the two chambers, thus establishing a unicameral parliamentary model. Then, the
principle of tradition will be denied once again.
1
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balancing role, which might be an aspiration and an inspiration for the present
and future Romanian Senate (Carp and Stanomir 2008, p. 206).
The extradition issue is also a traditional practice. In 1938, the Criminal
Procedure Code - Carol II (art. 630-638), inspired by Belgian and also French
laws, provided a mixed system of extradition: the first research was to be
conducted by the prosecutor and by the magistrate, then the court had to
decide on the admission or rejection of the extradition petition, and that
decision had only an advisory character because the final decision was the
Government‘s. The Government had the right to decide in a sovereign and
indefeasible way whether extradition was to be granted or not. But if the court
rejected the petition, the decision in discussion was not an advisory but a
binding one. So, in case of rejection, the extradition system was completely
judicial, and not political.
The 1991 Constitution provides that Romanian citizens should not be
extradited or expelled. This was, at that moment, a very secure way of dealing
with the matter. However, an amendment occurred in 20031: a Romanian
citizen could be extradited in special conditions, but only upon ruling by the
court. It is a way to keep some traditional points of view by not including
political issues, but only judicial criteria.
Another issue is the one about system of government and monarchy
dissolution in Romania. There were some discussions about monarchy in the
public space, but not a proper public debate on this issue. The Constitutional
Thesis from 1990 and the project of ponstitution, subject to public referendum,
offered only one option in a package where the republican regime was
included, with no alternative, just ―take it or leave it!‖ Thus, the Interwar
monarchical tradition was denied and all the heads of state after 1991 have
claimed that the national government is closer to the French Fifth Republic

Expulsion ARTICLE 19:
―(1) No Romanian citizen shall be extradited or expelled from Romania.
(2) By exemption from the provisions of paragraph (1), Romanian citizens can be extradited based
on the international agreements Romania is a party to, according to the law and on a mutual basis.
(3) Aliens and stateless persons may be extradited only in compliance with an international
convention or in terms of reciprocity.
(4) Expulsion or extradition shall be ruled by the court.‖
1
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than to the Constitutional Interwar Monarchic system (Carp and Stanomir
2008, p. 259).
But the question is whether the Presidential Institution and the semipresidential republic system are really a modern, European, efficient
constitutional solution, while the monarchy is obsolete and undesirable. It is a
fact that there are many examples of monarchy criticism in more traditional
European monarchies, such as Great Britain or Belgium, so maybe there is one
legitimate question: should we return to monarchy at the very moment when
some European states are eager to abandon the monarchic regime?
The semi-presidential option, even as an attenuated semi-presidential
alternative (Sartori 2006), assumes the cohabitation of a President elected
through a popular vote (universal suffrage) with a Government, in the form of
a dual executive authority. The Romanian option for a semi-presidential
republic is even stranger in a context where many former communist countries
from Eastern Europe preferred a parliamentary republic and no presidential
approach. So, the Romanian case is a particular one in the light of this option,
unlinked to the idea of modernity.
4.2. The ambiguity towards modernity
Any Constitutional text lives at the border between political and
juridical discourse and has a founding role of the nation itself (Carp and
Stanomir 2008, p. 85). This is the reason why it is very easy for some
ambiguities to creep1 into that text and, at the same time, there is a propensity
for flexibility. Flexibility in Constitutional thinking indicates a fear of rigidity,
but assumes the risk of producing blockages and political crises. A flexible
constitution, a tendency of a ―let it be‖ attitude in the constitutional text
interpretation may lead to an excess of liberty, which in legal terms might be
perceived as threatening the original spirit of the Constitution. Indeed, it
allows too much speculation around the rules and leaves an impression of
insecurity, explained by the very frequent appeal to the Constitutional Court
for clarification.

―In an issue of ‗constitutionalisation‘ of EU treaties, giving EU law a far greater role than
expected in everyday life and generating the theory of ‗competence creep‘‖ (Corrias 2011, p. 153).
1
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Some examples of excessive interpretation and speculation on a
Constitutional text may be given by referring to the interpretation of Articles
851 and 1032 - the Government investment procedure - making the President
an active player in designating the Prime-Minister, after consulting with the
representative parties from Parliament. An entire discussion started from these
articles. Is the opinion of the Parliamentary majority compulsory or just a
formality to be fulfilled? Is the president bound by the opinion of the
Parliamentary majority? In what cases? This debate finally involved the
Constitutional Court, an institution that has acquired the role of arbiter in the
political and Constitutional public life for any disagreement, no matter how
important they may be.
The other side of the antinomy is the plea for a constitution that is as
accurate as a cookbook for beginners, covering every particular case with
prescriptions. The tendency to promote a precise, almost rigid constitution in
order to avoid any misunderstanding in constitutional practice is not at all a
sign of modernity.
4.3. From elitism to civism for Europeanization
The post-communist stage of constitutional reframe induced an excess
of scientism in the constitutional process. First, the constitutional process was
an elitist one, involving academics, specialising in constitutional law, able to
offer a theoretical endowment to the constitutional project. The procedure of
constitution enacting included three stages: debate, amendment and endorsing
of the ―Thesis‖ of the future constitution; the debate, amendment and
endorsing of the project of constitution and the endorsement by Referendum
of the constitution meant that, from that moment on, the constitution entered
into force. This difficult process gave a conventional feature to the constitution
(Deleanu 2008, p. 417), but it also represented the expression of the sovereign

Article 85 (1): ―The President of Romania shall designate a candidate to the office of PrimeMinister and appoint the Government on the basis of the vote of confidence of Parliament.‖
2 Article 103 (1): ―The President of Romania shall designate a candidate to the office of PrimeMinister, as a result of his consultation with the party which has obtained absolute majority in
Parliament, or - unless such a majority exists - with the parties represented in Parliament.‖
1
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will of the Romanian people and reflected the juridical and political values of
the parties and parliamentary groups at the time.
Moreover, we can notice the absence of a genuine public debate on
constitutional issues. The debate included only a few influential circles and
broadly lacked a public and civic voice. Certainly, we can assert that one may
hardly talk about a civic voice, meaning a civic society at that time. This
deficiency was tackled later by supporting, including through a legal
framework, the development of the civil society in an effort of modernization,
democratization and Europeanization. But at that time, constitutional theses
were created by a few experts, leaving public desires aside, and at referendum
time the Romanian people had only two options: to validate the project,
accepting the entire ―package‖ without any selection or amending possibilities,
or to reject it in its entirety. There was no public debate or consultation, no
attempt to determine the people‘s will and intentions, not even on delicate
issues like the republican option or the semi-presidential one.
Nonetheless, the constitutional discourse is conducted in the name of
the people. The legislative performance has a given legitimacy, including
people as recipients and assuming their support and participation, even in a
passive way. The legislator has a sort of monopoly over the ―business‖, but the
channel of communication is unilateral. She makes, however, the symbolic
reference to the subjects to be addressed, society, citizens, etc. There is an
abstract order present in all the Constitutional texts. The preamble of most
Charters, Proclamations, Declarations or Constitutions contain the impersonal,
but quite real ―we‖, ―we the people, we the nation/nations have decided‖, etc.,
but in fact we have not decided anything, but one has decided on our behalf
(Goudenhooft 2014, pp. 203-204).
On the other hand, we can notice the resort to an excessive practice of
the referendum, in order to ensure an apparent public constitutional
acceptance. Maybe behind this practice is a legitimation intention and also one
of covering the lack of a civic voice in the Constitutional process. In order to
gain legitimacy or to increase it, even if legitimacy is already acquired through
the election process, the public discourse invokes the people‘s voice and will.
This practice engages its negative dimension: a reduplicated propaganda
attitude of an uncertain nature. The frequent and unnecessary appeal to the
public voice reveals some uncertainty or hypocrisy. The positive part is the
intervention of the civil society in overseeing political activities and the
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increasing attention from the authorities paid to defending European values
and aims, with respect to civic participation and citizenship.
In any modern society, citizenship should be thought as an act of
political participation, and the second article of the Romanian Constitution
lays down this purpose even at a theoretical level1. This provision is a firsttime institutionalization of the Referendum in Constitutional Law. But the
Referendum, when excessively practiced, could endanger Parliament‘s
authority and legitimacy. That is the reason why the use of the Referendum
should not be perceived as an alternative to the semi-direct democracy
expressed by Parliamentary voice, but as a complementary practice (Carp and
Stanomir 2008, p. 249). This idea is underlined by the Council of Europe in
Recommendation no. 17042.
4.4. The appetite for power
There is a reality belonging to human nature, a peculiarity that neither
time nor the progress of human kind could deny: the appetite for power.
Sometimes, it is to be found even under the pretext of the public good or
public interest, or it may be openly presented and exposed as a quality of
determined and strong political manhood, making one eligible for political
exercise. But it is generally admitted that the extrapolation of this appetite for
power is wrong in itself and especially given its consequences: it could bring
the danger of authoritarianism or at least of an abnormal extension of power,

Romanian Constitution, ARTICLE 2:
―(1) The national sovereignty shall reside within the Romanian people, who shall exercise it by
means of their representative bodies, resulting from free, periodical and fair elections, as well as by
referendum.
(2) No group or person may exercise sovereignty in one's own name.‖
2 Recommendation 1704/2005. ―Referendums: towards good practices in Europe: 5. Being
convinced of the complementarity between direct and representative democracy, the
Parliamentary Assembly recommends the use of referendums as a means to reinforce the
democratic legitimacy of political decisions, enhance the accountability of representative
institutions, increase the openness and transparency of decision making and stimulate the direct
involvement of the electorate in the political process. Complementarity between direct and
representative democracy implies that referendums should not be considered as an alternative to
parliamentary democracy and should not be misused to undermine the legitimacy and primacy of
parliaments as legislative bodies.‖
1
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endangering the fragile democracy edifice in a country experiencing transition
towards democracy. That is why a question about the correlation between the
tendency to increase the appetite for power and constitutional provisions is
legitimate. Should the Constitution institute several guarantees in order to
limit the expansion of the appetite for power? Does it?
In the first Constitutional Configuration (1991), Trias politica was not
stated in the constitutional text. In 2003, the revision of the Constitution
included expresis verbis the separation of powers. Accidentally or not, the
ambiguity of power separation is an unswerving habit in Romanian
constitutional life, and has allowed the escalation of a very dangerous disease,
the unstoppable appetite for power.
A first example is the controversy around Ion Iliescu‘s presidential
mandates. He earned the nickname ―three-mandate-Iliescu‖ after he decided,
in 1996, to once again run for the Presidential chair, even if the Constitution
limits the possibility of being President to only two terms for the same person.
The Constitutional Court gave him the possibility to run for the supreme
political position using the unfounded reason that the first presidential term
(1990-1992) was not a whole four-year mandate. The appetite for a new
presidential term was completed by a controversial Constitutional Court
decision.
In order to end this constitutional weakness, the Constitution text
limited the number of presidential mandates in the provision of art. 811 from
the amended Constitution of 2003. But the same Constitution extended the
presidential term from four to five years.
4.5. The ambivalence of power discoloration
In order to ensure that the aims of democracy are met, as well as to
modernize and Europeanize the Constitution as much as possible, there were
some constitutional provisions on the de-politicization of several institutions, a
process named ―discoloration‖, which primarily concerns the President and
the Prefect.

Art. 81 (4): ―No one may hold the office of President of Romania but for two terms of office at
most, which can also be consecutive.‖
1
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The Romanian President is not allowed to be a member of any political
party1, or to be involved in political activities during his term of office. He is
supposed to be a President of all Romanian citizens without any difference
pertaining to political colour. But in fact, the candidate to the Presidency is
usually a salient member of a political party and/or has strong support from a
political party. According to the constitutional provision after the election
process, we witness the President‘s ―discoloration‖ and a process of becoming
neutral and unbiased.
On the issue of the Prefect institution, Article 123 of the Romanian
Constitution, revised and republished, stipulates that the Government will
appoint a prefect in each county and in the Municipality of Bucharest. The
Prefect is the representative of the Government at the local level and the
prefect‘s attributions are framed by organic law2.
On the Prefect‘s ―discoloration‖, Law 340/2004, on the Prefect and the
Prefect‘s institution, at Article 17, specifies that neither the prefect, nor the
under-prefect, as high public officials, shall be allowed to be members of any
political party or any organization related to political parties by juridical
regime, according to the law. The penalty for breaking this provision is public
dismissal.
But is discoloration really possible or is it a fake expression of
impartiality? This subject is to be approached from many points of view.
Often, the political discoloration of high-ranking officials has been discussed in
the light of deontology, hypocrisy and demagogy.
On the other hand, assuming political colour and genuine political
orientation together with the respect for citizens and for the public interest
would be better than embracing impossible ideals as it is the legal imperative
of anyone who has left their political party. This imperative is, in reality, a
formal rule, which everyone obeys without believing in it.

Art. 84 (1): ―During his term of office, the President of Romania may not be a member of any
political party, nor may he perform any other public or private office.‖
2 The law concerning this matter is 340/2004, on the Prefect and the Prefect‘s institution, published
in The Official Journal no. 658/21 July 2004.
1
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4.6. The side-effects of legislative delegation
Legislative delegation or the substitution procedure is the act of
transferring the attribute of legislation, as an exception, in quite restrictive
terms, from the legislative power (Parliament) to the executive power
(Government), as mentioned in the problematic Article 115. This procedure
was thought as a substitute for the normal parliamentary law-making activity,
particularly in times of crisis, critical situations, and even war. By this
procedure, the Government is able to produce ordinances and emergency
ordinances, which might be useful in order to ensure a continuous legislative
activity1, but it is also able to usurp the legislative parliamentary function. The
delegation procedure raises a genuinely controversial problem about the
constitutional principle of separation of powers and of the ―delagata potestas
non delegatur”. According to the latter‘s provisions, law-making is not an
original power, created by itself, but a right assigned by the Constitution and
the Constituent Assembly in the name of the Nation, so it cannot be delegated
(Deleanu 2008, p. 699). In another opinion, it is not one of the Trias politica to be
delegated, but only a mandate or commission in the field of regulation (Vid
1999, p. 116).
But the procedure itself is not controversial. It is to be noted that a lot
of other countries use it. The problem is the tendency to cross the line: an
exceptional practice becomes a habitual one, devaluating Parliamentary
attributions and the relevance of the institution itself. Governance by regular
use of emergency ordinances is abnormal and irregular, tending to cover areas
which require a very technical regulation, and even removing Parliamentary
opposition. Still, this regulation category should be maintained, as a
―necessary evil‖ (Deleanu 2008), within some legal limits, without any
generalization and particularly without substituting the parliamentary
function. The idea of obstructing any governmental legislative initiative is not
better than empowering it, so long as there are a lot of useful, efficient, reliable
initiatives provided by the Government office.

It permits the regulatory recovery process and solves problems with the interruption of
Parliamentary activities, such as during the holidays between Parliamentary sessions.
1
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4.7. Recurrence of representation
Representations about government and politics are elastic and
recurrent (Goudenhooft 2009, p. 79). As a tendency, in time, we go back to the
first representation or to a similar one, as long as the new images of the
ulterior representations are not continuously sustained. A lot of studies have
documented a negative image of administration and Government and even if
in time, there have been a lot of efforts and achievements on the issues of
fighting corruption and administration decentralization and reform (Dogot
2006; Dogot 2010), a new and better image cannot replace the previous one,
unless the new image is fixed through permanent relevant facts. Otherwise,
the Romanian people will continue to blame the administration, Government,
Parliament, President and politicians and to perpetuate the distrust chain if the
public discourse does not succeed in abandoning manipulation means and
becoming a reliable, trustful, result-based one.

5. CONCLUSION
All of these specific diseases or weaknesses of political constitutional
behaviour reflect our society at some moment in its constitutional evolution,
emphasizing several inheritances but also numerous loaned models on its way
towards finding the proper Constitutional framework. Does the pursuit of or
even obsession about a proper way make any sense? Is it not better to just take
a stable pattern of constitutional democracy and follow it? Is the constitutional
journey finished or shall we witness a new revision paradigm according to the
political will of the Government, using all the findings resulting from public
debates and constitutional forums, including the ones organized by the civil
society, which have fortunately been more common lately than in the 90s?
The strengthening of constitutional culture, its absence often being
noticed (Blokker 2012), should be an objective for the Romanians‘ aspirations
for achieving the principle of rule of law and for a genuine civic life or a
beneficial evolution of constitutionalism in Romania (Balan 2013).
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Abstract
Romania‘s role conception is depicted in the series of national security and
defence strategies formulated during its post-communist era. These strategic
documents represent the vision of the country‘s Presidential Administration
regarding foreign and security policy‘s main directions and, if adopted by
Parliament, the national vision on foreign and security policy. The purpose of
this study is to provide an analysis of Romania‘s role conception through the
comparative case study of three of these national strategies, showing that
while the stages of transition undergone by Romania in terms of foreign and
security policy have had in some respects a manifold impact upon its security
discourse and its strategic culture, some elements of strategic culture have
remained constant despite important external shocks. Romania has maintained
its role conception as a balancer in the region and its security rationale focused
on Russia. The integration into the Euro-Atlantic community has led, on the
other side, to an accentuated and constant Atlanticism as a main feature of
Romanian security policy, as well as to a newly found assertiveness. However,
this (re)discovered assertiveness has not led to consensus in terms of foreign
and policy prioritisation, but to a current foreign policy based on the search for
a new paradigm.
Keywords
Euro-Atlantic integration; Role conception; Romanian foreign and security
policy; Strategic culture; Transformation

The present paper was presented at the International Student Conference ―V4 and Romania: 25
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1. INTRODUCTION
The external projection of a country and thus the role it conceptualises
constitute a main feature of strategic culture (Holsti 1970; Aggestam 1999).
National role conceptions reflect a country‘s level of ambition as much as its
relationship with actors, both in its own region and on the international scene.
Role conceptions are constructed discursively and thus may evolve and
transform over time, according to the national interests a country formulates
(Aggestam 1999; Krotz 2002). When major changes occur in a country‘s
interests or in the international circumstances, the role conceptions of that
country will be discursively adapted and will eventually evolve.
For Romania, the most apparent picture of its role conception is
reflected in the series of national security and defence strategies issued during
its post-communist era. Each of these strategic documents is echoing (in their
draft form) the vision of the country‘s presidency regarding the foreign and
security policy‘s main directions for the length of a mandate, i.e. for four or
five years (Năstase 2005). Virtually all Romanian strategic documents reach
beyond medium-term projections by formulating a consensual long-term
vision of Romania‘s self-projected role (Degeratu 2006). Whether these
strategies are truly accepted cross-party depends on the mandatory (but not
matter-of-course) approval of the Parliament.
In reality, many strategies drafted by the Presidential Administration
over the past 25 years have not achieved full legal status, being voted against
by the legislative, but they have nevertheless been considered as highly
reflective of Romanian foreign and security policy. According to the Romanian
law for defence planning (473/2004), the national defence strategy (NDS)1 is
the fundamental document for national defence planning and has to be
proposed by the president in the first six month of his mandate in order to be
debated and approved by the Parliament. This strategy should encompass: the
definition of the national security interests and objectives, the evaluation of the
international security environment, the identification of potential risks, threats
and vulnerabilities, the courses of action and the main ways to ensure the

Until 2005 called ―national security strategy‖ and virtually identical in content and approach
with a ―defence‖ strategy.
1
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national security of Romania within the Alliance (Law 473/2004). Consistently,
the strategy applies to a medium-term horizon coverage of five years and
includes a series of provisions for long-term national objectives and collective
security and defence.
Regrettably, my comprehensive research indicated that Romanian
national strategies on security and defence are not the topic of many academic
studies. One reason for this limitation is the fact that their accessibility is very
low: from a total of six security and defence strategies adopted by the Supreme
Council of National Defence (SCND), only four are accessible online. In
addition, of the three draft strategies developed by the Presidential
Administration, none is available. The same is true for many sectorial
strategies (the military strategy, the White Paper, the energy strategy, etc.),
which are developed according to Romanian law based on the national
security or defence strategy.
The purpose of this study is to provide a comparative analysis of some
of Romania‘s issued (and available) strategic documents during the postcommunist transition and to show how the national strategic culture in terms
of discourse has evolved during this period. Due to space limitations, this
study only includes three of the most relevant Romanian strategic documents
(those of 1999, 2001, and 2010). The detailed comparative analysis I have
conducted on these documents clearly indicates that the stages of historical
and political transition undergone by Romania have had a manifold impact
upon its security discourse and its strategic culture. In short, Romania had to
undergo in the aftermath of the 1989 revolution the process from an
isolationist foreign policy to one based on European values, from a doctrine of
―the struggle of the entire people" to a collective one, and from an ambiguous
orientation and fear of Romania‘s isolation in the ―grey area" to becoming one
of the staunchest European Atlanticists.
The analysis of the strategic documents discloses a series of
modifications that have occurred in Romanian strategic thinking, as well as in
its role conception. Through its successive political changes, Bucharest has
dramatically deepened its relationship with the West and has integrated the
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Western security narrative1, thus changing the coordinates of its security
calculation and broadening its spectrum of threat perception and of foreign
and security policy instruments (Gheciu 2005).
The integration into the Euro-Atlantic community also had a
significant transformational effect upon the Romanian national identity
concept, prominently revealed in the discourse on national identity.
Furthermore, beyond integration, there are many factors suggesting that
Romania‘s role conception evolved to a higher level of ambition and a newly
found assertiveness at the regional level.
However, some core elements of strategic culture have remained
constant, despite forceful external shocks, as the changes brought about by
Romania‘s integration into NATO and the EU have had a significant impact
upon Romanian security discourse, without essentially altering Bucharest‘s
core security calculations. The Western rhetoric of asymmetric postmodern
threat perception and the disregard for conventional risk discernment has not
sunk deeply into Romania‘s security identity. While strategic documents have
securitised terrorism as the most significant threat to national security,
especially during the integration process, later documents reveal that Romania
has maintained hard security calculations, a security-driven foreign policy and
a territorial defence rationale (Micu 2013). These findings undoubtedly lead to
a more complex examination, which necessarily implies the differentiation
between strategic culture and the discourse pertaining to it.
The present study describes the way in which strategic culture, as
reflected in three of the Romanian national strategies, has undergone
transformation, i.e. it highlights the manner in which national interests have
evolved in response to the internal and external environment. The analysis
focuses upon the process of Euro-Atlantic integration that has generated a new
definition of the role that the country holds on the international stage, leading
to a reformulation of the Romania‘s national interests. In order to pursue these
new interests, Romania's strategic culture itself had to undergo a deeply
transformational process. My study elucidates this process of strategic culture
metamorphosis and illustrates how the very search for a new paradigm

For a comprehensive analysis on the impact of Euro-Atlantic integration as an external shock
upon a national security identity and the democratisation process, see Flockhart (2001).
1
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emerged as a product of strategic culture transformation and as the
simultaneously defining element of contemporary strategic culture.
The core image of the country‘s role conception is based upon the
specific Romanian identity construction and threat perception. It envisions
Romania as a balancer in the region with the ambition of acting as a mediator,
both of these images being historically conditioned. The regional focus is given
by Romania‘s minor power status, while the balancing act is founded on its
self-perception as having both the cultural premises and being the greatest
power at sub-regional level. This role conception is also hinged on a security
rationale focused on Russia that has essentially contributed to Romania‘s
accentuated Atlanticism as a main feature of its security policy (Preda 2004).
While during the early 1990s the country‘s foreign and security policy
direction was ambiguous at most, leading to a reduction in its level of
ambition, the successful integration into the Euro-Atlantic community has led
to a newly found assertiveness in terms of both policy and discourse.
However, this (re)discovered assertiveness was not sufficient for a consensus
in terms of foreign and security policy prioritisation, and thus pushed
Bucharest into a limbo in its search for a new paradigm.

2. ROMANIA IN TRANSITION
After the elections in 1996, a new president came to power. Emil
Constantinescu‘s presidency of four years represented the context for a
number of noteworthy changes in Romanian foreign and security policy that
also significantly impacted contemporary national strategic culture. President
Constantinescu‘s single mandate was marked by the disintegration of
Yugoslavia and its accompanying wars, as well as the first wave of Central and
Eastern European countries (CEEC) joining NATO, a wave Romania was not
part of. These events determined the way in which the Constantinescu regime
formulated and prioritised national interests and are mirrored in the National
Security Strategy of Romania (NSS) of 1999.
Both the internal and the external projection of the state changed
radically in comparison to the former presidential mandate of Ion Iliescu. The
internal projection of the state took now Europe as a referent object: Romania
became the student of Europe that strived to prove its worthiness and
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struggled to be accepted in the Euro-Atlantic community (Gheciu 2005;
Stoicescu 2008), if not in the first round, then at least in the second. In order to
be able to do that, the Constantinescu regime adopted a discourse focused on
the modernity project metaphor – the need for a structural reform of society
and a future projection constructed on similarities with Romania‘s Golden
Age, the interwar period (Preda 2002, 2004). With the goal of identity
reconstruction, Bucharest reframed the country as being part of South-Eastern
Europe (annulling President Iliescu‘s previous unsuccessful attempt to
construct Romania as part of Central Europe1) and projected an external image
as a frontier between the East and West. At the same time, Constantinescu
opted for continuance concerning some elements introduced by the first Iliescu
strategy (1994), such as the importance of the geostrategic position of the
country and the need to affirm Romania‘s identity on the European stage.
The Constantinescu period‘s strategic thinking was epitomised by the
―National Security Strategy of Romania (NSS) - Democratic Stability, Economic
Development and Euro-Atlantic integration‖ (1999), adopted by SCND and
presented by the president in front of the Parliament in 1999 (Constantinescu
1999), which acknowledged the document.
The purpose of the 1999 NSS was to uphold beyond doubt the desire
to integrate Romania into the Euro-Atlantic community. As the title indicates,
the document considers the integration as the ultimate priority of Romania's
foreign policy and security policy. Moreover, the strategy introduces what will
become for the next eight years the country‘s absolute foreign and security
policy paradigm – the integration into the Euro-Atlantic community.
With this end in view, the document has a modern approach, which
attempts to create as much overlap as possible between the Euro-Atlantic
community‘s expectations about Romania and its national policy. The 1999
NSS is Romania's first strategic document with an Europeanised discourse; the
strategy upholds – for the first time in Romanian post-communist history European values and guarantees the fundamental rights and freedoms. This
type of (Europeanised) discourse will become the norm for national strategies

In his first mandate (1992-1996), President Ion Iliescu‘s strategy for Romania‘s integration into the
Euro-Atlantic community was rhetorically built upon constructing the country discursively as
being part of Central Europe, and not Eastern or South-Eastern Europe. The strategy lacked any
historical or empirical arguments and thus failed (Stoicescu 2008).
1
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and currently represents the natural and internalised Romanian discourse
used in such documents.
Even though the document establishes Euro-Atlantic integration as the
utmost aim of Romanian foreign and security policy, not only through its
telling title, but also by dedicating extensive lengths to this topic, it fails to
name this goal as the number one national interest in terms of foreign policy. It
is only in the next Iliescu strategy, in 2001, that integration into NATO and EU
are considered as such, while the 1999 NSS subordinates this topic to national
interests as solely an objective, an approach which suggests the novelty of the
issue at the conceptual level and the still low degree of internalisation of the
priority itself at the moment of the drafting. This shows that it was only at the
end of 1990s that Romania finally left the grey zone in terms of strategic
thinking and decided to unequivocally adhere to an exclusively Western path.
The general drafting elements of the 1999 strategy significantly differ
from the previous document, the 1994 Integrated Concept. This time the NSS is
drafted through a more inclusive process, while the ownership of the
document is assigned to a group of specialists from ―various segments of
Romanian society‖ (NSS 1999, p. 3). The Constantinescu document guarantees
the basic rights and freedoms, the minority rights, and also establishes for the
first time a relationship with the diaspora. Another important shift generated
by the 1999 document is that the internal social risk, evaluated as very high in
the previous document, is reflected in a significantly reduced form in the 1999
strategy.
The concept of the 1999 NSS frames the external projection of Romania
and its security understanding substantially different to the 1994 Concept. The
Constantinescu strategy maintains the emphasis on the geostrategic position of
Romania (in order to improve the country‘s NATO candidacy), and the core
need to promote its identity on the European level, but distances itself from
the vision constructed during the Iliescu mandate, which depicted Romania as
being in a historically disadvantaged position. Thereby, the new document is
pitching a new type of rhetoric which lacks in previous nationalistic
constructions and avoids considering risks such as the defamation of
Romania's image by other states - a conceptual shadow of the former
isolationist approach. In this regard, the 1999 NSS makes an important step in
the direction it sets out – that of an undisputable Western path.
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Nevertheless, the document remains constrained in its declared aim:
while future strategies will conceive a national identity strongly connected to a
declared goal of a more active role for Romania on the regional and European
level, the Constantinescu strategy refrains from setting such standards and
adopts a withheld and reactive foreign policy direction, in line with the
previous Romanian strategic document.
Hence, the analysis shows that the discourse used in the NSS 1999 is
unable to fully correspond with the contemporary strategic culture
characteristic of CEEC. The 1999 document fails to introduce concepts that
have become ―musts‖ of contemporary Romanian rhetoric, such as ―good
governance‖, as well as ―responsibility‖ and ―predictability‖ in relation to the
adopted national role and to the Euro-Atlantic partners.
Nonetheless, the new strategy launches ―modernisation‖ as a
metaphor, conceptualised for the first time as a dimension that reveals two
main significances: it refers to both meeting the assessment criteria for the
Euro-Atlantic integration, and to the historical continuity of ―modern
Romania‖ from the interwar period. Assuming both meanings, the concept
succeeds in featuring a new self-image of the country, thus assimilating the
older ideal of the prosperous modern Romania into the new paradigm of the
Euro-Atlantic integration. It is this new paradigm of the country‘s identity that
will be conceptually embraced and further developed by the strategic
documents signed by President Traian Băsescu.
When considering the series of Romanian strategic documents since
1990, it becomes evident that the value of the NSS 1999 stems first and
foremost from the fact that it initiated the unwavering and unequivocal
orientation of Romanian foreign and security policy towards the West, after a
period of lingering strategic ambiguity. One other significant strategic feature
is that the document establishes the prioritisation of NATO in relation to the
EU integration. Hence, Romania‘s Western path will be earmarked for the
years to come by a hardliner Atlanticism, a characteristic that will differentiate
the country from most other Central and Eastern European states (with the
exception of Poland and the Baltic states).
Romania‘s NATO prioritisation is caused by two main factors: the
specific external threat perception in relation to the existing regional
instabilities, and the fact of considering Russia as a challenging – if not
threatening - regional player. In this regard, the traditional problematic
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relationship with Moscow is restored, in line with the pre-communist (and to a
certain extent communist) period, and in contradiction to the position implied
by the strategic ambiguity of the early 1990s. Romania‘s sound preference for
NATO is motivated by the security guarantees the Alliance offers, considered
vital by Romanian decision-makers and public opinion. The country‘s
Atlanticist orientation, established by the NSS 1999, will be relentlessly
maintained during President Ion Iliescu‘s last term, as well as during both of
President Traian Băsescu's mandates, essentially contributing to the
affirmation of today‘s Romania as one of the most convinced European
Atlanticists.
In terms of regional policy, the 1999 NSS places its emphasis on
neighbourhood instability as a major risk and consequentially stresses the
need to stabilise South Eastern Europe. This accentuation of regional instability
is to be understood in light of the political disintegration process that was
taking place in former Yugoslavia. Romania‘s geographical proximity to the
1999 Kosovo war had significant consequences for Bucharest, causing great
economic losses. In order to win the US and NATO over and to get a step
closer to joining the Alliance, Romania invoked the national interest (to join the
Alliance) and supported the US air strikes in Kosovo despite the previous
long-lasting alliance with the Milosevic regime (Fati 1999). As a reward for
these important political and economic efforts, Bucharest received unilateral
security guarantees from Washington. This significant change in Romanian
strategic thinking was sustained by the initiation in 1997 of a strategic
partnership with the US and by the clear prioritisation of NATO integration,
and it represented the first in a series of decisions that proved Romania‘s clear
favouring of US policies in Europe. Time proved that the strategic decisions
and change of course were successful steps, resulting in the entering of the
NATO Membership Action Plan and thus a secure path to NATO accession.
The 1999 strategy‘s focus on the Balkan instabilities also led to the fact
that Bucharest turned the focus away from the Wider Black Sea1. This will
prove to be another critical aspect of the document, contributing to the
strategy‘s relative inconsistence in terms of strategic culture, and to the

The Black Sea region was established as a region of priority for Romanian foreign policy in the
1994 Concept.
1
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inability of the strategy to construct a comprehensive vision. On the plus side
is, however, the fact that the document introduces the strategic interest of
Bucharest in the Republic of Moldova, establishing a policy for the bilateral
relationship and emphasising the importance Chișinău plays for Bucharest,
thus devising what today has become a cross-party strategic topic of priority.
In terms of security and defence policy, the 1999 NSS constitutes a
drawback. The strategy fails to grant particular attention to the policy area and
is rather unreflective of national policies. Despite the fact that the
Constantinescu regime initiated and supported the participation of Romania in
a large number of international missions and directly contributed to the
introduction of another vital element of Romanian strategic culture – its
significant participation in all types of international missions - the 1999 NSS
fails to reflect a particular concern for this instrument and falls short of
establishing any commitment, threshold or interest in international missions.
The consistent participation in all types of international missions until and
beyond NATO integration has meanwhile become a constitutive part of the
national security and defence policy with the aim of proving its commitment
to the Euro-Atlantic community and of making provisions for armed forces
out-of-area training.
Overall, the NSS 1999 was the first Romanian security strategy in
terms of legislation, as it was passed by the Parliament. The strategy
established Romania‘s unwavering and unquestioned path towards EuroAtlantic integration and conceptualised a series of elements that today are
constitutive of Romanian strategic thinking, but were then novelty. Despite a
series of deficiencies in terms of overall vision and strategic outlook, the
relevance of the NSS 1999 is given by the effects it produced. It offered the
West proof of Romania‘s unequivocal foreign policy orientation as well as the
landmarks it established for all strategic documents to follow.

3. ROMANIA IN NATO
The elections of 2000 resulted in the re-instauration of Ion Iliescu as
President and a new NSS in 2001. Although the strategy was completed well
beyond the legal term - in the context of the 9/11 terrorist attacks and the
invocation of NATO Article 5 by the USA - and was sent by the SCND to
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Parliament (instead of being presented by the president), the document was
approved by Parliament. Unlike the previous Iliescu strategy, the NSS 2001
―Guaranteeing Democracy and Fundamental Rights, Sustainable Economic
and Social Development and NATO and EU integration‖ is a modern
document, with an Europeanised discourse and an unambiguous security
policy orientation.
Drafted in the aftermath of 9/11, the NSS 2001 was undoubtedly
aimed at obtaining NATO membership. The strategy elevates the integration
into the Euro-Atlantic community to the status of national interest, after the
first round of NATO expansion in 1999, which demonstrated that Romania
could not convince the West of the irrevocability of its transition process.
Emphasising that the country‘s path leads beyond any doubt to a stable
democratic system, the NSS 2001 places NATO first among foreign and
security priorities, followed secondly by the EU integration and thirdly by the
development of the US bilateral cooperation in the framework of the strategic
partnership. The trinity NATO-EU-US will remain beyond this Iliescu strategy
Romania‘s anthem in terms of foreign and security policy, though the
prioritisation of the three will change according to the political colour of the
president and the international political context.
Beyond the trinity of Romanian security policy, the 2001 strategy is
dominated by the elevation of terrorism as the ultimate threat to security.
Given the context of 9/11 it is drafted in, transnational terrorism is the topic
most attention is dedicated to (even though until 2001 it was never mentioned
in any Romanian strategic document). In response to this new threat, the
document provides for Romania's participation in counter-terrorism missions
as the principal method of combating the threat. The strategy constructs a
connection between NATO and terrorism, so that national participation in
counter-terrorism (and the implied manifestation of solidarity with the US) is
to be read as a precondition for joining NATO (Maior 2009).
It is widely acknowledged among Romanian policy- and decisionmakers that 9/11 was an opportunity for Romania to manifest unrestrictedly
strong solidarity with the US and therefore to win (along with other CEEC) its
fervently desired membership in the Alliance. In line with this approach of
unconditional support for the US – considered as Romania‘s security
guarantor –, Bucharest agreed in the aftermath of 9/11 to host US military
bases on its territory and supported without wincing the Iraq intervention
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both politically and militarily, despite vehement protests all over European
and European leaders‘ threats to endanger Romania‘s EU membership.
Most interestingly, the securitisation of terrorism through the
discursive legitimation of the phenomenon as a threat to national security is
absent from the 2001 NSS and will only take place in the framework of the next
NSS, while the 2001 strategy constructs terrorism as a transnational risk, not as
a national one (Buzan, Wæver & de Wilde 1998; McDonald 2008; Weldes 1996).
The novelty of the issue at the end of 2001 and the realisation that it did not
constitute (at that time) a threat to Romanian security prevented the Iliescu
Presidency to securitise the topic into a full threat.
When it comes to the ownership of the document, the 2001 NSS takes a
step back from the 1999 strategy, but a step forward from the 1994 Concept.
The drafting process is a more inclusive one, without however involving civil
society, but the ―national security system‖. The strategy is attributed to the
state: the referent is the state, and civil society has only the reserved right to
participate in the ―implementation‖ of the strategy (not its design) (NSS 2001,
p. 3ff). However, beyond the issues of ownership and referent, the document
paradoxically has a liberal approach, emphasising the importance of
prosperity, market economy and privatisation. These elements are closely
connected in the 2001 NSS to a Europeanised narrative that presents in detail
the benefits of EU integration and establishes a relationship with the
Romanian diaspora. Clearly, the realisation that Euro-Atlantic integration
much depends on discourse, explains the radical change in approach and
rhetoric from the first to the second Iliescu strategy1.
Unfortunately, the internalisation degree of this discourse appears to
be low, as indicated by the absence of concepts such as ―modernisation‖ and
―responsibility‖, as well as by the lack of measures proposed to reduce the
level of corruption (present in other documents). The limits of the strategy also
pertain to the fact that in line with the first Iliescu document, the NSS stresses
Romania‘s disadvantaged position on the continent and the risk of the
country‘s image denigration, which is a conceptual framework away from the
Euro-Atlantic ambitions of the country. Also, the language used in NSS 2001

For a comprehensive analysis on the impact of candidate states‘ rhetoric on the integration
process see Schimmelfennig (2003).
1
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remains ambiguous and maintains, in some cases, shades reminiscent of
nationalism1. Therefore, the strategic vision reflected at the level of discourse
remains superficial, and a series of features indicate that the strategic culture
harboured by the 2001 NSS only partially contains the expected
transformation.
Overall, the NSS 2001 marks a number of significant non-linear
changes in strategic thinking. The only major national identity element
maintained from the 1994 Concept and the 1999 NSS is the proclamation of a
national identity affirmation, a recurrent theme in all Romanian postcommunist strategic documents (Hitchins 2009; Iordachi and Trencsényi 2003;
Petrescu 2008; Verdery 1991), which displays the overwhelming national
concern with identity definition. But just like in the previous two documents,
the instruments through which this acutely felt need to raise the national
profile are proposed to be implemented remain obscure, so that the objective
persists at the level of rhetoric, with no tangible consequences. Unlike in later
documents, the call for a more active role of Romania on the international
scene is not envisioned in the 2001 strategy, leaving it to the reader to guess
how Bucharest might achieve the goal of identity affirmation. In this light it is
unsurprising that the strategy lacks any referral to Romania‘s geostrategic
position and a resulting regional strategy for the Black Sea region. The Black
Sea is only listed by the 2001 NSS among other regions of equal (and thus
reduced) importance, while the Republic of Moldova is discussed for the
length of a single line in the foreign policy chapter.
Consequentially, the document‘s foreign policy objectives remain
unclear and the role the country is to assume undefined. The strategy‘s risk
assessment focuses on transnational terrorism (without internalising it) and on
the most prominently identified risk, that stemming from the region. The latter
is a euphemism for Russia, which remains throughout Romanian strategies‘
history until 2010 the great unnamed, but is embodied by the identified
conventional and asymmetric major risks the region poses to Romania (Micu

Example of nationalist language: ―This situation [of Romania facing a great number of
vulnerabilities] occurred due to the cumulative pressure over time of multiple factors (...) that have
influenced the security climate of the state and citizens, leading to the weakening of the moral,
material, and that of spiritual values support, which underpin the civilisation of our identity
national‖ (NSS 2001 - Introduction).
1
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2015). Given the rationale that Romania is the largest and most powerful
country in South Eastern Europe since the disintegration of Yugoslavia, any
doubt regarding the origin of this risk is of rhetorical nature. In other words,
while Russia remains unnamed, the document‘s stressing of regional risks well
beyond the timeframe of the Yugoslav wars indicates a clear threat perception
stemming from Moscow.
In the end, 2001 NSS achieved its purpose to demonstrate that
Romania was ready and deserved to become a NATO member by embracing
the terrorist threat perception, emphasising asymmetrical risks (and thus
leaving the conventional Cold War thinking of the previous Iliescu strategy
behind) and displaying an Europeanised discourse. The country‘s 2004 NATO
integration will bring with itself an update in defence planning and
modifications of the related laws (Ordinance 473/2004), renaming the NSS into
―National Defence Strategy‖ (NDS) to avoid the negative association of the
term ―securitate‖. However, the NDS will be virtually identical in its content: it
establishes the national goals for security and defence policy and has to be
submitted by the president to Parliament within the first six months of the
mandate.

4. ROMANIA IN SEARCH OF A NEW PARADIGM
In President Băsescu‘s second term a new document was drafted, the
2010 NDS, which establishes a clear continuity with the priorities and goals set
by the NSS 2006. The 2010 NDS is the first strategic document prepared after
Romania's EU accession and it is hence written from the perspective of a full
member of the Euro-Atlantic community. Therefore, the document‘s
framework is defined by this quality of a double membership, as much as by
the economic crisis, started in 2008.
After being drafted in close cooperation with the civil society, the
SCND sent the 2010 NDS to the Parliament, only to be rejected. The two
specialised parliamentary committees required the modification of one of the
paragraphs listed as vulnerability – media campaigns ordered with the aim of
denigrating state institutions. However, a modified proposal for the NDS was
never sent to Parliament, which gives the document a limited degree of
legality. Both structurally and content-wise, the NDS 2010 is closer to a
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security strategy (and therefore to the NSS 2006), than to a defence one (i.e.
NDS 2008), given the fact that it includes a multidimensional conceptualisation
of national security.
Undoubtedly the most comprehensive and inclusive strategic
document of post-communist Romania, the NDS 2010 is considered the
defining document of President Băsescu‘s security policy vision for his second
mandate by both the public opinion and the international community. The
principal value of the document stems from its comprehensiveness in at least
four areas. First, it performs the conceptual delimitation between the elements
of continuity (from the previous strategic document) and the innovations.
Secondly, the strategy clearly distinguishes between interests, values and
objectives, as well as between risks, threats and vulnerabilities. Thirdly, it
establishes lines of action and indicates with a (comparatively) high degree of
accuracy the resources destined for policy implementation. Lastly, the 2010
NDS 2010 also represents the first attempt of a review in relation to the
previous strategy.
Romanian policy-maker‘s quest for this document consists of defining
a new paradigm of policy, a new grand strategy. My analysis indicates that the
document does not succeed; however, in asserting a new paradigm, but rather
launches the search for one. The metaphor used in the strategy to define this
pursuit process is the concept of a ―more active role‖ that Romania should
play internationally. While the theme of identity affirmation is recurrent in
Romanian strategic thinking, this time the NDS sets out to define guidelines
and instruments for this established aim.
As a result of this proclaimed vision for a raised national profile in the
framework of the Euro-Atlantic community, the security and defence policy
adopted by the NDS is a much more forthright one in comparison to the
previous strategies. The national policy is herein established in relation to
Romania‘s NATO and EU membership, which involves inherent aspects: the
guaranteed fundamental rights and freedoms and the minority rights, both the
state and the individual as referents, and a highly Europeanised discourse.
In terms of strategic culture, the 2010 NDS takes a step forward in
defining national identity as the fundament on which the strategy itself is
built, considering the need for international identity affirmation as a main
preoccupation of Romania‘s abroad strategy. Moreover, as a quintessential
feature of Romanian national identity, the document dedicates consistent
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attention to the diaspora. The narrative construction of the foreign and security
policy directions is a comprehensive and more balanced one compared to the
previous Băsescu document, suggesting a matured approach towards
Romania‘s role conception.
It is safe to say that the strategy constitutes a true manifest for a more
active role of Romania on the international scene, dedicating extensive
attention to the instruments recommended for boosting national identity,
through a daring and comprehensive foreign policy and a clear and bold
defence policy. Interestingly, and with a very different dynamic, this politically
more prominent role is defined as complementary to membership in the EuroAtlantic community and to its (perceived) increased responsibility: Romania
needs to become more assertive, but at the same time it has to prove
responsibility and predictability.
Naturally, the shift towards a raised national profile dictates a radical
change of Romania‘s definition in relation to the Euro-Atlantic community in
relation to the first Băsescu strategy of 2006: while in all other strategic
documents the narrative is built around an unequal relational dynamic Romania is trying to conform to the Euro-Atlantic community‘s expectations –
the 2010 NDS adopts the approach of an equal partner in relation to Romania‘s
allies and partners. This newly found self-confidence refers however explicitly
only to the relationship with NATO and the EU, while in the case of the wider
international scene the document keeps the reader guessing.
The conceptualisation of an increased national profile at the discursive
level is consequential to Romania‘s joining of the Euro-Atlantic community.
From the student-teacher relationship, recurrent both at the end of the 20 th
century and during the integration period prior to 2007, Romania‘s referential
system evolves into a more equal footing with the EU, which leaves space for
identity affirmation. This phenomenon is mirrored in the 2010 NDS, a
document which embodies the striking display of the newly found
membership status and a re-evaluation of Romania‘s main referent, the West
(or in this case the Euro-Atlantic community).
In terms of rhetoric, the main discursive elements of the 2006 NSS are
generally maintained and are defining for Băsescu‘s presidency - the concept
of modernisation is hailed and further developed, those of transparency,
progress, anti-anti-corruption, prosperity, and good governance are
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emphasised as pillars of modern institution-building and of the future (ideal)
Romanian society.
On the other side, the analysis of the foreign and security policy
orientation shows a sensible difference to that of the previous years, from
several points of view. First, the trinity changes balance as the strategic
partnership with the US becomes priority number two for Romania,
immediately after the security guarantee provided by NATO, while the EU
becomes third priority. This prioritisation constitutes a significant change
compared to the 2006 NSS, in which Romania was not yet an EU member and
thus considered EU integration the utmost priority of national interest. The
2010 NDS makes the understatement clear: that Romania considers the US its
security guarantor and NATO the framework for its article 5 guarantee, while
the EU remains in terms of security and defence secondary. In line with this
new trinity prioritisation, it is also President Băsescu‘s mostly significant
decision of 2010 to host elements of the American Ballistic Missile Defence.
Secondly, Russia is named directly in the document, a fact that
constitutes an outstanding premiere in Romanian strategy making. Over two
pages length are devoted to the regional problems that Bucharest is accusing
Moscow of: the unilateral suspension of the Treaty on Conventional Armed
Forces in 2007, the war in Georgia in 2008, the stopping of gas deliveries to
Ukraine in 2009, the cyber attacks on Estonia in 2010 and the frozen conflicts.
Even more memorable, for the first time, the illegal stationing of Russian
troops in Transnistria is considered a threat to Romanian national security.
Bucharest not only acknowledges Russia as a risk to regional stability, but also
constructs it in the NDS as the destabilising factor and a risk to national
security. The ample construction of Russia as ―the other‖ in a Romanian
strategic document (Kuus 2004; Neumann, 1999) is to be read in connection to
at least three significant aspects: the country‘s newly found assertiveness as a
full member of the Euro-Atlantic community, the recently developed policy on
the Republic Moldova as Bucharest‘s first and foremost prioritised relationship
in the region, as well as a growingly aggressive policy of Russia in the region.
The European path away from Moscow‘s claws is an understatement
of President Băsescu‘s policy (Angelescu 2011) featured in the 2010 NDS. This
discursive move towards a dramatically increased regional engagement
(specifically in relationship to Chișinău) will be further developed and will
find its peak in Băsescu‘s statement in 2014 (to the outrage of the political
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opposition) that Romania‘s new national project is the re-unification with
Chișinău. Whether this demonstrative statement is to be catalogued as the
swan song in light of Băsescu‘s ending second (and last) mandate and a
surprisingly autochthonic outbreak after a decade of utmost Westernist policy,
or if it will find long-term support on both sides of the Prut River as
Bucharest‘s new paradigm remains unclear. Nevertheless, it constitutes a
remarkable feature of Romanian strategic thinking integrated in the 2010 NDS.
The 2010 strategy‘s regional security policy features, along with a
highly sharpened focus on Romania‘s immediate region, a premiere policy for
Central Asia, which is conceptualised as an expansion of the (wider) Black Sea
policy. Central Asia is constructed by the NDS as an unstable region with
ground for supporting the ―democratisation‖ of the countries. Obviously, the
rich natural resources of Central Asia represent the incentive for Bucharest‘s
pursued policy of regional energy market liberalisation.
The same assertiveness is present in the context of the NDS defence
policy. The document establishes the level of ambition and the use of force and
keeps all options on the table: Romania‘s participation is provided for in all
types of international missions, including coalitions outside of the UN Charter
umbrella. Moreover, in line with an accentuated regional (conventional) threat
perception (i.e. Moscow), for the first time after a long policy of crisis
management participation, territorial defence is prioritised to the same extent
as the country‘s participation in foreign missions with allies. Most importantly,
the NDS reserves in premiere the right to use military force alone or with allies
as a last resort, an element that had been a taboo of national defence
beforehand1. In previous documents, a clear provision for the use of force was
absent and only specific types of missions were mentioned contextually. The
reconsideration of regional conventional risks as majorly relevant and the
conceptualisation of a conventional national defence policy make the 2010
NDS visibly break with previous Romanian strategic thinking. This break was
widely seen as a pragmatic comeback to traditional security thinking, after the

The increased liberty with regard to participation in international missions was facilitated by
Law 121/2011, which allows the president greater flexibility and gives him together with the
prime minter the right to decide in favour of participation in missions under the auspices of
international organisations without requiring the approval of Parliament.
1
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interlude of asymmetric threat securitisation imposed by the prioritisation of
NATO and EU integration.
Overall, the document is more bold and assertive, both in relation to
the Euro-Atlantic community, which includes Romania now, and in relation to
regional risks and general threat assessment. This approach should not,
however, be interpreted as a departure from the common priorities of EuroAtlantic area, but constitutes a way to initiate a self-redefining process, a
search for a new paradigm of security policy. Several possible directions of this
search are outlined in the document, such as a new national project, a greater
involvement in the wider Black Sea region1 and Central Asia, as well as a more
profoundly self-aware national defence.
The Ukrainian crisis in 2014 and the sanctions imposed upon Russia
have been perceived in Bucharest as a confirmation of the change in policy
proposed by the 2010 NDS, away from asymmetrical global threat perception
and back to regional instability and the need to balance power and defend
itself against both Russia and internal fragmentation. The events have also
accentuated Romania‘s frustration with the EU‘s disregard for the challenges
the Eastern neighbourhood poses (and faces) and have further accentuated the
trust in NATO instruments and the strategic partnership with the US. A new
president, elected in 2014, was the one of the two favourite candidates that
rather featured a common view on strategic matter with the old one. However,
a new strategy will be issued only in 2015.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The analysis of the documents, to the extent that they are public and
accessible, reveals a series of remarkable changes in Romania‘s strategic
discourse over 25 years. Romania‘s radical foreign and security policy
reorientation from a grey area in the early 1990s to a most committed Western
path led to a redefinition of national identity in terms of security

Romania has argued since before its Euro-Atlantic integration for a greater involvement of the
EU and NATO in the Black Sea region and its significance as a key area for Euro-Atlantic security
through a process of the region‘s ―democratisation‖ (Homorozean 2010; Joja 2014; Maior 2009).
1
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understanding and strategic thinking. Bucharest‘s role in the region and on the
European level was discursively restructured from an isolationist, self-reliant
and relatively unallied strategic thinking to an integrated security
understanding, based on common values and collective acting.
Beyond the ample redefining process of Romania‘s role, the analysis of
the national strategic documents reveals another phenomenon: that changes
expected to be more stable over time, such as modifications regarding national
interests, political orientation, and even national identity, may be of relatively
short duration. Some of these changes take place only at the discursive level,
generating superficial adjustments rather than deep transformations, and are
aimed to ―fit‖ the image or role conception of a country to external
expectations.
The analysis of Romanian strategic documents indicates that contrary
to the common conception of strategic culture as an inflexible feature of
national identity, a series of elements introduced in one strategic document
were not undertaken in following ones. These findings suggest that although
in theory bipartisan, a strategy can be used in order to obtain a short-term
objective and thus may reflect only slight or temporary adjustments of a
national strategic culture. The strategic discourse requires the at times complex
analysis of the distinction between narrative that becomes part of the culture,
on the one hand, and speech that fails to securitise, on the other hand.
The rethinking of the domain called for a reformulation, inherently
bringing up modifications in terms of discourse. A series of changes in rhetoric
were of an outward nature and constituted an adaptation of national discourse
according to its own historical course and the external events. The integration
process Romania went through over the last ten years has created perceived
expectations with regard to the foreign policy discourse. Aspiring countries
had to chisel and even mould their understanding of security to that of the
Euro-Atlantic community. Consequentially, Romania displayed a ―modern‖
strategic thinking and language in order to speed up and accomplish the
integration process.
Lastly, the long term quest for a new paradigm of Romanian foreign
and security policy is reflecting the fragmentary and incomplete stage of
strategic culture the country is now experiencing. Older strategic concerns and
regional preoccupations have rebounded, while simultaneously new elements
have come to light over time. Moreover, the aggravation of old threats such as
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Russia and the emergence of new ones (such as terrorism) further continues to
accentuate the process of paradigm search in Romanian policy-making and
confirms yet again the changing character of strategic culture.
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Abstract
The paper evaluates costs and benefits related to the transformation of the
Czech economy. As an alternative approach to the frequently used accountingbased view, a macroeconomic method is utilized which identifies costs and
benefits of the transformation in its impact on the domestic product growth
rate. The analysis itself follows econometric estimates of relationships between
the growth rate of an economy and an occurrence of a transition reform. These
estimates, which are gathered from the relevant literature, are then applied to
the Czech case, which allows obtaining explicit values of costs and benefits
related to the transformation process. Results show that, in the short run, the
transformation brought costs of hundreds billion Czech Koruna (CZK),
measured in the 2005 price level. The total costs are estimated in the range
3300-3400 billion CZK. Nevertheless, the total result of the economic
transformation is found to be positive – especially a quick external
liberalization of the country reveals to be the most beneficial aspect of the
transformation. Contrary, the largest costs are related to the large-scale
privatization and the financial sector reforms.
Keywords
Czech Republic; Economic Transition; Liberalization; Privatization
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1. INTRODUCTION
Leaving the planned economy system and its transformation into a
market economy system is a gradual, costly, and in a certain extent always
new and unprecedented process. Its method as well as its success rate have
impact on the next decades of economic development in the country; for this
reason, analysing the economic transition is frequent in the literature. Studies
are often aiming at the most optimal method of transformation. They usually
compare jump-transition, related to short-term huge drop in the economic
product due to the collapse of prevailing economic structures, but also fast
recovery and gradual transition, trying to conduct the transition without
negative impact on the growth rate, which can make the transformation
process slower and often also less effective. For example, Pickel (1992)
evaluating East German transition process, Kolodko and Nuti (1997) focusing
the Polish economic transformation, or Hanousek and Krkońka (1997)
analysing the Czech transition.
Costs and benefits of the transition can be examined from either
accounting or macroeconomic point of view. The latter frequently estimates
the transformation results based on the growth regression, when econometric
methods are used to evaluate impact of single reform steps on the economic
growth, both in short and long horizon. The models are often specified as
panel regression over a large group of transformation countries, which is well
described and utilized in the meta-analysis of Babecký and Havránek (2013),
as will be discussed in the further text. The macroeconomic approach is what
the article is concerned with, especially its application for the Czech case. It is
the application of the results of econometric methods on a specific economy
and resulting explicit estimation of costs and benefits of the transformation for
the country, which makes the analysis into certain extent unique and
pioneering. Such explicit formulation of results of transformation for the
economy as a whole is not known to the authors.
Utilizing the large number of studies examining the transition impact
on the economic activity, the study builds on already existing models and
estimations, instead of deriving a new model. More specifically, the paper uses
econometric estimates of the relationship between the economic growth and
the transformation reforms existence, available in the relevant literature, to
estimate explicitly results of the Czech transformation, both in the relative and
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absolute values. The particular econometric approaches used in the literature
are considerably variable, as a result of different methods and estimation
horizons used. Consequently, the paper is based on multiple studies
simultaneously to enhance robustness of its results. All the included models
are described in the further text and follow the same logic: they use
transformation indices of European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
(EBRD), and based on them, they estimate regression coefficients of a
dependence of the gross domestic product growth rate on the existence and
intensity of the reforms. Nevertheless, the different models still offer different
point of views. Babecký and Havránek (2013) perform wide meta-analysis of
the literature, and based on it, they estimate both short- and long-term positive
impact of the reforms on the economic growth. Lawson and Wang (2004) focus
on the negative impact, only, but are able to split the costs between the specific
reform fields. Staehr (2005) uses the principal components method to modify
the interpretation of EBRD indices, and is consequently able to differentiate the
impact of the transformation process itself and specific impact of the reform
steps timing. Finally, Radulescu and Barlow (2002) include lagged indices
values in the model, which allows splitting the immediate and long-term
effects of the transformation.
The paper is expected to offer a contribution into the discussion about
the aggregate level of costs and benefits related to the transformation reforms
in the Czech Republic. Contrary, it does not aim at specific aspects of the
transformation related to the impact of the monetary and fiscal policy or the
microeconomic aspects of the transformation, which are left for further
research.
The paper is organized as follows: the second chapter presents
accounting and macroeconomic approaches, the motivation to use each of
them, and offers first illustration of the costs and benefits of the
transformation. The third chapter describes the chosen econometric analyses. It
describes their approach, methodology, and most importantly the results,
values of the estimated regression coefficients. The following fourth chapter
applies these outcomes to the case of Czech transformation, which provides
macroeconomic estimates of costs and benefits of the reforms. The last chapter
concludes.
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2. MOTIVATION: ACCOUNTING AND ECONOMIC APPROACH
The chapter offers first insight into the costs and benefits of the
economic transformation in the Czech Republic using two different
approaches, accounting and macroeconomic.
The accounting approach is prevailing in the literature focused on the
Czech economic transformation. This approach usually restricts the costs and
benefits to the programmes and policies of the public sector, in forms of
subsidies to the transformed enterprises. The term ―accounting‖ reflects the
fact that the costs are taken directly from the profit and loss statements of the
public subjects – transformation institutions, mostly Czech Consolidation
Agency, Czech Financial, National Property Fund and other. For this reason,
the papers using this approach usually evaluate the costs, but are not explicit
in terms of benefits – some of the interesting analyses include Kreuzbergová
(2003), Mertlík (1998) or MF (2005). Case studies examining subsidies to single
enterprises then offer for example Ţermák (2002), Dvořák (1997) or Neprańová
(2000). The total costs of the transformation institutions are usually estimated
around 500-600 billion CZK (MF 2005).
The macroeconomic (or economic) approach is based on the
dependency of the economic performance of a country on the extent and
method of its transformation. The first look at the Czech real GDP time series
(see the Figure 1; logarithmic values are used, in terms of international dollars)
shows a huge drop of the product value in the first years of transformation;
since the beginning in 1990 until 1994, when a strong economic growth started,
reflecting the first positive impact of the transformation. However, in May
1997, the growth rate was temporarily decreased by a currency crisis – the
following recovery was slower. Distinct growth appeared in 2004, when the
transformation was into large extent finished: in 2007, the Czech Republic
successfully graduated from the EBRD transformation programme.
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Figure 1. GDP Development in the Czech Republic (1976-2010)
Source: data - Bolt and Zanden (2013), own calculation

The costs of transformation can be identified in the temporary loss of
the domestic product. As obvious from the graphics, as compared to the
simply-modelled trend before the transformation, the actual GDP was below
the trend in the period 1993-2003. However, the long-term impact of the
transformation was positive as the new growth rate (on average 3.05% per
year) is almost 2 percentage points higher than the original (1.15% p.a.). In
absolute values (in the prices of 2005), the drop of GDP in 1991 (measured
simply as the difference between GDP value in 1990 and 1991) was more than
300 billion CZK. The total accumulated loss of the product until 2003 equals to
2855 billion CZK, measured as a cumulative sum of differences between the
extrapolation of the original GDP trend and the reality each year. If measured
as a difference of the original and new trend (again calculated by authors as
linear, in this case interpolating the GDP values each year), the loss is even
higher – 3318 billion CZK.
However, since 2003, the product overcame the extrapolated value of
the planned economy, and the total net loss started to decrease. From this
point of view, the transformation costs were fully repaid in 2010, when some
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of the positive increments of the product since 2003 was first higher than the
accumulated loss.
These calculations based on the GDP time series and basic trend
estimations offer an illustration of the real impact of the transformation on the
economic prosperity of the country, and show the levels in which the costs and
benefits of the transformations can be expected. In further chapters, the
transformation costs will be estimated based on more advanced econometric
methods, which will also allow differing the costs by various transformation
fields.

3. GLOBAL ANALYSIS
In this chapter, first a general approach to the estimation of the impact
of the transformation growth on the economic growth is described.
Afterwards, there are described the chosen econometric analyses – approach,
methodology, and most importantly the results, as values of the estimated
regression coefficients. Four studies are presented. Their outcomes will be
used to evaluate the Czech transformation process in the next chapter.
3.1. General Method
Quantitative estimates of the relationship of reforms growth are in the
literature very variable, depending on the definition of reforms, methods of
measurement their impact, definition of costs themselves, and used
econometric technique as well as the data source. One of the approaches,
which also the paper follows, is based on: (i) exact definition of the moment of
reform, (ii) definition of costs and benefits of the transformation in terms of its
impact on the economic growth, (iii) estimation of the model based on panel
data resulting from wide group of transition economies, (iv) differentiate the
impact according to the transformation fields.
The studies following this approach usually utilize transformation
indices, usually EBRD indices. These are forming 11-degrees scale, ranging
from 1 to 4+, with 4 major degrees (1,2,3,4) and two sub-degrees to each of
them (for example 2- and 2+ or 1.67 and 2.33 in decimals). The lowest value (1)
represents unreformed fields with remaining planned economy structures; the
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highest value (4+) is used for the finished transformation in the field, which
becomes very similar to the situation in typical market economies. The
classification of the transformation fields, according to the EBRD, is presented
in Table 1 (EBRD 2007):
Table no 1. Classification of Transformation Fields According to EBRD
Field
Private Sector/GDP
ration
Enterprises

Markets and Trade

Financial
Institutions

Sub-fields

Abbrev.

Large-Scale Privatization
Small-Scale Privatization
Governance and Enterprise Restructuring
Price Liberalization
Trade & Foreign Exchange System (external liberalization)
Competition Policy
Banking Reform and Interest Rate Liberalization

LP
SP
ER
PL
EL
CP
BS

Securities Markets & Non-Bank Financial Institutions

FI

Infrastructure
Source: EBRD (2007)

Costs related to the Infrastructure field can be interpreted as costs of
the last policy regime, which neglected this area, rather than transformation
costs – for this reason, they are excluded from the further analysis, similarly to
other papers utilizing EBRD indices. Private Sector/GDP ratio is then a result
of other transformation steps; this category will be excluded as well. The
difference between the large-scale and small-scale privatization lies in both the
size of the privatized enterprises and the privatization methods used in each
case.
The econometric model itself is established as one-equation growth
regression, with the annual economic growth rate r i,t of the country i in time t,
expressed in percentages, as the explained variable. The explanatory variables
are the reforms represented by the EBRD indices – either their level at time t
(Ii,t), lagged value (Ii,t-1) or annual change (ΔIi,t). Explanatory variables are
extended by control variables Xi,t, which allow to estimate the model based on
the panel of transformation countries. The last element is the error term u i,t.
The model can be written as:
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ri,t = β0 + β1Xi,t + β2,1Ii,t + β2,2Ii,t-1 + ui,t

Where ri,t, β0 and ui,t are scalars, β1 is 1xm vector of regression
coefficients related to the mx1 vector of control variables Xi,t, β2,1 and β2,2 are
1x8 vectors related to the vectors of current and lagged indices. In case β 2,1 = –
β2,2, the growth rate depends on the change of the indices, only; in case β 2,1=0
or β2,2=0, the growth rate depends purely on the current (or lagged) level of
indices; in other cases, it is a combination of both.
The paper is not intended to estimate a new model, but to utilize the
already estimated models. The already known values of β2,1 and β2,2, taken
from the relevant literature, will be used to calculate the impact of the
transformation reforms on the Czech economic growth. For this reason, it is
unnecessary to discuss further the control variables, although their choice has
important impact on the results of the followed papers.
3.2. Detailed Description of Chosen Analyses
Wide analysis of the outcomes of the relevant literature performs
Babecký and Havránek (2013). Authors utilize the fact that a large number of
growth regression based models has already been estimated. Using metaanalytic methods (whose description is beyond the extent of this paper; some
fundaments of the approach are shown, for example, in Stanley 2001), the
authors summarize results of 60 papers dealing with the impact of the
transition reforms on the economic growth. Authors show that, on average, the
correlation between existence of a reform and the growth is negative in the
short horizon, but positive in the long one. Authors conclude that a
―standardized reform‖, defined as 13% growth of the total EBRD index, results
in a short-term decrease of growth rate by 0.4 percentage points, but also an
increase of the long-term performance by 0.3 percentage points. Authors also
point out the positive impact of the external liberalization, related to shortterm negative impact by 20% lower, and long-term effect by 40% higher, than
the other transformation fields. Strength of the paper is in the number of the
underlying papers – on the other hand, the result are very general, using only
the total EBRD index, not differenced the results by the specific fields (except
for the mentioned impact of the external liberalisation).
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More detailed analysis offer Lawson and Wang (2004), who examine
in detail the impact of reforms in the single transformation fields on the
growth, but only in the short and medium term (in period 1991-2000). Authors
focus on impact of both the level of indices (Ii,t) and their change (ΔIi,t). The
conclusion is that the overall impact in such shorter period is negative. From
the values of the regression coefficients, which are statistically significant, is
obvious, that in the shortest horizon, the biggest losses of the product are
related to the small-scale privatization (temporary drop of GDP growth by 4
percentage points) and most of all to the price liberalization (-6.7 p.p.). More
persistent negative impacts then bear the large-scale privatisation (-2.68 p.p.)
and the competition policy reforms (-3.76 p.p.). Contrary, the positive impact is
related to the external liberalization (+2.86 p.p.).
Staehr (2005) offers a similar analysis. The author however improves
the analysis by using the principal component analysis, which is a
multidimensional statistical method to transform the original variables (EBRD
indices) orthogonally to obtain new, artificial variables. These new variables,
principal components, are uncorrelated, which allow to differentiate the
impact of the overall reform process and its specific features. The principal
components are given following explanation (only those which the author
finds as with meaningful interpretation):
i. First principal component represents the overall reform process in
the country, and is approximately equal to one third of the total
EBRD index (sum of all indices values). This component explains
around 80% of all variability of indices;
ii. The second component is correlated positively with reforms
regarding liberalization, both external and internal, but without the
existing reforms – and is hence called as ―early liberalization‖;
iii. The sixth principal component can be interpreted as a sign of the
large-scale privatization preceding the small-scale privatization;
iv. The seventh component reflects the external liberalization reforms
without existing enterprise restructuring and privatization;
v. The eighth component is interpreted as the reforms of financial
sector, but again without the reforms of the private sector.
The first two components are related to the reform process itself, either
overall or the specific impact of the early liberalization. The remaining
components then reflect impact of the imperfect reform timing. The
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components enter the regression instead of the original variables – again in the
form of both levels and changes. Estimation results show, that the overall
reforms impact the growth rate negatively in the following year (-1.34 p.p. of
annual economic growth), but positively afterwards (+0.73 p.p.). The second
component – the early liberalization – impacts the growth similarly (-1.43 p.p.
next year, +2.56 p.p. afterwards). On the other hand, the imperfect timing has a
negative impact in all cases, for all the years it is present: -2.97 p.p. for the
privatizations wrong timing, -1.42 p.p. for the external liberalization without
reformed enterprises, -1.70 p.p. for too premature financial sector reform.
The last study followed in the paper is the analysis of Radulescu and
Barlow (2002). Authors again split the impact according to the specific
transformation fields, and include both current and lagged values of indices
into the regression, which can be simply modified to evaluate the impact of
levels of indices and of their changes separately:
b1 it + b2 it-1 = b1 it + (b2 – b1 + b1)it-1 = b1(it – it-1) + (b1 + b2) it-1 = b1Δit + (b1 + b2) it-1

The signs of the estimated coefficients are in line with the other
models. The impact of the change of indices ΔIi,t, i.e. the short-term impact of
reforms, is most negative for price liberalization (-4.85 p.p.), enterprise
restructuring (-1.41 p.p.), competition policy (-1.3 p.p.) and privatization, both
large- and small-scale. In contrast, even the short term impact is positive for
the external liberalization (+0.95 p.p.), and also for the non-bank institutions
reforms (+0.56 p.p.). The impact of the lagged level of the indices I i,t-1, i.e. the
long-term results of reforms, is positive for price liberalisation (+0.48 p.p.) as
well as for external liberalization (+1.13 p.p.), small-scale privatization (+1.71
p.p.) and above all for the enterprise (+4.14 p.p.). However, according to the
paper, there were also fields for which the negative impact remains persistent:
large-scale privatization (-2.43 p.p.), competition policy (-1.09 p.p.), and most
of all the banking sector reforms (-2.55 p.p.). This negative impact may be the
result of the rather short horizon of the analysis – it can be assumed that in
further periods, the long-term impact would also become gradually positive
for these fields.
As a summary of the third chapter, it is useful to highlight the purpose
of presented revision of the literature. Unlike a meta-analysis, which would
continue by synthesizing the results of the models into a general conclusion,
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the paper is built as an applied study. The estimates of impact of the
transformation reforms, as provided by the individual models described
above, will be in the next chapter applied directly to the Czech economic
reality, and based on them, an explicit evaluation of the impact of the
transition costs and benefits will be obtained.

4. ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATON IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
After a short revision of the literature, application of their outputs on
the Czech case follows in this chapter. Firstly, development of the EBRD
indices for the Czech Republic in the period 1990-2007 is described;
afterwards, based on the values of regression coefficients described above, the
estimation of the impact of the Czech reforms on the growth rate is made.
Further, based on these estimates and values of the Czech GDP, the absolute
values of costs and benefits of the transformations are obtained. Finally, the
results are commented on and compared across the individual models.
The construction of the EBRD transformation indices, as well as the
split into particular categories, is described into detail in the chapter 3.1.
Historical values of the EBRD indices for the Czech Republic are summarized
by the Table 2:
year
1990
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
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PL
1
4
4
4
4
4
4
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33
4.33

Table no 2. EBRD Indices for the Czech Republic
EL
SP
LP
ER
CP
BS
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
3
1
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
3
4
4
3
3
2.67
3
4
4
4
3
2.67
3
4
4
4
3
2.67
3
4.33
4.33
4
3
2.67
3
4.33
4.33
4
3
2.67
3
4.33
4.33
4
3
2.67
3
4.33
4.33
4
3
2.67
3.33
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
2.67
3.33
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
2.67
3.67
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
3.67
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
3.67
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
3.67

FI
1
1
1
2
2.67
2.67
2.67
2.67
3
3
3
3
3
3
3.33

total
8
18
22
25.67
27.33
27.33
28
28.33
28.67
29
29.33
29.67
30
30
30.33
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2005
4.33
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
4
3.67
31
2006
4.33
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
4
3.67
31
2007
4.33
4.33
4.33
4
3.33
3
4
3.67
31
Source: Fosu (2013), EBRD (2014). Detailed information about the indices is provided in the chapter 3.1.

This table can be read as follows: At the beginning of the
transformation, all the indices were at the lowest value 1. During two years,
the liberalization (both price and external) was finished, together with the
small-scale privatization: in 1992, all these fields had the indices equal to 4.
Large-scale privatisation was slower, but still quite fast, with the index
reaching level 4 in 1994. Contrary to this and less successful, in terms of both
speed of the reforms and the final value in 2007, was enterprise restructuring
and competition policy reforms. Similarly, the financial system reforms were
slow, but accomplished to a greater extent in 2007.
By plugging these indices values into the growth regression equations
(in restricted forms, i.e. in fact only multiplying the indices levels and changes
by the regression coefficients), the estimates of the impact of reforms on the
growth rate are obtained (in percentage points). It is necessary to note, that the
analysis is not dealing with explain the growth rate in each year, being focused
only to its component related to the transformation. Afterwards, by
multiplying by the absolute GDP values, the absolute amount of costs/benefits
of the transformation is obtained.
More specifically, our own calculations of the estimates of the absolute
values of costs and benefits of the transformations are done in several steps: (i)
for each year and each transformation field, actual value and/or change of the
particular transformation index is considered as the exogenous variable; (ii)
this variable is pre-multiplied by the estimate of the impact of level and/or
growth of the index on the domestic product growth rate – the estimates are
directly taken from the already existing models described in detail in the
chapter 3; (iii) the relative product growth rate is then multiplied by the actual
absolute value of the GDP, one year lagged, in constant prices, resulting in the
estimation of the absolute value of costs/benefits related to the particular
transformation area in the particular year; (iv) finally, summing these values
over years or the transformation areas, the aggregate impacts of the
transformation are obtained.
Based on this methodology, all four models described above are
applied to the Czech transformation process. Results of the calculations are
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included in the Tables 3-6, and summarized in the Table 7 below. First, the
application of the model Babecký and Havránek (2013) for the Czech case
presents the Table 3:
Table no 3. Transformation Results: Model Babecký and Havránek (2013)
year
PL
EL
SP
LP
ER
CP
BS
FI
total
1991
-29.04
-15.49
-19.36
-9.68
-9.68
-9.68
-92.93
1992
-2.99
-3.85
-3.85
-3.85
-14.55
1993
-3.19
-3.19
-2.13
-3.19
-11.7
1994
-2.56
-1.7
-4.26
1995
1996
-0.70
-0.93
-1.63
1997
-0.97
-0.97
1998
-0.97
-0.97
1999
-0.96
-0.96
2000
-0.98
-0.98
2001
-1.02
-1.02
2002
-1.05
-1.05
2003
2004
-1.11
-1.11
2005
-0.88
-1.17
-2.04
2006
2007
total
-30.01
-19.18
-24.14
-9.6
-13.85
-12.86
-16.39
-8.14
-134.17
Source: Own Calculations. Values in billion CZK (this applies also to the other tables, if not stated
otherwise).

The total costs of transformation are estimated at 134 billion CZ (in
prices 2005). Contrary, including the positive impact 0.3 p.p. per each 13%growth of the total indices, the total net result of the transformation is strictly
positive: 1668 billion CZK (during the years 1990-2007). Since 2007, the relative
positive impact of the transformation on the growth rate is 1.47 p.p. Although
Table 3 differentiates the results according to the transformation fields, all of
them have equal weight, and it is not meaningful to discuss the impact of these
fields separately. Interesting is the distribution of costs in time: most of them
are related to the very first year of transformation.
The second model, Lawson and Wang (2004), due to the restricted
observed period, can be interpreted as dealing only with the costs. Their
evaluation is included in Table 4:
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Table no 4. Transformation Results: Model Lawson and Wang (2004)
year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
Total

PL

EL
-486

-67
-13
-13
-14
-14
-15

-623

SP
-23
51
61
61
63
85
93
23
23
23
24

482

LP
-194
-108
-22
-22
-23
-63
-33
-8
-8
-8
-9

ER
-19
-76
-133
-176
-187
-196
-129
-65

CP
-55

30

-67
-18
-19
-20
-21
-21

-36
-54
-55
-59
-61
-61

-25
-7
-7
-8
-8
-8

-497
-981
-285
Source: Own Calculations

-22
-33
-35
-36
-39
-41
-503

BS+FI
-23
-49
-78
-90
-78
-83
-87
-72
-51
-22
-43
-35
-36
-46
-71
-56
-45
-966

Total
-753
-125
-218
-256
-289
-327
-373
-282
-114
-46
-49
-79
-77
-89
-116
-95
-86
-3 372

As the observed horizon of the Czech Republic is longer than in the
original study, the negative results of the reforms are arbitrarily restricted to
six years only, which is average time from implementing the reforms to the
end of the observed period in the original model. Moreover, costs of levels are
compared to the situation in 1991 to ensure only the net change of the growth
rate after the reforms implementation is evaluated. As compared to the
previous case, the costs are distinctly higher, reaching almost 3400 billion CZK.
This is, however, approximately in line with the trend analysis from the
second chapter: the total loss of GDP as compared to the original trend is 2855
billion CZK and3188 billion CZK respectively for the difference of both trends.
When separating individual components of the costs, 969 billion CZK
can be related to the short-term costs related to changes of indices, whereas
2403 billion CZK reflects the more persistent costs of levels. The amount of
costs related to the first year is large: 753 billion CZK. In the first years, the
most expensive transformation fields are price liberalization and the smallscale privatization; however, in total, the most costly fields are the large-scale
privatisation (981 billion CZK) and the financial sector reform (966 billion
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CZK; authors include the FI and BS fields into one). In contrast, the external
liberalization is costly only in the first year, and since then it bears positive
impact (+482 billion CZK).
The third model (Staehr 2005) requires first the transformation of the
EBRD indices into the principal components. After obtaining the first, second
and sixth to eight components, evaluation of the impacts can be done in the
same way as in case of the previous models – the results captured in Table 5:
Table no 5. Transformation Results: Model Staehr (2005)
year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
total

PC1
-52
35
60
90
110
113
125
125
127
131
139
146
153
157
164
185
198
2 006

PC2

PC6
PC7
63
78
10
139
82
-2
130
3
-2
91
-27
-9
81
-2
-9
92
37
-14
108
2
-12
110
7
-13
103
5
-11
103
-7
105
-1
-5
103
11
-7
100
6
-7
98
5
-8
90
-2
-7
89
2
-8
95
2
-8
1 700
208
-119
Source: Own Calculations

PC8

total
5
-18
3
2
2
4
4
5
-5
5
-5
-7
-7
-7
-18
-19
-20
-76

104
236
194
147
182
232
227
234
219
232
233
246
245
245
227
249
267
3 719

Obviously, since the second year, the overall reform process
(represented by the first component – PC1) yielded a positive impact on the
product of the country. Similarly, the fast liberalization (PC2) was very
beneficial, adding 1700 billion CZK to the total result of the transformation.
Moreover, the fact that the small-scale privatisation preceded the large-scale
was also evaluated by the model as positive. Contrary to this, due to slow
enterprise sector restructuring, the external liberalization and financial system
reforms incurred additional timing costs, together almost 200 billion CZK.
When separating the results of indices changes and indices levels, the short-
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term costs are estimated around 289 billion CZK, whereas the long-term
positive impacts are greater than 4000 billion CZK.
The last model approach, following Radulescu and Barlow (2002),
differentiates well the negative impact of changes of the indices (i.e. occurrence
of the reforms) – estimated in total around 596 billion CZK – and the positive
consequences of the reforms in the long term (1619 billion CZK). The total net
impact is estimated to be positive: +1023 billion CZK. Most of the costs are
related to the first year, 1991, when the prices were liberalized and the smallscale privatisation took place. However, since 1992, both of these fields started
to yield positive impact. The external liberalization was the most positive
aspect of the transformation, according to the models, and also the enterprise
restructuring. In contrast, large-scale privatisation, competition policy reforms
and banking sector reforms impacted the economy in a negative way. The
results are included in Table 6:
Table no 6. Transformation Results: Model Radulescu and Barlow (2002)
year
1991
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
total

PL
-352
31
31
31
32
34
-4
39
38
39
41
42
43
45
47
50
53
240

EL
SP
LP
ER
46
-51
0
-34
69
50
-26
67
72
109
-78
37
72
109
-130
134
74
112
-160
138
86
111
-170
146
92
139
-177
153
91
137
-176
152
91
55
-175
76
92
14
-119
65
96
14
-62
26
99
15
0
27
101
15
0
28
105
0
0
29
110
0
0
30
117
0
0
32
125
0
0
35
1
829
-1
1
538
273
141
Source: Own Calculations

CP
-31
-23
-42
-39
-40
-42
-44
-44
-18
-18
0
-11
-10
-10
-10
-11
-12
-405

BS
-6
-59
-109
-109
-112
-119
-124
-123
-63
-21
-23
-45
-46
-48
-52
-79
-57
-1
195

FI
0
0
12
14
11
11
12
16
14
14
7
3
3
8
11
6
6
148

total
-428
109
32
82
55
57
47
92
18
66
99
130
134
129
136
115
150
1 023

Obviously, the models provide very different results. However, this
has been expected as mentioned above: the models include different horizons,
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use different definitions of costs, and follow different methodology.
Nevertheless, some results hold across the models, including both costs and
benefits of the transformation, and also distribution of the results in time. A
comparison is offered in Table 7 and discussion of the similar aspects is
included below. In the table, short-term costs are those related to the changes
of EBRD indices with a negative estimated impact of the reforms on the
growth rate of the economy (i.e. absolute value of the summation of the results
included in the Tables 3-6, considering only negative values). Similarly, the
total costs are those related to the negative impact of levels of the indices.
Moreover, the long-term result is derived from the models, including estimates
of both positive and negative impact of the transformation.
Table no 7 Transformation Results: Comparison of Models
In Billion CZK
Trend Analysis
Babecký and Havránek (2013)
Lawson and Wang (2004)
Staehr (2005)
Radulescu and Barlow (2002)

Short-term
costs

Total
costs
3 3180

134
969
3 369
289
484
596
3 314
Source: Own Calculations

Long-term
result
+2 745
+1 668

Relative
result
+1.89 p.p.
+1.47 p.p.

+3 719
+1 023

The starting costs of transformation in year 1991 are distinctively higher
than the costs in other years. Based on the model, these costs range between
93-753 billion CZK, which is the majority of the short-term costs, and
simultaneously around 20-40% of all costs related to transformation,
depending on the model.
Price liberalization took place very quickly at the beginning of the
transformation (mostly at the beginning of 1991), which was reflected by the
jump of the index value from 1 in 1990 to 4 in 1994. Total costs related to this
jump are estimated in the range 352-486 billion CZK, which is 65-82% of all
costs in 1991. However, in following years, costs related to the price
liberalization are minimal, and the positive impact prevails.
External liberalization is, according to all models, definitely the most
positive field of transformation, with the positive impact estimated during the
years 1990-2007 to be in total 426-769 billion CZK. The positive impact was
partially caused by the quick external liberalization, despite to the costs related
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to the unfinished enterprise restructuring – estimated based on Staehr (2005)
around 119 billion CZK.
Privatization had ambiguous character. However, the small-scale
privatisation is evaluated as more positive (less negative) aspect of the
transformation than the large-scale privatisation, which is in some models
estimated to bear enormous costs of around 1000 billion CZK. The fact, that the
small-scale privatisation was implemented first, is evaluated positively,
contributing around 200 billion CZK to the positive results.
Financial sector reform was evaluated as very costly, whereas for the
banking sectors it is obvious, but for the sector of non-bank institutions and the
securities markets the results are uncertain. The most pessimistic estimations
shows the financial sector related losses amounted to almost one billion CZK.
The prevailing part of these costs is related to the defaulted loans transferred
from assets of the Czech banking sector to the special transformation
institutions – Czech Consolidation Agency, Consolidation Bank and Czech
Financial Unit (Půlpánová 2010). The total amount of assets entering the
consolidation programs is more than 500 billion CZK (adjusted to 2005 prices
to ensure comparability), most of them resulting in the loss: the accumulated
loss only of the Czech Consolidation Agency and its predecessors during 19962007 is estimated at more than 230 billion CZK (ŢKA 2008).
Enterprise restructuring and governance can be evaluated, based on the
models‘ results, as rather positive. Significant costs were related to this field of
transformation, but also distinct benefits – both mostly in years 1993-1998.
Since 1999, the positive impact of the transformation area is assumed to be
approximately 30 billion CZK per year.
In contrast, the Competition policy was not transformed with positive
results. The ending-value of the indicator (3.00) shows the transformation was
not completed. Such a result indicates there is still a space for improving the
law-enforcement in the area of dominant players on the markets, and reducing
the restrictions of entrance into some business fields. The costs related to such
incomplete transformation are estimated around 400-500 billion CZK.
The short-term costs of transformation, i.e. temporary decrease of the
economic growth as a consequence of the reforms, is estimated in the range
104-969, based on the model. Although the range is wide, it can be intuitively
expected that the more complex models, evaluating the costs separately for
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single transformation fields, can be more precise, which would mean the shortterm costs are approaching the upper boundary of the interval.
The total transformation costs are distinctively higher, mostly due to the
overall decrease of the economic growth rate during the first half of the
observed period. The long-term costs can be identified predominantly in the
areas of large-scale privatisation, competition policy and the banking sector
reforms, which were described above. The total amount of costs in absolute
values are similar across the models: 3300-3400 billion CZK, in 2005 prices,
which is approximately 7.5% of the total GDP for the period.
The net transformation result is estimated by all the models, which
include both costs and benefits, as positive. The absolute value varies
depending on the model, ranging between 1023-3700 billion CZK. Moreover,
the long-term positive contribution of the transformation to the growth rate of
GDP is explicitly calculated in two models, reaching either +1.47 p.p. or +1.89
p.p.

5. CONCLUSION
The aim of the paper was to estimate the costs and benefits of the
economic transformation in the Czech Republic. Although the transformation
process itself, as well as a discussion of the optimal transformation methods
are frequent in the literature, this paper offers a new view: it identifies the
costs and benefits of the transformation in terms of the gross domestic product
lost or gained as a consequence of the transformation reforms. The paper
describes econometric estimates of the relationship between the economic
growth and the transformation reforms as they exist in the literature, and
applies them on the Czech transformation to obtain the quantitative results of
the transformation in terms of GDP lost or gained, both in the relative and
absolute values. As compared to the commonly used accounting approach, the
presented macroeconomic approach is able to capture the economic
consequences of the transformation in the full extent.
The paper confirms the general fact that the transformation reforms
are related to costs in the short horizon, but from the long-term perspective,
their impact is positive. In the case of the Czech Republic, most of the costs are
related to the first ten years of the transformation, whereas the total share of
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costs amounts to approximately 7.5% of the Czech GDP created in 1990-2007.
In absolute values (in prices 2005), the costs are at the level 3300-3400 billion
CZK. A significant part of these costs (20-40%) are related to the first year of
transformation, mostly due to the jump price liberalization. The permanent
contribution of the transformation is evaluated as the additional economy
growth rate by 1.5-1.9 p.p. per year.
Focusing on the transformation fields, the most positive appears to be
the external liberalization, with the positive impact of hundred billion CZK.
Mostly the fast speed of opening the economy was helpful, even though it was
not supported by an equally fast enterprise restructuring (costs for this
improper timing are estimated at the level 119 billion CZK). Further, the
analysis shows that the small-scale privatisation was related to costs mostly in
the first years of the transformation, whereas since the second half of the first
decade, the positive results became larger than the costs. Contrary to this, the
large-scale privatisation resulted in much higher costs (around 1000 billion
CZK), related mostly to the second half of the decade, but also to the years
after 2000. Related to the privatization, the enterprise restructuring was costly
in years 1993-1998, but until the end of the century, the reforms were mostly
finished and since then, the positive impact also began toaccumulate in this
field (contributing approximately 1 p.p. yearly to the GDP). On the other hand,
another area related to the privatization, building the competition policy, was
not very successful according to the EBRD studies – the total costs related to
this area is estimated at around 400-500 billion CZK. An important part of the
costs, almost 30% and on average 2% of the GDP in the period, is related to the
financial system reforms, particularly the consolidation programmes in the
banking sector, which was evaluated to have generated losses of hundreds of
billions CZK.
The absolute values of costs and benefits, as well as the relative impact
of the reforms on the economic growth rate, are necessary to evaluate in the
context of the high volatility of results across different models. Nevertheless,
the depicted values might illustrate the levels in which the transformation
costs can be expected, and how long a period is necessary for the positive
impact to outweigh the reform-related losses. Simultaneously, the paper
differentiates the transformation fields related to the extremely high
transformation costs, and those areas related to the significantly positive
impact on the economy.
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However, for a deeper examination of the costs and benefits of the
transformation, the whole process needs to be examined in greater detail, able
to offer insight into some aspect beyond the econometric analyses of the time
series – especially to identify the role of monetary and fiscal policy in the
transformation process, as well as their interaction, or to evaluate the impact of
the transformation on the microeconomic level.
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Abstract
In this paper I refer to the bidirectional relationship between the
Europeanization process and the emergence of an evaluation culture in
Europe. I examine both the factors associated with the Europeanization
process that led to the crystallization of an evaluation culture as well as the
manner in which the development of a European evaluation culture lead to a
deepening of Europeanization through the institutional mechanisms that have
been created. I will then present the convergent influence of Europeanization
and globalization, which renders the theme of the net impact of any of the two
processes on the formation of an evaluation culture methodologically
unapproachable, but brings to the fore the theme of intercontinental factors
(mainly North Americans) that play a fundamental role in creating a European
public evaluation agenda. Given the multiple influences and pressures exerted
both vertically and horizontally, I question the very existence of a specific
European culture of evaluation and I ultimately position its nature as being
somewhere between imitationalism and syncretism.
Keywords
Europeanization; Evaluation culture; Evaluation functions; Professional
communities of evaluators; Structural funds
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1. INTRODUCTION
There are probably as many understandings of what evaluation
culture is or should be as there are authors dealing with this subject.
Unfortunately, the wealth of texts is not accompanied by a wealth of primary
data and even less by corroborative data at the European level, mainly because
of the different methodologies used to examine the development stages of the
evaluation culture in Europe. Most existing studies have therefore a national
character and, when considering a supranational space, they focus primarily
on the use of qualitative methods. I consider the evaluation culture as being
the sum of values, practices and tools designed in order to complete an
evaluation. I find particularly relevant the association that Smith and Brandon
make between evaluation culture and a mandala-like structure (Brandon and
Smith 2008, p. 2), which is an integrated structure organized around a unifying
centre, holding an infinite and simultaneously whole content. Applying this
concept to the culture of evaluation, we can see that it can be represented by a
mandala with three interrelated centres: on the one hand we find the
theoretical fundament of the evaluation, on the other the different methods of
carrying out the process and last but not least we have the development of the
evaluation community. Each of these centres has the ability to transform and
to carry this transformation to the other two centres as well.
In the present paper it does not make the object of my interest to make
a summary of the perspectives and studies concerning the development of
evaluation culture and cultures in Europe, but to determine the extent to
which the development of a European evaluation culture is influenced by the
process of Europeanization. There are initiatives of this kind that are surely
already serving this purpose while additionally offering a chronological
perspective on their dynamics as well, but these will get in the high spot
within the second chapter1. The premise is that there is a high dependency
relationship between the Europeanization process and the emergence and
development of an evaluation culture, and that based on its understanding

For a deeper understanding of the subject also see Jan Eric Furubo, Ray C. Rist and Rolf Sandahl,
International Atlas of Evaluation, Transaction Publishers, 2002. See also Peter Dahler Larsen, The
Evaluation Society, Stanford University Press, California, 2012 and Ray C. Rist and Nicoletta Stame,
From Studies to Streams. Managing Evaluative Systems, Transaction Publishers, New Jersey, 2011.
1
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there could be identified specific patterns and trends of future evolution in the
development of a supranational level evaluation culture.
The problems caused by the plethora of scholarly opinions regarding
evaluation culture were similarly found in the literature regarding the process
of Europeanization. Research on the influence of the Europeanization process
on the evaluation culture in the European space is, however, very limited. Two
of the best sources for this area of study are Toulemonde's works in 2000
"Evaluation Culture(s) in Europe: Between National Differences and
Convergence Practices" and Nicoletta Stame‘s paper 9 years later, on "The
European Project, Federalism and Evaluation". If the first of the two papers is
remarkable because of its pioneering ideas, comprehensive approach and open
research tracks, the second demonstrates an already systematized research
approach based on two case studies. Both are fundamental to the analysis
done and to the development of the evaluation subject as such.
The research question is not as in Kim Forss and Rebien Claus‘ article
on determining the existence of a Nordic evaluation tradition (Forss and
Rebien 2014) if the Europeanization process has led to a similar method of
implementing evaluations regardless of their geographical and geopolitical
context, but if the training and preferences of evaluators lead to the same
variety of implementation options regardless of geographical and geopolitical
context. It is understood that the evaluation of a programme implemented by
the European Commission will most likely use a different methodology than a
programme evaluation at the federal level in the US government or that a
programme implemented by the European Commission will most likely have
different results than the one implemented by the US Executive. On one hand
the difference is caused by the complexity of the contextual differences, on the
other hand by the evaluator‘s approach, the evaluation model being strictly
applicable to the case in question, with all its peculiarities. The question is
whether two teams of evaluators (one operating in North America and one in
the European Union) will respond similarly to the defined terms of reference
used for the evaluation of a public project in North Africa. The hypothesis that
nurtures further research is that the proposals from both sides would be
different, generated by a difference in the types of experiences (of varying
public management cultures) and their training in different schools of thought.
Is there an evaluation specific to the European space? Surely if we
strictly observe the similarities and influences at the European level, we will
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find that shared core that transcends national specificity. But is this shared core
specific only to the European space or could it be found on other continents as
well? And if we go with the second assumption, can we talk about those
features as being actually the sine qua non of the evaluation as a profession? Or
are we rather in a situation where both globalization and Europeanization act
in convergence on the European evaluation culture?
In an attempt to delineate the influence of globalization from that of
Europeanization over the same reference space (that of the evaluation culture
in the European space), we have had a hard time surrendering to the fact that
it is impossible to attribute effects between the two factors. This limitation also
opens a legitimate question about the external validity of the research that I
submit to your attention. Therefore, I would like to invite the reader to make a
short detour to a related topic, that of impact evaluation. In the current
scholarship on impact evaluations, the theme that occupies the most editorial
space is the debate of attribution versus contribution, i.e. confirmatory
approaches versus exploratory approaches with everything involving this
debate (using quantitative methods to the detriment of qualitative ones or,
conversely, top-down approaches versus participatory approaches). Faced
with a daunting number of works dedicated to explaining the apparently
boundless advantages of quantitative approaches (especially using
counterfactual and randomized controlled trials), the work of James Copestake
(Copestake 2014) deserves closer examination. He shows a clear view
regarding the credibility of impact assessments with an exploratory nature.
According to him, confirmatory approaches are used and useful in welldefined contexts where the programme change theory is already made, while
exploratory approaches prove their worth in complex contexts where it is
desirable to identify all of the effects, both planned and unplanned (Copestake
2014, pp. 422-423). Although the difference is sensible, it is worth pointing out
that my discourse is not about an evaluation of the impact of Europeanization
and globalization on the evaluation culture, but the validation or invalidation
of the Europeanization process of the evaluation culture as such. For those
who still want an impact assessment of both currents (Europeanization and
globalization) on the evaluation culture, I consider Copestake‘s arguments in
favour of exploratory approaches to be useful and usable, as methodological
realism leaves no room for another approach in this context.
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I will start the process of operationalizing the concept of
Europeanization with the working definition offered by Claudio Radaelli, who
sees it as following:
"a process of construction, diffusion and institutionalization of formal and informal
rules, procedures, policy paradigms, styles, ways of doing things, shared beliefs and
norms, which are first defined and consolidated in the development of public policies
and policy at EU level and then incorporated in the logic of domestic discourse,
identities, political structures and public policies" (Radaelli 2003).

He has a top-down vision of the process, where the initiative is
primarily located at the supranational level. Authors Qualia, Neuvonen,
Miyakoshi and Cini (Qualia, Lucia, Mari Neuvonen, Machiko Miyakoshi and
Michelle Cini. 2007. Europeanization. In European Union Politics, ed. Michelle
Cini, pp. 405 – 420. Oxford University Press apud Ion 2013, pp. 203-204) added
three other perspectives:
1. Europeanization as a top-down process, i.e. Europeanization as "
adapting national and sub-national governance institutions and
European norms " (this view coincides with that of Radaelli);
2. Europeanization involving transfers both from bottom-up and topdown, meaning ―Europeanization in the sense of institutionalizing
a distinct system of governance" at EU level;
3. Europeanization as the transfer of policies between EU Member
States, the important part being that ―changes occur from one
country to another, with little or no mediation from the European
institutions", thus making it a horizontal process;
4. Europeanization as equivalent of the idea of European integration.
The relationship between the Europeanization process and the
emergence of a European evaluation culture is not seen as one-directional,
even if I will refer to it as such in the following, especially with regards to the
factors that led to the crystallization of an evaluation culture in the European
area (whether of European origin or not, but as instruments of
Europeanization). We cannot neglect the way in which the development of the
European evaluation culture has led to a deepening of the process of
Europeanization, mainly through the functions it serves and institutional
mechanisms it creates.
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2. INTERNATIONAL INFLUENCES
2.1. Evaluation as it was imported from the US in the 1970‘s
Although the US influence on the emergence of what has now become
a European evaluation system is indisputable, I would say that the metaphor
of an import of parts, as opposed to an import of products, is more
appropriate, as the realities of European political culture have quickly led to
the need to overcome the mimetic stage and go on to an adaptation stage. Of
course, the federal valences of the European Community, and later the
European Union, have led North American practices to find a fertile ground
(as it will be discussed below in the section dedicated to the vertical
Europeanization of the evaluation culture) and have a fundamental role in
triggering "the snowball" - a metaphor all the more appropriate as the entry of
the evaluation processes into the European zone was through the
Scandinavian area. Although only an external influence on Europeanization, it
became a key part of it: the transfer has occurred and still occurs mainly
through the exchange of ideas in the practitioners‘ communities, which
subsequently causes incremental changes in management structures without
exerting external pressures. It is therefore an outside influence, of North
American origin, propagated through the process of Europeanization
horizontally and bottom up.
2.2. The role of international professional networks
The OECD has played a definitive role in the spread of evaluation
practices since the late 1970‘s in the policies where it had found greater
openness, particularly in research and development aid policies. It published
technical guides on evaluation methods and practices; it initiated working
groups on evaluation, the OECD development committee being perhaps the
most known of those.
The American Evaluation Society, although predominantly a nationalfederal oriented professional community, has quickly become a landmark for
all stakeholders in the field around the world. The American antipode of the
European Evaluation Society occupies first place in the ranking of evaluation
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communities with the most members and it is referenced as a pole of
concentration of the ―evaluation industry‖ in the US.
There were two major vectors contributing to the exponential growth
in the number of players participating in the international evaluation
professional networks: on the one hand efforts to develop national evaluation
societies and on the other hand the private international organizations‘
struggle for influence. The desire to create national evaluation companies has
also been driven by the need to form a critical core group of professionals and
to have coherence in the work of strengthening institutional evaluation
capacity. The existence of such a formalized group, capable of lobbying at the
national level can reduce losses in policies that concern or relate to evaluation,
determined by changes in political vision. It may explain the dynamics of
different national evaluation societies: 5 in 1995 to about 50 in 2004 and 200 in
20141.
2.3. Development, international cooperation and humanitarian aid
The existence of development aid funds (or assistance for
development) led to the emergence of a field concerned with the evaluation of
international development organizations, one in which OECD and the World
Bank have become very influential in promoting an agenda for an evaluation
with global reach regarding both the unification of evaluation standards and
empowering actors relevant to the setting of the agenda (Rutkowski and
Sparks 2013, p. 493). We are therefore in a situation of complex multilateralism,
one in which governance network consists not only of state structures (as in
the case of multilateralism) but also of non-state actors, the latter even
managing to tip the scales of power in their favour (Verger. A. 2010.
WTO/GATS and the global politics of higher education. Available online at

The data was provided by Craig Russon in the presentation ―Cómo desarrollar la evaluación en
las sociedades democráticas‖ held at ―XI Seminario sobre experiencias de evaluacion de
programas y politicas: construyendo capacidades de evaluacion a traves de asociaciones y redes‖
organized by the Complutense University of Madrid at 26.09.2014. Data for 1995 and 2004 can be
found by accessing the link: http://www.hfrp.org/evaluation/the-evaluation-exchange/issuearchive/reflecting-on-the-past-and-future-of-evaluation/a-decade-of-international-trends-inevaluation, accessed 1 November 2014.
1
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http://dare.uva.nl/record/336650 apud Rutkowski and Sparks 2013, p. 500).
Setting the evaluation agenda proves to be a form of exercising soft power,
since this may result not only in a preference for using certain investigation
methods or methodologies (thus rendering evaluation less credible over
generations), but also in establishing the allocation of resources.

3. TOP-DOWN AND BOTTOM-UP EUROPEANIZATION OF THE
EUROPEAN EVALUATION CULTURE
The vertical process of the Europeanization of the culture of evaluation
is facilitated by the presence of a European system of evaluation, although its
existence is questionable given its partially unofficial character. Based on the
four elements defined by Leew and Furubo (Leew and Furubo 2008, p. 157),
who testify the creation of an evaluation system, Steven Hojlun (Hojlun 2014,
pp. 429-430) defines an evaluation system based on: the existence of a
permanent systematic character as well as formal and informal evaluation
practices performed in a set of interdependent organizations in order to
underpin decision making processes and to ensure the planning and
predictability of events.
The role played by the European Commission in creating the existence
of a network of European organizations responsible for the initiation,
centralization and fostering evaluations confirms the presence of a system. We
can observe, however, that there is a divergence between the purpose of the
network and the use of the evaluations made by it. Legitimization is not
common, because most findings and recommendations are specific to the
programme in question and related to its internal functioning. It is not oriented
towards external and political legitimization of the programme, but rather
towards using them internally for a better understanding between DGs
programmes (Hojlun 2014, pp. 435-436). We have this gap between
expectations and results because the function attributed to evaluation is many
times not defined and delineated before starting an evaluation, but rather it
adapts by "seeing and doing‖, or even worse, it is adjusted depending on the
results obtained. An evaluation designed to serve all evaluation functions
(generation of know-how, understanding and improving the programme,
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decision-making, transformation) is not preferred as well, as it will be either
ineffective or inefficient in terms of the costs involved.
3.1. The federal vocation of the European model
The strong American influence in the early 1970‘s, as well as its
persistence over time, is explained by the similarities with the European
model, as there were no major cultural or institutional barriers in internalizing
the imported and adapted practices. American Federalism alternated between
dual federalism and cooperation. In the first format, responsibilities are
divided according to a system of checks and balances, while for the second
they are shared on multiple cooperation levels1 between the regional level and
the federal one. In both variants, the US federal government distributes funds
and establishes the minimum performance standards of public services, while
states plan how money is spent and periodically ask how many of the set goals
have been met, what was neglected and whether they can improve their
performance (Grodzins, M. 1966. The American System. Chicago, IL: Rand
McNally apud Stame 2008, pp. 119-120). The much disputed and disputable
European federalism does not bear the same structure as the North American
one, but has one without an equivalent at state or existent organizational level,
combining the use of the ―checks and balances" mechanism with the shades of
cooperation, with both exclusively supranational/national and shared
competencies. The practices generated by the two mechanisms create at
institutional level an incipient type of evaluative thinking, a habit of
implementing the evaluation exercise, even if it does not have a voluntary
direction or it is not seen as such. Justin Louis Brandeis (apud Stame 2008, pp.
119-120) highlights one of the unplanned effects of having a federal system,
namely the possibility of having a statistically equivalent control group to
evaluate a policy implemented only by a state or a group of states2.

Or ―shades of cooperation‖.
This is also the only scenario in a democratic system where one can apply randomized controlled
trials in order to determine the net effects attributed to the policies being implemented.
1
2
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3.2. The use of Regulatory Impact Assessment
Considering the fact that the initial discussions on impact assessment
were partly inspired by the work of different administrations throughout the
world, particularly that of the Office for Information and Regulation Affairs
(OIRA) in the US Executive Office of the President (Collova 2015, p. 1), why
would the theme of Regulatory Impact Assessment be an indicator of the
Europeanization of the evaluation culture and not one of transposition of the
international practices? In my view, Regulatory Impact Assessment, together
with the evaluation instruments developed for a better implementation of the
structural funds (see next section), are the main mechanisms for
institutionalizing evaluation throughout the EU, both of them being first a topdown process. Paradoxically, even though the use of RIA was first
institutionalized at EU level, nowadays the systems that were set later on at
national level have become in many cases more effective. Some Member States
have also developed their own domestic Better Regulation best practice. Until
October 2014, such best practice was exchanged in a high level group of
national regulatory experts. In May 2015, the Commission announced its
intention to establish a new Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme
(REFIT) platform, consisting of high level experts from Member States and
stakeholders with practical expertise in the policy areas of EU regulation
(European Commission, Impact assessments in other EU institutions 2015).
In some cases, as it is that of Romania, where the party that has a
majority within the Parliament holds the same position within the Executive,
the transparency and even the use of RIA is easily debatable. It is hard to
determine whether this ineffective RIA system is generated by a temporary
political context or rather if it is a result of the national political culture, but its
institutionalization is undisputable, as of 2007 (The Government Decision
1361/2006, Article 1).
The ex-ante regulatory impact assessment in the EU represents ―an
attempt to provide, in advance of legislating, a coherent analysis of the
reasoning that lies behind, and the foreseeable effects of, any proposed
measure or policy initiative‖ (Collova 2015, p. 1). Impact assessments are
prepared for Commission initiatives expected to have significant economic,
social or environmental impacts. These can be legislative proposals, nonlegislative ones (white papers, action plans, financial programmes, and
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negotiating guidelines for international agreements), implementing and
delegated acts (European Commission, Impact Assessment 2015). Its history
starts in November 2001, when the Mandelkern Group 1 on Better Regulation
adopted a series of recommendations. Their view on a better regulation
framework was not reconsidering the necessity of having regulations in itself,
but that there should be ensured the quality and relevance of its use
(Mandelkern Group 2001, p. 1). For achieving the goal of better regulation, it is
addressed the whole policy cycle, from its inception to its implementation and
review, involving changes in culture, both at the executive and at the
legislative level (Mandelkern Group 2001, p. i). They have proposed that
starting December 2002 neither the European Parliament nor the Council
should not consider the legislative proposals that have not been subject to an
agreed impact assessment and that by June 2003 all he Member States should
have an effective RIA system (Mandelkern Group 2001, pp. iii-iv). They
present the RIA as a part of the ex-ante evaluation process, together with
considering all the policy implementation options and the consultation process
and that the evaluation should also consider an ex-post phase. On the ex-post
evaluation, they are aware of the limits imposed by the use of different
evaluation models and methodologies at the national level so even though it is
emphasized the use that an ex-post impact assessment might have in the
development of new policies, they propose from functional reasons using
checklists, such as the one developed by the OECD (Mandelkern Group 2001,
pp. 11-12).
The proposals from Mandelken have been later on incorporated in the
work for setting the Inter-Institutional Agreement (IIA) on Better Law Making
that was signed in 2003 between the European Commission, European
Parliament and the Council of Ministers (Collova 2015, p. 1). It is clearly stated
in the IIA that the efforts are conducted towards a legislation that is consistent

According to the report of the European Court of Auditors on „Impact Assessments in the EU
Institutions: Do they support decision making?‖ the Mandelkern Group is a high level advisory
group that consisted of regulatory experts from the Member States and the European Commission.
This group was established by the Public Administration Ministers of the Member States in
November 2000 and chaired by the Frenchman Dieudonné Mandelkern, a former Member of the
Conseil d‘état. Among other proposals, the group recommended in 2001 that the Commission
should develop a tool for assessing the social, economic and environmental impacts of proposed
legislation.
1
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with the seven principles denominated in the Mandelken proposal, namely
necessity, proportionality, subsidiarity, transparency, accountability,
accessibility and simplicity, and that it aims to:
―ensure that legislation is of good quality, namely that it is clear, simple and effective.
The Institutions consider that improvement of the pre-legislative consultation process
and more frequent use of impact assessments (both ex ante and ex post) will help
towards this objective. They are committed to the full application of the
Interinstitutional Agreement of 22 December 1998 on common guidelines for the quality
of drafting of Community legislation.
28. The three Institutions agree on the positive contribution of impact assessments in
improving the quality of Community legislation, with particular regard to the scope and
substance thereof.
29. The Commission will continue to implement the integrated advance impactassessment process for major items of draft legislation, combining in one single
evaluation the impact assessments relating inter alia to social, economic and
environmental aspects. The results of the assessments will be made fully and freely
available to the European Parliament, the Council and the general public. In the
explanatory memorandum to its proposals, the Commission will indicate the manner in
which the impact assessments have influenced them.
30. Where the codecision procedure applies, the European Parliament and Council may,
on the basis of jointly defined criteria and procedures, have impact assessments carried
out prior to the adoption of any substantive amendment, either at first reading or at the
conciliation stage. As soon as possible after this Agreement is adopted, the three
Institutions will carry out an assessment of their respective experiences and will
consider the possibility of establishing a common methodology‖ (The Interinstitutional
Agreement on Better Law Making, articles 25, 28, 29, 30).

Furthermore, the IIA brings into force the Mandelken proposal,
emphasizing the necessity of having not only a reliable legislative system at
European level but also effective national RIA systems:
―Pursuant to the Protocol on the application of the principles of subsidiarity and
proportionality, the Commission will take due account in its legislative proposals of
their financial or administrative implications, for the Union and the Member States in
particular. Furthermore, each of the three Institutions will take into account the objective
of ensuring that application in the Member States is appropriate and effective‖ (The
Interinstitutional Agreement on Better Law Making, article 27).

Reference is also made to the possibility of the Parliament and Council
choosing to conduct impact assessments on their own amendments. In the
subsequent 2006 Inter-Institutional Common Approach to Impact Assessment,
the Parliament and Council ―undertake to carry out impact assessments, when they
consider this to be appropriate and necessary for the legislative process, prior to the
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adoption of any substantive amendment‖ (The Interinstitutional Common
Approach to Impact Assessment, paragraph 14).
Another step ahead in the development and consolidation of the use of
impact assessments in the EU was the Commission‘s Internal Impact
Assessment Guidelines, issued in 2009 and currently under a reviewing
process (starting July 2014) that should reach its end by the end of 2015
European Commission (Impact assessments in other EU institutions, 2015). Its
application should have led to a higher quality and use of the IA realised, as
well as to a higher degree of coherence of the methodologies used. The
surveillance institution over the conformity of the IAs with the Internal IA
guidelines is the Impact Assessment Board, constituted in 2007, as a second
(and last) filter for checking the quality of an IA, before the Commission‘s
inter-service consultation can be launched. Even though the Internal
Commission‘s rules require that each proposal should be backed up not only
by an IA but also by a positive opinion from the IAB, in practice there are cases
in which the proposal has passed also with the negative opinion from the
Board, nevertheless this one accompanying the proposal (Collova 2015, p. 3).
The IAB was formed by five members, out of which one was the Deputy
Secretary General and the other four rotating members, were elected, from
2012 onwards from a permanent pool of eight Commission directors. They
were sitting in the Board in addition to their regular duties (Collova 2015, p. 2).
The rotating members are drawn December 2014, Mr Frans Timmermans, the
Vice-President of the Commission, who also has the portfolio of Better
Regulations (and thus including the IA component), declared that the IAB is to
be reshaped as a Regulatory Scrutiny Board (RSB) that will encompass also a
mandate on performing ex-post evaluations. The RSB was set up 19 May 2015,
replacing the IAB. The Board is independent of the policy making
departments. It is chaired by the Deputy Secretary-General responsible for
Better Regulation. In its new set-up, three members will be high-level
Commission officials while three members will be recruited from outside the
Commission (European Commission, Regulatory Scrutiny Board 2015).
3.3. The evaluation imposed by structural funds
The development of structural funds and that of evaluation
policy/policies within the European Union enjoy a common history that
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started in the age when evaluations were considered equivalent to the
performance measurement activities and were concentrated mostly within the
project management manuals; the interdependence relationship between the
two is better formalized starting 1998 and intensified since 2013, when the
European Commission published the guide for evaluating social and economic
development (EVALSED). It presents a structured and coherent approach to
evaluate the structural funds that aims to regulate:






―A legal obligation of donors and programme managers to use evaluation;
A shared responsibility of different government structures to the overall evaluation
process;
A multi-phase and interconnected evaluation process (ex- ante evaluation, interim,
ex -post );
The involvement of multiple and diverse partners in the implementation and
evaluation of programmes;
A clear relationship between evaluation on the one hand , and programmes and
allocation of public funds , on the other‖ (EVALSED: The Resource for the
evaluation of Socio-Economic Development 2013, p. 12).

During these 15 years (1998-2013), there was a significant progress in
the crystallization of an evaluation culture particular to the structural funds
with respect to the internalization of the obligation to evaluate not only at the
supranational level but also at the national one, taking an interest in the use
and usefulness of evaluation results but also in using evaluation during all the
stages of its implementation (EVALSED: The Resource for the evaluation of
Socio-Economic Development 2013, p. 12).
The regulations for the evaluation of Structural Funds have played an
important role in the institutionalization of evaluation at Member State level
and also in the development of the evaluation capacity, the pressure being
exerted from top to bottom, which inevitably led to some criticisms, among
which we will mention the one from Nicoletta Stame who wrote about the
weak use of national level evaluation and poor data correlation between the
supranational and national level (Stame 2004, p. 63).
In the financial period 2007-2013 it has become visible that evaluations
pass from the compliance zone to adapt themselves to national needs; in the
2014-2020, the Performance Measurement Framework Agreement according to
which the reserve of 6% was reallocated was proposed by Member States and
agreed by the Commission.
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Table 1. Evolution of Regulation regarding the Evaluation Process of Structural Instruments
1989-1993
Evaluation Ex-ante
Ex - ante analyzes
are
the
responsibility
of
member states for
each programme.
The
Commission
may develop their
own analysis , but
there is no binding

Interim Evaluation
There
is
no
obligation
to
complete it

Ex-post evaluation
It
should
be
conducted
at
national level but in
most cases it is not
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1994-1999

2000-2006

2007-2013

2014-2020

Ex-ante evaluation is
carried out through
a
partnership
between
the
Member State and
the
Commission,
with the obligation
to
include
environmental
impact.

Ex-ante evaluation lies
mainly
in
the
responsibility
of
Member States with its
purpose
is
clearly
defined. The emphasis
is on inclusion in the
evaluation of issues
related
to
environmental impact,
gender equality and
labour market

No
major
changes
from
the
previous
period

Same as during
2007-2013,
with
a
stronger
focus
on
an
approach centred on
results
and
understanding
of
the logic of the
intervention

Interim evaluations
are required for
programmes with an
implementation
period exceeding 3
years.
They
are
made
by
independent
appraisers. They do
a critical analysis of
monitored data and
measure the level of
achieving
the
objectives up to that
point

The
management
authority is responsible
for
carrying
out
interim evaluation in
partnership with the
Commission. The latter
decides the relevance
assessment. A first
interim evaluation is
carried out by the end
of 2003 by independent
appraisers.
Subsequently
the
information is updated
in 2005 to prepare the
final evaluation

Member States
are responsible
for continuous
evaluation
in
consultation
with
the
Commission.
They
are
encouraged to
build their own
evaluation plans
and the focus
moves
from
compliance
to
an
approach
based on need.
Member States
should evaluate
based on the
information
needs they have
in a particular
juncture in time

Evaluations
are
required for each
priority, so that their
contribution
to
achieving
the
objective can be
valued. A report is
requested by the end
of 2021 for each
programme.

The
Commission
and Member States
must carry out in
partnership an ex-

The Commission has
primary responsibility
for the ex -post, which
it performs together

Nu
modifications
compared to the
2000-2006

There
are
no
changes, although
the
existence
of
reports
that
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accomplished.

post
evaluation
which aims at the
impact
of
the
measures
with
report to the given
objectives.

The performance reserve
Not existing
Not existing

with
the
Member
States. The objective of
the
evaluation
is
defined, and it is being
conducted
by
an
independent appraiser
within three years from
the completion of the
programme period.

period,
except
for the fact that
the
final
evaluation must
be
completed
within a period
of
one
year
shorter - 2015, at
the same time
when expenses
for the period
should also be
finalized.

summarize
programme
evaluations
produce
a
material
evaluation.

Until March 31, 2004 ,
4% of the allocation for
each Member State
which
has
been
retained at the start of
the
programme
is
allocated
to
programmes
considered
to
be
successful, based on an
evaluation made by the
Commission based on
proposals made by
Member States

Performance
Reserve
is
optional
for
Member States

The
performance
reserve
was
proposed by the
Commission in late
2013, and in 2014 a
reserve of 6% was
approved, at the
disposal of Member
States
based
on
annual performance
monitoring and the
evaluation made in
2019
by
the
Commission.
Member States may
spend
the
performance reserve
based
on
an
amendment to the
budget
originally
planned on those
priorities
and
approved by the
Commission.
(Guidance
Fiche.
Performance
Framework Review
and Reserve in 20142020, 2014)

Source: EVALSED 2013, p. 14
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3.4. The existence of supranational professional evaluation societies
The European Evaluation Society (EES) was founded in 1992 and it is
statutory since 1996, benefiting from the support of the Netherlands Court of
Audit and the Belgian Insurance Executive Secretary until 2003. The EES
mission is to promote theory, practice and use of a qualitative evaluation
within the European space, without being limited solely to qualitative
methods. In 2008, an interest in establishing a network of National Evaluation
Societies (NESE) was put forward, and the Société Française d'Evaluation took
the leadership of the initiative. In 2010, the structure and the establishment of a
joint action plan were formalized. Both the European Evaluation Society and
the Network of Cooperation for national evaluation societies were established
in view of a social need perceived both by academia and national auditors‘
bodies (Bustelo and Saunders 2014). While there are European and national
institutions supporting the activities of the two entities and collaborating with
them to develop some joint projects (training of officials, conduct studies and
dissemination events), it is important to note that the two initiatives were not
designed to be a non-governmental face of the European public agenda
regarding evaluation, but one whose objectives converge on the same point.
European Evaluation Society assumes primarily projects leading to the
enhancement of theories, methods and professional achievement, developing
an ethical guide and the profile of an evaluator. NESE acts as a complement,
assuming the strong role in the examination and development of the
evaluation capacity at the national level.
The collaboration between NESE and EES creates a vertical transfer,
both top-down and bottom up, following which there is a tendency both to
homogenize professional standards and, paradoxically, to dilute the national
footprint. The differences lie more in how the evaluator is trained and how he
relates to the use of certain specific methods than in his nationality.
It is interesting the evolution over time regarding the policies on
regulating the profession of evaluator. In 2003, there were made efforts
towards the professionalization of the evaluation practice, without having a
regulatory act of the profession. After a discussion of the board members of the
European Evaluation Society, Thomas Widmer elaborated a document
regarding the policy on standards, guides and principles, pointing out the
position of the EES.
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―….does not have the intention of establishing EES standards of any kind on its own or
to declare any specific or existing standards as a qualification for EES membership. EES
acknowledges the cultural diversity within Europe that hinders the creation of
meaningful, Europe-wide standards. Instead, the EES will primarily act as a platform for
mutual exchange and as a promoter of standards where EES support is asked by other
parties‖ (Bustelo 2006, p. 438).

During the last 12 years, the EES put itself on the map as a safe keeper
of the diversity among the communities of evaluators throughout Europe,
trying to offer just a framework for the transfer of evaluation knowledge and
practices, leaving the setting of standards in the hand of the National
Evaluation Societies. In the same time, having such a big demand for
evaluations from the side of European Institutions and bodies, the profession
of evaluator in EU got to be a very mobile one. Evaluators need therefore a
common ground of work among the national communities so that they can
ease their work on one hand and enhance the way this profession is perceived,
valued, and praised on the other hand. One cannot expect the raise in the
demand for evaluations if there is no predictability and quality assurance in
terms of what the client gets.
In April 2015, EES makes a big step forward, making public a
capabilities framework of the evaluator. It took 6 years to get to a common
understanding of how professional evaluators should look like in terms of
knowledge, practice and attitudes. Based on a survey launched in 2009, a
follow-up questionnaire in 2011, panels in the EES 2010 conference in Prague,
the EES 2012 conference in Helsiniki and discussions within the NESE, the EES
capabilities framework are setting a common ground of work. The purpose of
this is to enhance the quality of evaluations, beyond the application of
standards and guidelines, as well as to strengthen the sense of identity among
evaluators (The EES Evaluation Capabilities Framework 2015, p. 2).
―The EES surveys brought out the notion that complementary initiatives would be
needed to promote evaluation excellence. Towards enhancing the quality of evaluation
practice the surveys disclosed exceptionally strong support for harmonized evaluation
guidelines across borders, sharing of good practices through connectivity among
evaluators, mentoring and improved access to quality assurance advice. Next in line was
enhanced access to quality training and greater availability of academic offerings at the
MA and PhD levels. The final piece of the puzzle is evaluator peer review and
designation‖ (The EES Evaluation Capabilities Framework 2015, p. 3).
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4. BOTTOM-UP AND HORIZONTAL NATIONAL PRACTICES IN
THE PROCESS OF EUROPEANIZATION OF THE EVALUATION
CULTURE
In the European space, there was a pressure targeted both vertically
from bottom-up as well as horizontally, towards integrating the evaluation
culture as part of the Europeanization process and at the same time towards an
Europeanization of the evaluation culture. At an institutional level, there have
been consistently supported initiatives by the audit offices and national
Finance ministries. If initially the motivation for the development of the
evaluation capacity was that of identifying a new mechanism of legitimacy,
subsequently other functions were engaged and refined in the last 5 years for
the purpose of determining the net impact generated by certain policies.
Together with the development of new methods specific to evaluation and
individualizing it as a discipline, there appeared the need to designate specific
institutions responsible for planning and managing the national evaluation
systems. Aside from, but in tandem with institutional pressures, we would
consider the importance of the pressures imposed by the more or less
formalized professional evaluation communities, this transversal factor that
facilitates the exchange of know-how in a network of actors in which
nationality remains an element that emerges only during the exchange of
business cards.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Through this paper I try to formulate a response that addresses two
issues that I find fundamental to the maturation of the evaluation culture in
the European space. The first is questioning the very existence of a European
culture of evaluation and the way in which the Europeanization process
determined or influenced it. The second theme already places us in the
scenario of an existing European culture of evaluation and in the context of a
confrontation between the emergence of an evaluation culture in the European
space as a result of a process of inter- and intra-continental syncretism and its
formation through a mimetic, imitationalist process.
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In the debate on the existence of a European culture of evaluation and
not (only) that of European cultures of evaluation that are ascribed to national
areas, we find relevant the existence of a system of evaluation at European
level, one consisting of a network of institutions involved formally or
informally in evaluation processes, where there is at least one organization
with the assumed role of managing the system (in this case the European
Commission). Associated with this system are the practices of professional
evaluation communities that, as Toulemonde notes, are different only in so far
as they are associated with different stages of maturation of the evaluation
culture. The Mandala is completed through the development of a discipline of
evaluation and the existence of theoretical fundamentals underlying the
community of evaluators, currently having 16 university training programmes
in Europe (European University-based study programmes in evaluation 2012).
Although the net impact on the development of an evaluation culture in the
European space cannot be assigned to the Europeanization process because it
acts convergent with the globalization process, we systematized the factors
determining the Europeanization process of the evaluation culture. Among
these, the establishment and refinement of a system of evaluation of the
Structural Funds is notable as it introduces the mandatory evaluation process
in planning and implementing programmes, this being internalized both by
the European and the Member State administrative apparatus. But a crisis
about maximizing the use of evaluations is looming, as they are currently used
mainly for internal information and for a better understanding of the
programme, while the political function of legitimization before legislative
bodies, the one for which they were initiated, it is served only formally. Topdown pressure applied by the Structural Funds and other international bodies
is reinforced by the bottom up and horizontally acting pressure that is put at
the institutional level through the national audit offices, Finance ministries and
later on by organizations within the central office that are dedicated to
evaluation. International organizations and professional evaluation societies
have made their own contributions in defining standards and best practices in
a multilateral complex context, where defining the evaluation agenda becomes
an exercise of soft power and properly dividing resources.
I propose the hypothesis of imitationalism in defining the nature of the
evaluation culture in the European space, as the influence brought by the
North American culture of evaluation since the early 1970‘s is undeniable.
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Whether there existed or not the intention of taking on mimetic practices does
not have much relevance, given the fact that political culture and management
realities led to the need to transpose them in order to be internalized in the
European institutional system. An important role in the creation and
implementation of incremental transfer of practices and approaches has been
played by the professional and academic communities, given their role as the
intercontinental carriers of information and subsequently creating pressure
from the bottom up and horizontally in order to adjust the existing norms.
Should, therefore, the European evaluation culture be considered an inter- and
intracontinental mosaic, one in which the practices imposed by international
financing bodies tacitly coexist with the remaining perpetuated ones from the
North American substrate and those resulting from the national evaluation
communities? The comparison with a mosaic reveals the coexistence of
different elements that have the ability to operate in unity without losing their
own identity.
I find the metaphor of a pop-art1 Europeanization process as being the
one that best displays the dynamics of the European processes resulting in the
emergence of a specific evaluation culture while maintaining the reserves
given by the limitations of adjusting the notion to a different field. Although
the influences on the European evaluation space have multiple origins, coming
via different actors (state and non-state), from different areas (the emergence
of professional evaluation societies with regional vocation on all continents)
and promoting different approaches, sometimes divergent, they cannot coexist
without going through a process of Europeanization which involves
modelling, influencing and adjusting themselves to the context in which they
become one and are given therefore a new institutional life.
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Abstract
After the collapse of Communism in Central and Easter-European countries,
women, with less political and symbolic resources, organized themselves outside
the political parties in various NGOs, so to persuade politicians to vote for laws
against discrimination, domestic violence and for gender equality, and to influence
equal opportunity policies and the democratization process. After more than two
decades of economic, social and cultural transition, I analyse how women and
gender based NGOs have been affected by external financial aid (European, Swiss
and Norwegian) that generally supported their actions. The aim of this research is
to understand to what extent and with what effects were these social funds
implemented in Romania and Poland. In this regard, this article deals with the
theoretical assumptions of sociological institutionalism, which suggest that the
more NGOs are dependent on financial resources provided through targeted
programs, the more they become isomorphic in their organizational structure.
Distinctions are made in relation to NGOs and the civil society sector, so to provide
an operational definition of non-governmental organizations and why these
organizations are susceptible to change. The pressures that this sector encounters
are further presented, in relation to the two countries under analysis so as to
highlight both the similarities and the differences between these organizations and
identify further directions of analysis.
Keywords
Civil society; External funds; Isomorphism; Poland; Romania; Women and gender
based NGOs

The present paper was presented at the International Student Conference ―V4 and Romania: 25
years since the fall of communism‖ (26-27 March 2015, Bucharest, Romania). The event took place
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1. ISOMORPHISM AND POLYMORPHISM
Studying organizations from a comparative perspective can be akin to
looking through a kaleidoscope, due of the numerous implications this entails:
depending on the explanatory mechanism or processes (Hedstrom and
Swedberg 1998; McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly 2001; Davis and Marquis 2005;
Campbell 2005; Davis 2006), conducting analysis from a top-down cultural
approach that deals with assimilation and adaptation inside and outside
organizations (Lytle et al. 1995; Tsui et al. 2007); from an institutionalist
perspective, with a focus on mimetic, regulatory, and normative forces
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983; Scott 1987, 2001); looking at their variation,
selection, retention, and competition mechanisms (Hannan and Freeman 1977,
1986; Buam and Singh 1994; Aldrich 1999; Rao 2002); or analyzing
organizations from a bottom–up approach (Pfeffer 1983; Schneider 1987; Staw
1991; Tsui and Gutek 1999); from the perspective of the personal attributes of
organizational elites (Hambrick and Mason 1984; O‘Reilly et al. 1991); or
studying their founders1. Despite the numerous approaches to organization, in
this research, the empirical angle of study is the organizational field of NGOs
that have women and gender-based2 external funded projects in Romania and
Poland from a sociological institutionalist perspective.
Researching how funding impacts an organization‘s structure, culture
and members, I turned to the sociological institutionalist approach for several
reasons. First, I considered that its insights will help me discover both the

Stinchcombe, A. L. (1965). "Social Structure and Organizations" in March, J. G. Handbook of
Organizations 7. Rand McNally & Co., Chicago, pp. 142–193; Aldrich Howard E. (1999).
Organizations Evolving, London: Sage apud Whetten 2009, p. 78.
2 I refer to women‘s organizations as defined by Fuszara et al. (2008) in which the missions and
goals of the organizations concern gender equality and the enhancement of women‘s status.
Through „gender‖ NGOs, I understand organizations that incorporate in their mission actions for
the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) sexual minorities. I have chosen to incorporate
the LGBT NGOs due to the fact that the women‘s movement has numerously intersected with the
more comprehensive movement of organizations that deal with human rights and sexual
minorities. These intersections were in terms of participating to the same events and actions,
sometimes organizing them together, but also in the fluidity or organizational overlapping, which
translates into staff and activists migration from one group to the other, or membership affiliation
to several organizations in the field (Vlad 2015, p. 90).
1
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deliberate and intentional effects that are settled through strategies or
objectives of the main financial lines, and the unintentional ones that arise
throughout a project life–span inside an organization; effects that can prove to
be either positive for the organization, but unimportant for the financer, or
dysfunctional (as counterproductive effects) for both the organization and the
financer. Second, I considered this approach suitable especially when
conducting a comparative analysis in two different settings.Therefore, both
historical and cultural aspects of the NGOs that operate in Romania and
Poland are to be taken into consideration in the theoretical and empirical
phase of the study. By ―unimportant‖ effects, I refer to results that were not
written, agreed upon or stipulated and which were not directly connected to
the activities, indicators and outputs in a project proposal and implementation.
In this regard, according to the neo-institutionalist approaches,
organizations are both a product of institutions and institutional environments
that both constrain actors and also provide opportunities for some to advance
their interests (Batley and Rose 2011, p. 233). Even though the institutional
environment plays a tremendous role, organizational actors can interpret,
manipulate and even change the limits and opportunities that surround them.
Nevertheless, being under coercive pressures from the financing agencies,
organizations could become more homogenous or more similar in their
―structure, culture and outputs‖(DiMaggio and Powell 1991, p. 64). Leiter
(2005, pp. 5-6) suggests that the resemblance of organizations with each other
could translate in the non-governmental world due to the highly dependent
nature of the relationships with the funding sources, as a result of coercive
isomorphic pressures and also because of the unclear and continuously
changing missions and goals of NGOs, as being susceptible to mimetic
isomorphism (Leiter 2005, p. 6). Before presenting what isomorphism consists
of and how it affects NGOs, I will briefly present the theoretical framework of
sociological institutionalism and its assumptions. In this particular case, when
it comes to the non-profit sector, due to the close control of their financial
resources, NGOs suffer pressures both from donors and users that are
positioned to influence the organization‘s mission and activities. Therefore, the
relative strength of these two influence groups will depend on how an
organization is funded and how its members response to these pressures. The
narrower the founding sources are, the greater the funder‘s power over its
independence is (Frumkin and Galaskiewicz 2004, p. 290). Moreover, due to
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the shifting funding process of the external financing that is usually
materialized in reimbursed projects that last no longer than three or four years,
there is considerable variation in the possible forms that convergence or
isomorphism can take. Some institutional forces might make organizations
similar to their peers, as Frumkin and Galaskiewicz (2004, p. 292) suggest.
Belonging to associations of similar organizations, or paying attention to the
practices of other organizations when uncertain or seeking greater legitimacy,
these factors could also make an NGO more like other NGO‘s (DiMaggio and
Powell [1983] 1991). Nonetheless, the authors also suggest that exposure to
institutional pressures might also make organizations more similar to a more
abstract ideal type of a bureaucratic organization, the exposure leading NGOs
to embrace a generic bureaucratic form1. DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 147)
argue that the causes of bureaucratization and rationalization make
organizations more similar, without necessarily making them more efficient2.
Structuration (Giddens 1979) and organizational fields give birth to
bureaucratization and other forms of homogenization and are affected by the
state and the professions, the new structures of bureaucratization and the need
of legitimization (see Drori, Meyer and Hwang 2006).
DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 150) suggest that in the process of
organization building, actors use scripts that make a certain organization
isomorphic with the rest of the institutions, meaning that the organizational
forms are similar or compatible with the existing institutions (Moheney and
Tehlen 2009, p. 5). In other words, individuals in organizations will use
culturally validated practices in order to increase their legitimacy in the eyes of
their peers, competitors or the state (Healy 1998, p. 18). This isomorphism is a
―constraining process that forces one unit in a population to resemble other

The bureaucratic form is not the only form that could spread, from institutional processes, across
actors in an organizational field. Any number of experiments, innovations, technologies, and
management styles could be driven by exposure to institutional influences (see, e.g., Davis and
Greve 1997; Galaskiewicz and Wasserman 1989; Haunschild and Beckman 1998; Haunschild and
Miner 1997; Frumkin and Galaskiewicz 2004, 303).
2 There are few studies who analyze the efficiency of non-governmental organizations
(Nunnenkamp and Ohler 2010). One of the reasons is that evaluating NGOs in terms of efficiency
is rather problematic due to both ideological and empirical reasons; yet this aspect will be treated
in this research, as a question in the interview guide so to understand weather NGO
representatives consider their work in such a manner.
1
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units that face the same set of environmental conditions" and "there are two
types of isomorphism: competitive and institutional (…). Organizations
compete not just for resources and customers, but for political power and
institutional legitimacy, for social as well as economic fitness‖ (DiMaggio and
Powell 1983, p. 50). The authors identify three types of mechanisms that lead
to institutional isomorphic change: the coercive (that takes its roots out of
political influence and the issue of legitimacy), mimetic (that can be defined as
a standard response to uncertainty) and normative (associated with
professionalization). This type of process, regarding the new organizational
and interpretative frames, explains the changes that occur in the process of
institutional development1. Other authors consider that isomorphism can be
categorized as an institutional pressure that homogenize organizations within
different categories or the institutional pressures that lead all organizations to
adopt a single organizational form (Frumkin and Galaskiewicz 2004, p. 292).
On the other hand, polymorphism refers to a differentiation occurring
within a context of comparability (Demortain 2008, p. 3). In this regard, ―The
same material conditions can produce a variety of perceived and enacted
cultural <<realities>>‖(Martin 2002, p. 34). What differentiates isomorphism
from polymorphism is the fact that, in the case of polymorphism, what
differentiates organizations besides the local context are the translation
(interpretation and reformulation of regulations, norms and procedures)
(Greenwood et al. 2008, p. 17) and different motivations for adoption, in which
organizational identity and cultural uniqueness get a principal role. The
limited amount of research in the non-governmental organizational sector
regarding the types of change these organizations are affected by and how
they respond to these pressures are a strong incentive to analyze which type of
isomorphism, or how polymorphism takes place, as a response to
implementing external funded projects. What are the motifs that make
organizations comply with the rules and formalities imposed by foreign
donors? What factors have the most important effects in the isomorphic
process? What mechanisms create or reinforce the ―contracting culture‖ of an

More about isomorphism in the Romanian context: of higher education Miroiu and Andreescu
2010; Vlăsceanu, Miroiu, Păunescu and Hâncean 2010; Florian and Hâncean 2012; Miroiu and
Vlăsceanu 2012; Andreescu et al. 2012; Coșescu 2013; Hâncean 2014. The authors explain the
behaviour used by Romanian universities in the context of quality assurance at a national level.
1
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organization and why? Sociological institutionalists suggest that these
questions can be answered if we understand the logic of isomorphic change,
and then turn to different aspects of polymorphism.
Therefore, institutional isomorphic change occurs through three
mechanisms: 1) coercive isomorphism that dwells from political influence and
the problem of legitimacy; 2) mimetic isomorphism that results from standard
responses to uncertainty and 3) normative isomorphism that is associated with
professionalization (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p. 150). The types are not
always distinct, tend to derive from different conditions and may lead to
different outcomes. DiMaggio and Powell (1983, p. 150) suggest that in the
process of organizational building actors use scripts that generate a certain
organization isomorphic with the rest of the institutions, meaning that new
organizational forms are similar or compatible to the existing institutions
(Moheney and Tehlen 2009, p. 5). Of course, this process can further develop in
time, through adaptation or mimicry. In other words, individuals in
organizations will use culturally validated practices in order to increase their
legitimacy in the eyes of their peers, competitors or state (Healy 1998, p. 18).
Coercive isomorphism appears from formal and informal pressures on
organizations that are exercised by other organizations on whom they depend,
or by cultural expectations in the society in which they exist. Regarding this
research, such examples could embody the management authorities of the
funds, be they state ministries or other non-governmental organizations. An
NGO that has externally funded projects must adapt to the legal environment
regarding the financial aspects, the implementation of activities and reporting
phases in order to be eligible and receive reimbursement. The eligibility
criteria represent not only a benchmark in identifying which organizations are
best suited for certain projects, but also a line of conformity. A young
organization that wants to implement future projects must therefore attain the
criteria that funders view as eligible. The rationale is simple: if you have an
NGO and want to implement externally funded projects, you must follow the
eligibility criteria and, in time, you will be able to do so. If you are not an
eligible organization, you must find a way to survive outside these projects.
According to Meyer and Rowan (1977), when large rational organizations
expand their dominance over more arenas of social life, then organizational
structures come to reflect institutionalized rules and are legitimated by and
within their sphere (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p. 150). The argument is that
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organizations become homogenous and are organized around rituals of
conformity to larger institutions, yet they can also rely on group solidarity or
mechanisms of resistance. Moreover, the existence of a common legal
environment also affects many aspects of organization‘s behaviour and
structure.For example the legal and technical requirements of the funders and
governments – ―the vicissitudes of the budget cycle, the ubiquity of certain
fiscal years, annual reports, and financial reporting requirements that ensure
eligibility for the receipt of federal contracts or funds – also shape
organizations in similar ways‖ (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p. 150). Other
authors (Milofksy 1981) suggest that there are more subtle and less explicit
ways of coercive isomorphism – ―neighbourhood organizations in urban
communities, many of which are committed to participatory democracy, are
driven to developing organizational hierarchies in order to gain support from
more hierarchically organized donor organizations‖ (DiMagggio and Powell
2012, p. 609).
Mimetic isomorphism occurs under uncertainty, in which case
organizations model themselves on other organizations (DiMaggio and Powell
1983, p. 151). When an organization faces problems related to ambiguous
causes or unclear solutions, then other organizations could yield a viable
solution with little expense (Cyert and March 1963), by borrowing practices,
indirectly (trough human resource transfer) or directly, through
communications or strategies. Other examples concerning this type of
isomorphism are related to enhancing legitimacy or the pressure to provide
programs and services offered by other organizations (DiMaggio and Powell
1983, p. 151). A response to uncertainty is modelling (DiMaggio and Powell
1983, p. 151): ―the modelled organization may be unaware of the modelling or
may have no desire to be copied; it merely serves as a convenient source of
practices that the borrowing organization may use‖. This can occur
unintentionally, indirectly (employee transfer or turnover) or explicitly
(through consulting firms), yet a skilled labour force or a broad customer base
could also encourage mimetic isomorphism (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p.
151).
Normative isomorphism has its origins in professionalization, which
translates into ―the collective struggle of members of an occupation to define
the conditions and methods of their work and to establish a cognitive base and
legitimation for their occupational autonomy‖ (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p.
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152). For example, this category includes managers and specialized staff of
large organizations; professions that are subject to the same mimetic or
coercive pressures. According to Perrow (1974) individuals who have been
formally trained in university or other training institutions tend to occupy
similar positions in different organizations that could shape organizational
behaviour. The criteria of hiring new personnel from certain areas of expertise,
such as hiring experts that have a background in policy studies or sociology
from social science universities could be such an example, where experts tend
to draw on the same policies or procedures and approach decisions in the
same manner. Therefore ―such mechanisms create a pool of almost
interchangeable individuals who occupy similar positions across a range or
organizations and possess a similarity of orientations in tradition and control
that might otherwise shape organizational behaviour‖ (DiMaggio and Powell
1983, p. 152). Common expectations about personal behaviour, appropriate
style of dress, organizational vocabularies (Cicourel 1970; Williamson 1975),
standard methods of speaking, joking or addressing others (Ouchi 1980) are a
few examples of this type of isomorphism and the similarities that appear
between organizations can make it easier for them to interact with one another,
to be acknowledged as a legitimate actor, to hire trained personnel or to ―fit
into administrative categories that define eligibility for public and private
grants and contracts‖ (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p. 153).
Therefore, in this research I deal with the institutional design (rules,
procedures, structures) formally imposed by the funders and the consequences
that they produce on the structure of organizations, as well as practices and
informal rules inside the organizations (routine actions that become taken for
granted, without questioning, intentionally reproduced on the bases of shared
concepts between employees). In this regard, funding imposes several legal
and formal procedures that are similar in their application, yet the question is
whether similar organizations that operate in an organizational field that is
located in a different context become to look alike due to the isomorphic
pressures that they are dealing with. Before proceeding to how external
funded projects affect women and gender based NGOs, I describe and analyze
the civil society sector, by offering an operational definition to the nongovernmental organization.
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2. WHEN THE INFORMAL GETS INSTITUTIONALIZED: CIVIL
SOCIETY AND NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS
Written in 1997, Fisher‘s observation is as contemporary as it gets:
―There is little agreement about what NGOs are and perhaps even less about
what they should be called. The generalizations about the NGO sector obscure
the tremendous diversity found within it‖ (Fisher 1997, p. 447). Perspectives
have not been few with regards to NGOs, and many times contradictory. On
the one hand, NGOs are seen as progressive and a real boost to liberal
democracy, a new way of collective action, a ‖voice‖ of the marginalized
groups, an alternative way to participation, politicizing issues that were not
formal on the public agenda or that were ―ironically‖ depoliticized; yet on the
other hand, they have seen as agents of privatization, agents of resistance of
imported Western values, technical solutions to social problems1. For example,
from a liberal perspective, NGOs represent a balance between state and
business interests and help and prevent citizens from the abuses of power that
these sectors enhance; from a neoliberal perspective, NGOs are seen as a part
of the private sector, with market roles and important mission towards
privatization through not-for-profit actions; from a leftist and alterglobalization perspective, NGOs can be an alternative political way to social
transformation without the difficulties of earlier radical strategies that relied
on centralization and resulted in the capture of state power (Clarke 1998;
Lewis and Kanji 2009, p. 44). Nevertheless, even though there are numerous
ideological perspectives on NGOs, one thing is obvious: the number of
associations, the forms of civic organization and the diversity of ideas that
exist inside the civil sector can be linked to a ―processual‖ view of society that
―repeatedly tears itself apart and endlessly remakes itself‖ 2. I consider that the

Kothari, R. 1993. Masses, classes and the state. In Wignaraja, P., ed. New Social Movements in the
South: Empowering the People. Zed, London, pp. 59-75; Kothari, S. 1993. Social movements and the
redefinition of democracy. In Oldenburg, P., ed. India Briefing. Boulder: Westview; Patkar, M. 1995.
The struggle for participationand justice: a historical narrative. In Fisher, W.F., ed. Toward
SustainableDevelopment? Struggling Over India‟sNarmada River. Armonk, Sharpe, New York, pp. 15778; Wignaraja P. 1993. New Social Movementsin the South: Empowering the People. Zed, London apud
Fisher 1997, pp. 442, 445.
2 Ferguson, A. 1995 (1767). An Essay on the History of Civil Society. Ed. F Ox-Salzberger. Cambridge
Univ. Press, Cambridge; Gordon, C. 1991. Governmental rationality: an introduction. In Burchell
1
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transformation of the civil society, no matter the ideological stance, also
implies the transformation of the state, because I think that these organizations
have an important political substrate, especially women and gender based
NGOs, the main focus of this research. Therefore, I opt for using the term nongovernmental and not non-profit, due to the embodied political aspect that I
consider more important than the non-profit trait that charities usually
embody. This terminological distinction comes from an ideological
perspective, which is further emphasized in the future chapters where I
specifically deal with NGOs relation to funding.
Nevertheless, I consider NGOs as the institutionalized ―voice‖ of the
civil sector, as they embody the deliberative and participatory aspects of
democracy also because of trade unions and political parties seem to have
departed from this sphere (Chimiak 2006, p. 63). NGOs are a 20th century
phenomenon, although they are thought to have predecessors in the 19th
century voluntary associations as described by Tocqueville and are believed to
be similar with charities that have emerged in Europe in the medieval times;
for example Poland having such charities in the 14th century as well1.
Nevertheless, according to Chimiak (2006, p. 70), NGOs have several features
that make them closer to citizens, than to the market or the state: they are
initiated by citizens and through their involvement, they can pursue their
goals and needs, along with other ―similar-minded fellow citizens‖; the
services they provide are an alternative to the market and the state (i.e.
government or firms), sometimes they monitor the activities of these actors,
advocate for their needs, intervene or speak up. Briefly said, the activities of
NGOs can be called ―institutionalized civic activities‖ (Chimiak 2006, p. 71).
The author defines NGOs as ―originating from grass-roots institutionalized
entities – not propelled by or dependent upon other organizations or powerful
individuals – where citizens come together at will and in order to exercise
common interest, attend to some mutual concern, advocate neglected issues, or
get engaged for the benefit of others‖ (Chimiak 2006, p. 71).

G., C. Gordon and P. Miller (eds.). The Foucault Effect: Studies in Governmentality. Univ. Chicago
Press, Chicago, pp.1-53 apud Fisher 1997, p. 456.
1 Guš, M. 1996. Razem. O współpracy samorządu terytorialnego z organizacjami pozarządowymi,
Gdynia. In Chimiak, Galia. 2006. How Individuals Make Solidarity Work. MinisterstwoPracy i
PolitykiSpolecznej, Warszawa apud Chimiak 2006, p. 74.
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The above definition is considered primary to this research, with the
specification that the ―grass roots‖ trait that civil society should entail, in terms
of its origins, is seen as opposed to top-down initiatives. This means that the
first emergence of a civic activity could be grass-roots and then further being
embodied in the founding of an NGO; yet after its functioning on a regular
basis it will probably deal with bureaucracy and other types of rules that will
elevate its core grass-roots aspect (Chimiak 2006, p. 40). Nonetheless, the grassroots aspect is an important element especially in the study of civil societies as
a form of citizen involvement.
In this case, a structural-operational definition of a non-governmental
organization has five attributes that will be used for this particular research.
These attributes (Salamon and Anheier 1975; Salamon Sokolowski and
Associates 2004; Anheiner and Salamon 2006, p. 89) of an organization consist
of several implications that are considered essential in this research and will be
incorporated into the research design and data collection: 1. It is organized
(institutionalized to some extent), in the sense that an organization has some
institutional reality to it, has an internal structure, relative persistence of goals,
structures and activities, boundaries (recognition between members and nonmembers) and the fact that ad hoc and temporary gatherings of people with
no real structure of organizational identity are excluded; 2. It is private and
institutionally separated from the government and does not exercise
governmental authority, though it may receive significant public-sector
funding; 3. It is self-governing, equipped to control its own activities, has its
own governance procedures and is able to cease operations on its own
authority; 4.It does not return profits generated to its owners or directors. It
may accumulate profits in a given year, but its profits must be ploughed back
into the basic mission of the agency, not distributed to the organizations‘
owners, members, founders or governing board; 5.It is non-compulsory,
involving some meaningful degree of voluntary participation, based on free
choice and not mandated by law. Membership is not legally required and the
voluntary contribution entails time and/or money.
Anheier (2000, pp. 7-8) proposes that any non-governmental
organizations is ―a combination of different motivations, standards, challenges
and practices‖ and has the following components: A professional core of
managers, including personnel officers and accountants; A governing board of
experts and community representatives; A client or user base and their
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representatives; A set of other stakeholders; A set of contractual relations
including different levels of government; A set of business contracts; A
volunteer and membership component; and The actual service providers
(Anheier 2000, pp. 7-8).
Each of these components are theoretically presented as core,
universal traits that exist in any institutionalized formal and registered NGO,
sometimes being not necessarily distinct or self-sufficient and developing their
own ―culture,‖ routines and procedures over time (Anheier 2000, p. 8). The
legal framework that exists in each country stresses upon several aspects that
NGOs should encounter, such as a board of members, a general assembly, an
accountant and volunteers. In both Romania and Poland these aspects are
present, and through external funded projects they become the core legal
aspects that make organizations ‗eligible‘ for funding. Having similar
organizational components is not a strong argument for isomorphism, yet how
these organizational components respond to external funded projects, how
they translate, interpret and what mechanisms they develop could offer
important insights to this issue. In the following section I offer several
approaches to how isomorphic pressures affect NGOs, as studied by various
scholars.

3.
UNDER
PRESSURE:
ISOMORPHISM
GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

AND

NON-

Following DiMaggio and Powell, the organizational field in the case of
civil society organizations is not only delimited by civil society features and
actions, but also occurs within a specific political-institutional context (Baglioni
and Giugni 2014, p. 2). Regarding how isomorphism affects civil society, this
phenomenon has to do with the less diverse and more convergent aspects of
NGOs, both in their organizational forms and in their work, either by external
pressures, design or accidents (David and Nazneen 2009, p. 160). These
pressures (normative, coercive, and mimetic) affect NGOs in the way in which
they adopt similar forms of organizational structures and activities that either
resembles the market, the government or other hybrid models of these two.
Some authors (Murphy 2000, p. 343) suggest that recently, one can talk about
the ―corporatization‖ of NGOs: ―Increasingly the model for the ‗successful‘
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NGO is the corporation – ideally a transnational corporation – and NGOs are
ever more marketed and judged against corporate ideals. As part of this trend,
a new development ‗scientism‘ is strangling us with things like strategic
framework analysis and results-based management, precisely the values and
methods and techniques that have made the world what it is today‖ (David
and Nazeen 2009, p. 160). This aspect is also portrayed and analyzed in
Dauvergne and LeBaron‘s book Protest Inc.: The Corporatization of Activism
(2014), in which market driven forces impact NGOs in America and how these
organizations have responded to them.
Dependency, domination, uncertainty, and professionalization – all of
these features increase the likelihood of isomorphism among NGOs, as well as
the need for legitimization or the adoption of practices for the belief that they
could improve efficiency or productivity, even though it could not necessarily
mean that they do. Actually, as DiMaggio and Powell suggest, they could
produce a reverse effect. Moreover, Leiter (2005, pp. 5-6) suggests that the
resemblance of organizations with each other could translate in the nongovernmental world due to several factors. Firstly, the highly dependent
nature of the relationships with the funding sources, as a result of coercive
isomorphic pressures: Riiskjaer and Nielsen (1987) have revealed that the
Danish amateur sport started resembling a bureaucratic and oligarchic
organization, because of the funding shift from the participants to the state;
Morrill and McKee (1993) analysed a community mediation organization that
was funded by the local government and its only mission turned out to be as
an annex of the court‘s: certification and training according to its guidelines,
while neglecting the voluntary cases and the innovative methods. Secondly,
the non-profits‘ missions are sometimes unclear and continuously changing,
being susceptible to mimetic isomorphism (Leiter 2005, p. 6).
―In contrast to the relative clarity of for-profits‘ goals and technologies, these
characteristic problems usually cripple non-profits‘ performance measurement efforts,
often lead to the displacement of outcome measures by input and allocation measures,
and clamp down on innovative efforts. Beyond, uncertainty as a reason for copying,
networks through which information and other resources are exchanged increase
mimetic opportunities, (…) all of these have the potential for increasing mimetic
isomorphism‖(Leiter 2005, p. 6).

At this point, we do not know the direction NGOs are headed after so
many years of funded projects implementation, due to the lack of consistent
data in this area. If we look at the theoretical background, according to Batley
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and Rose (2011, p. 233) in comparison with for-profit firms, NGOs are likely to
have their own established practices and ideologies about the nature, purpose
and processes of the public action in which they are involved (Lewis 2006).
Due to their multi-directional funding dimension (from funders, members,
subscribers and communities as well as public or private bodies) they may
have difficulties in reconciling internal differences of priority and sustaining
agreed positions (Edwards and Hulme 2003) and therefore be more flexible, as
opposed to the hierarchical, standardized and routinized bureaucratic
structure of state organizations. Moreover, this sector is associated with
innovation, diversity, adaptability and the ability to address various minority
needs for public goods that the government does not fulfil. Nonetheless, the
bargaining power of NGOs is affected by their level of ‗resource dependence‘
on other organizations, ―that is, the extent to which they control key resources
such as finance, technology and expertise or have to comply with those who
do control them‖ (Pfeffer and Salancik 2003; Batley and Rose 2011, p. 234).
Regarding normative isomorphism, Hwang and Powell (2009, p. 268)
develop key indicators of professionalism and measure organizational
rationalization as expressed in the use of strategic planning, independent
financial audits, quantitative program evaluation, and consultants. Their focus
is primarily on the occupational category of professionals that has historically
referred to individuals who derive legitimacy and authority from their formal
education and claims to specialized expertise as ―organizational professionals‖
(DiMaggio and Powell 1983) or the ―administrative class‖ (Freidson 1986),
whose job it is to manage these organizations (Hwang and Powell2009, p. 268).
The authors Hwang and Powell suggest that the growth of managerial
professionals represents a profound institutional change because this group
shares common administrative or management training and similar
occupational norms. Their professional and social networks expand as they
move from one organization to the other, which enhances the diffusion of
common evaluative and normative standards. The authors argue that ―the
non-profit sector‘s professionalization may have significant implications for its
core identity as an arena for volunteerism and participation, as well as for its
future development and role in society at large, especially given the ubiquitous
presence of non-profits in the daily lives of many citizens‖ (Boris and Steuerle
2006). In this regard, the change in the identity refers to an orientation towards
doing for others rather than with them (Skocpol 2003) and through the
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educational backgrounds of organizational leaders, the interpretation and
solutions formulated to issues can also change (Fligstein 1990; Hwang and
Powell 2009, p. 270).
Another issue of standardization in the non-governmental sector,
besides professionalization, is the evaluation process that some NGOs are
pressured into make (coercive isomorphism). Arvidson and Lyon (2014)
analyse how organizations respond to requests for evaluation, and how
strategic decoupling is developed; they consider that organizations engage in
evaluations with a dual purpose; on the one hand, to comply with social audit
norms and thereby ascertain organizational legitimacy and survival; and on
the other, organizations act in a way that allows them a level of independence
as well as influence over how the performance of social purpose organizations
is understood and measured (Arvidson and Lyon 2014, p. 871). Decoupling is a
concept that describes how organizations ‗make visible, public commitments
to satisfy the demands of their external environment‘ while the organization‘s
internal operations can follow different trajectories (Turco 2012, p. 386).
Organizations use this strategy to resist external monitoring (Levay and Waks
2009) combined with the desire to gain legitimacy from the very same external
context, in many cases organizations that are under contractual obligations to
report achievements to grant or contract providers (Arvidson and Lyon 2014,
p. 871). Resource holders and founders exert control through directives that
are sometimes related to evaluation; other authors highlight that organizations
may hide information, or control the flow and content of information (Burger
and Owens 2010). Burger and Owens (2010) suggest that this is a ‗deflection
strategy‘ used by organizations to cope with control imposed by stakeholders
that hold unrealistic expectations, and to cope with a competitive climate
(Arvidson and Lyon 2014, p. 873). Based on a study of five social enterprises in
the UK, Nicholls (2009, p. 756) argues that evaluations and audits are used as
means to ―enhance social mission rather than merely to respond to regulation‘
and suggests that ‗emergent reporting practices constitute a spectrum of
disclosure logics that social entrepreneurs exploit strategically to support their
various mission objectives with key stakeholders‖. This type of approach is
important to my research because it questions the view that organizations are
passive responders to directives from resource holders (Verbruggen et al. 2010;
Burger and Owens 2010) and in this sense questions the mechanisms of
isomorphism.
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Isomorphism may also arise out of the pursuit of legitimacy without
regard for effectiveness and efficiency, but rather for the sake of survival,
advantage, or approval, because legitimacy depends on meeting the
expectations, often taken-for-granted, of the environment in which the
organization functions (DiMaggio and Powell 1991 in Leiter 2008, 68). The
theoretical and practical implications of isomorphism in the non-governmental
sector are translated into the limitation of the capacity of the non-profit sector
to respond to diverse needs and preferences, undermining one of the sector‘s
primary rationales (Weisbrod 1986). If the non-governmental sector comes to
resemble the bureaucratized for-profit or the public sector agencies, or rather
to be homogenized, then it would create similar solutions to diverse problems
in the society, and therefore ―we can fear the same loss of creativity,
innovation, and individuality Weber portrayed with the image of the ‗iron
cage‘‖ (Gerth and Mills 1946; Leiter 2008, p. 69).
Yet, how can isomorphism be operationalized so to capture its effects
on NGOs? In the article ―Structural Isomorphism in Australian Nongovernmental organizations‖ (2005) Leiter offers an operationalizing scheme
in this regard. He first devises structural isomorphism in the three types of
isomorphism presented by DiMaggio and Powell: coercive isomorphism,
mimetic isomorphism and normative isomorphism, as shown above. Coercive
isomorphism is operationalized by Leiter (2005, p. 13) with an accent on the
state, headquarters and donor income in the following way:
 The state – representing an index of dependence on the state is
formed from the number of government programs from which the
organization receives help (at least 1 government program, where it
is the most important source of revenue);
 The subordinate to headquarters (branches, subsidiaries, franchise)
represents the requirement to follow centrally issued directives,
thus finding out the measure of headquarter power;
 The income from donors, conceived of a minimal indication of the
power of donors over the non-profit (so as to find out the revenue
diversification).
On the other hand, mimetic isomorphism (Leiter 2005, p. 14) is devised
into:
 Goal ambiguity is said to be a barrier to the rational structuring.
Along with unstandardized technologies (the means for
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accomplishing goals) and unreliable components of the
environment, goal ambiguity is a mechanism of copying other
organization that is regarded as successful or legitimate (DiMaggio
and Powell, p. 1983). It can be measured in two ways: by a small
difference between the highest and lowest importance reported and
by a large number of goals reported as having the same high
importance;
 Decline, which can motivate a search for a better approach and
therefore it could lead to copying (types and forms of decline);
 Change might also cause uncertainty and motivate the search for
alternative models (Leiter 2005, p. 14). Change can occur in the
mission, outsourcing and communications technology;
 Sharing creates the opportunity for copying, and sharing resources
can be an important factor in this type of research (sharing with
organizations, government, others).
Normative isomorphism is regarded as:
 Consulting, seen as an extended form of idea sharing that can affect
the core of an organization;
 Manager‘s education is a factor that indicates professionalization in
the field (for example post-graduate education marks professional
preparation) (Leiter 2005, p. 14).
All of these factors impact the structure and culture of a nongovernmental organization, to different degrees. As mentioned before, the
different isomorphic mechanisms do not occur separately and clearly, as
described in the theoretical framework. Therefore, operationalization can turn
helpful in this regard. Moreover, I consider the structure of an NGO as
embodying its organizational capacity – human resources, the experience in
implementing projects, the capacity to attract new members and volunteers,
formal rules and strategies); and the organizational culture, in which I refer to
the informal rules, values, routines and habits inside the organizations; and the
roles, such as the role of the organization as described in the mission and
statute, as well as the members ‗behaviours. Having described the theoretical
framework, I further outline the possible pressures and mechanism that
affected women and gender based NGOs in Romania and Poland, by
highlighting the similarities and differences between these organizations. It is
important to stress the fact that the contextual variables are regarded both as
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independent variables and also as mediating variables in this research. The
goal is analytical and descriptive at first, offering a starting point for future
analysis.

4. IN BETWEEN THE TWO “–ISMS”: SIMILARITIES AND
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN WOMEN AND GENDER BASED NGOS
IN ROMANIA AND POLAND
In this section, I identify the contextual elements and pressures that
lead organizations to look and act in similar ways, despite the different context
in which they operate. Moreover, I argue that there is another side of the coin
that should be encountered: the different responses, interpretations and
conditions that make these organizations develop and act in a different
manner. After these clarifications are made, conclusions are drawn for future
analysis in this field.
First of all, similarities in organizational studies have been studied by
institutionalists, who focused their researches on isomorphism, the pressures
that lead organizations to look and act homogenously (Brunsson and
Jacobsson 2000; Scott 2008; Drori, Meyer and Hwang 2006; Child 2000).
Generally, in both countries, women, with less political and symbolic
resources, organized themselves outside the political parties, in various NGOs,
so to persuade politicians to vote for laws against discrimination, domestic
violence and gender equality, and also to influence the equal opportunities
policies and the democratization process. Having as a starting point how
gendered regimes in the communist period affected women (Siklova 1993;
Ferge 1998; Grunberg 2000; Ghodsee 2004; Einhorn and Sever 2005; Pascall and
Kwak 2005; Vincze 2006; Miroiu and Popa 2009), following the effects of
democratization and economic change both upon women, the civil sector as a
whole and women and gendered based organizations (Funk and Muller 1993;
Miroiu 1998; Regulska 1998; Cermakova et al. 2000; Gal and Kligman 2000;
Saxonberg 2000; Grunberg 2001; Pasti 2003; Fodor 2002; Braunbauer 2002;
Graff 2003; Pollert 2003; Sloat 2004; Miroiu 2004; Roth 2007; Regulska and
Grabowska 2008) and how the civil society sector that emerged and developed
in both countries after 1989 as a result of actions undertaken by domestic
actors and supported by Western founders (Regulska 1998; Carothers 1999;
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Glimski 1999; Chimiak 2006; Fuszara 2008; Bunea 2007; Regulska and
Grabowska 2011, 2012; Williams 2013; Korolczuk 2014), some highlights can be
presented as impacting these organizations in a similar manner. Throughout
this approach, the political factors, as well as the influence of transnational
organizations and the impact of EU accession and gender equality
institutionalization (Fuchs and Payer 2007; Penn and Massino 2009; Reguslka
and Grabowska 2011, 2013) will be explained in relation to women and gender
based NGOs. Moreover, the tensions between the cultural aspects of each
country and the emergence of a feminist ideology are also taken into account,
both in a contextual and organizational manner (Grunberg 2000; Miroiu 2004;
Miroiu and Popescu 2004; Fuszara 2000, 2005; McMahon 2002; Roth 2007;
Grabowska and Regulska 2011; Molocea 2013; Vlad 2013).
Out of these contextual elements, I consider the external funds to be
the most important factor that leads organizations to become more similar, as
well as the transnational and EU actors. The communist legacy and the
cultural aspects of these countries, even though different in many aspects, had
lead organizations to adopt a certain kind of ideology (liberal), which was
further stressed by the Western donors‘ modus operandi. Moreover, the
pressures of the neoliberal economic transition, as well as the communist
legacy, have left women with poor political and symbolic resources, and in
both countries, they organized inside women and gender based NGOs, despite
the ‗double burden‘ they were experiencing, due to the limitation of the public
domain in the public sphere. The communist past eroded any women‘s
movement and solidarity, although in Poland women vividly participated in
the actions of the Solidarity union1. The women‘s organizations that dated

As to the women‘s role inside Solidarity, they were very much active in the underground
structures (Penn 1994). The 80‘s are considered the years in which women‘s movement in Poland
started to emerge and materialize. For example in 1983 the first feminist sociology seminar at the
Institute of Sociology at Warsaw University was opened and in 1984 several women who attended
the seminars started to meet in Warsaw and Krakow and they organized the Women‘s Cinema
Festival and the first March Feminist Session in Krakow, in 1987 (Grabowska 2013, p. 3). In this
way, these actions created the path from informal to the formalization of some women‘s groups
after the fall of communism, such as the Polish Feminist Association in Warsaw and EFKa
foundation in Krakow (idem). Also, due to the martial law introduced in Poland in the 80s and the
many arrests that occurred after its implementation, women took over the leadership positions in
the Solidarity movement, which perhaps shaped the first glimpses of the future feminist
1
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before 1989 were largely controlled by the state party and the newly
established women‘s NGOs in Poland and Romania distanced themselves
from such organizations that continued to exist after the fall of communism.
Within the transition or transformation period, women‘s NGOs took different
paths in Romania and in Poland, having developed from an academic
standpoint in Romania and from grassroots movements in Poland, due to the
abortion rights. Nevertheless, in both countries they developed in similar
manners, as a response to the economic and political factors and the more
traditional views on gender. In both countries there has been a ‗baby-boom‘
(Chimiak 2006) of NGOs, due to the newly adopted legislative frameworks
that helped these organizations to develop and the presence of Western
donors. In the 1990‘swomen NGOs experienced what I refer to as the ‗contract
culture‘, a project-based approach to the issues of women in politics, labour
market and social spheres. The Beijing Conference was an important event in
which women‘s organizations from different countries met and established
strategies in their approaches to the local governments. International actors
and donors have highly impacted these organizations by establishing new
modes of working, through trainings, seminars and workshops and human
resources. Women‘s organizations were active in the international and national
level, but few of them managed to concentrate on the rural and regional level.
In this regard, in both countries most of the women and gender NGOs became
an urban phenomenon, being closer to the centres of power and finance. The
period in which they become important actors in both countries, after almost a
decade of being highly biased due to the conservative political parties and the
general public, was in the time of the EU accession – in Poland in the 00‘s and
in Romania after 2004. Yet, after the accession, numerous important donors

movement in Poland. Women in Poland lead most of the underground press such as ―Tygodnik
Soldarnosc‖ and for almost three years, ―no single man was a member of the editorial board.
Recognized as passive Mother Poles by the police, women used gender stereotypes to their
advantage in conspiring against the communist regime‖ (Kondratowicz, E. 2001.
SzminkanaSztandarze, (Lipstick on a Banner), Sic!; Penn S. 1996. Women's Movements On-Line:
The New post-Socialist Revolution, SAIS Review, Volume 16, Number 1, pp. 125-143; Penn S. 2003.
PodziemieKobiet, (Women‘s Underground), Rosner i Wspólnicy, Warsaw apud Grabowska 2009, p.
56). Therefore, the active citizenship, the community bonds, the networking and the grassroots
groups could translate into the cooperation of the newly established women NGOs in Poland and
the possibility to be more critical in accessing some types of funding to others.
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have shifted from these countries, profoundly impacting the organizations that
were highly dependent on external funding. The gender institutionalization
had different ways of development in each country, yet this period is regarded
as the professionalization or NGO-ization phase, in which the organizations
that had access to European funds became more institutionalized. Despite the
different context in which they emerged, the similarities between
organizations have been highlighted, due to external pressures from
governments and international actors, but also as forms of development from
within.
In regard to the differences between the women and gender based
NGOs in Romania and Poland, they can be highlighted in a similar approach:
firstly regarding how the communist legacies have been transported into the
present institutions and practices (Glass and Fodor 2007; Johnson 2007;
Saxonberg and Selewa 2007; Spehar 2007; Kriszan and Zentai 2012) and
secondly how the similar paths of economic, political and social transition of
the two countries have had different effects for women in Romania than those
from Poland (Dabrowski 1995; Johnson and Young, 1997; Pasti 2003; Miroiu
2003, 2004, 2006; Bozena 2008). Moreover, the relation between the cultural
aspects and the emergence and development of the civil society sector
(Robinson 1995; Pasti, Miroiu and Codita 1996; Green 2002; Epure et al. 2001;
Pralong 2004; Klown/Jawor 2004; Parau 2009; FDSC 2005, 2010; Chimiak 2006;
Szelewa 2011; Ekiert and Kubic 2014), had a different impact on these
organizations, stressing on the particularities between women and gendered
based NGOs from these two countries (Grunberg 2000, 2008; Baldez 2003;
Miroiu and Popescu 2004; Fuszara 2005; Dabrowska 2007; Regulska and
Grabowska 2008, 2011; Fuszara 2010). The impact of transnational institutions
– such as Western founders and EU bodies – on the institutionalization of
gender equality and on the institutionalized feminist movement is also
highlighted, due to the different trajectories that the two countries encountered
(Siegel and Yancey 1992; Quigley 1997; Dakova et al. 2000; Coyle 2003; Juros et
al. 2004; Vincze 2006; Fuchs and Payer 2007; Bunea 2007; Popa 2007;
Pospieszna 2010; Kriszan and Zentai 2012; Hurubean 2013). In this regard,
interpretation of legal frameworks and coercive pressures, the size, age and
members can shape organizations and cause them to take various
organizational forms. The most important factors that affected women and
gender NGOs are presented in regard to institutional path dependencies, civil
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society mobilization, discursive opportunity structures and political
opportunity structures and different trajectories of change. Therefore, even
though in the Solidarity movement the gender issues were not encountered,
the movement itself had an important role in the development of the civil
society in Poland. Moreover, Poland experienced a grassroots feminist
movement around the abortion law that was adopted in 1993, during which
many women‘s NGOs were established. The women and gender NGOs in
Romania have developed around the academia and did not develop in a
grassroots manner, or a movement. These factors made the organizations in
Poland and Romania differ in their approaches, even though they shared a
liberal ideology. Moreover, the transition period had different paths in the two
countries, further affecting women NGOs. The organizations in Poland had
different economic opportunities than the ones in Romania, and many
organizations developed their activities around the labour market and
entrepreneurial sector. The quota system introduced in Poland has helped
NGOs to collaborate with the local authorities, having made these
organizations better able to access national and regional grants. Romania could
not adopt the quota system, due to its fragmentation inside the women‘s
NGOs and the lack of political support and therefore many organizations were
highly dependent on foreign funds. The EU accession, having two different
time spans, and the shift of funding also impacted these organizations
differently, yet NGOs became important actors especially in the gender
intersectionality of public policies, collaborating with the state and the
international actors. The professionalization of the NGOs in Poland was not
linked with the academia, as in the case of Romania. Furthermore, the different
paths of gender institutionalization had different effects on these NGOs in
their patterns of development. This process was also strengthening by the
dynamic of the external funded projects: in Poland membership fees were
preeminent, while in Romania NGOs continued to rely on externally funded
projects. The mechanism of accession also differed, making this process easier
for the organizations in Poland than for those in Romania.
Having briefly underlined both the similarities and the differences
between women and gender NGOs in Romania and Poland, future directions
can be highlighted so to understand whether these organizations are
embracing similarities in their structure, culture and roles due to external
funded projects. Therefore, some questions can be raised: how did the civil
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society sector respond to the external funded projects, having emerged from
different bases? How do the grassroots origins of some NGOs impact the
imposed regulations from funders? Is it easier to adapt to these regulations if
the organizations have an academic origin? What makes NGOs apply to
external funded projects, except the lack of national and local funding? Does
cooperation between NGOs facilitate mimetic isomorphism at the local and
international level? Are the external funding constraints felt in a greater or a
lesser degree depending on the member‘s ideology? How do local and
national economic opportunities influence the financial strategies of NGOs?
What are the main elements of external funding that make organizations adopt
similar patterns in regard to their beneficiaries? Is professionalization
developing in NGOs that don‘t have access to external funding? These are
some of the questions that have not been yet addressed in the literature
concerning both sociological institutionalism and the civil society sector. Of
course, each question regards different independent variables and could be
treated separately from this study, yet it is important to understand how
different European mechanisms and regulations affect the actors that deal with
them on an everyday basis. In this regard, several conclusions are drawn.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Considering the few studies in the field have been done that addressed
how external funded projects affect NGOs and the public policy implications
that further emerge from this approach, this article represent an attempt to
answer the question: are the women and gender based NGOs developing from
counter-culture to a contract culture? In this regard, I have presented the
theoretical approach in studying to what extent and with what effects were
external funds (European, Swiss and Norwegian) implemented in Romania
and Poland in the case of women and gender based NGOs. In the making of
the explanatory model, I have outlined the sociological institutionalist
framework so to analyse both the deliberate and intentional effects that are
settled through strategies or objectives of the main financial lines, and the
unintentional ones, that arise throughout a project life–span inside an
organization. These effects can prove to be either positive for the organization,
but unimportant for the financer, or dysfunctional (as counterproductive
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effects) for both the organization and the financer. Moreover, I considered this
approach suitable especially when conducting a comparative analysis in two
different settings; therefore both historical and cultural aspects of the NGOs
that operate in Romania and Poland have been taken into consideration in the
theoretical and empirical phase of the study.
In the first part, I have focused on the structural changes that affect
organizations in terms of the three types of mechanisms that lead to
institutional isomorphic change: the coercive (that takes its roots out of
political influence and the issue of legitimacy), mimetic (that can be defined as
a standard response to uncertainty) and normative (associated with
professionalization) (DiMaggio and Powell 1983, p. 150). In the second part, I
have provided some clear definitions to the concepts of civil society and nongovernmental organizations, so to operationalize these concepts and set some
guidelines in regard to the changes that they encounter due to different
pressures. In the third part, I have analysed some important approaches
(Frumkin and Galaskiewicz 2004; Leiter 2005, 2008; Pedersen and Dobbin 2006;
Hwang and Powell 2009; Arvidson and Lyon 2014) to the non-governmental
sector in relation to the coercive, mimetic and normative pressures identified
by the authors. In the last part, I have outlined both similarities and differences
in regard to the communist past, the social, economic and political transition,
civil society development, national cultures and transnational actors in
Romania and Poland. I have stressed that isomorphism and polymorphism can
arise in organizations, due to several factors and mechanisms, considering the
size, members and identities that is unique to each organization. Moreover, I
have stressed some important questions that could form the basis of future
studies in this field.
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Abstract
The initiation in Warsaw of the CEE-China cooperation (so called 16+1 format)
in 2012 has aroused many hopes in participating countries, since many of them
were cash-strapped after the global financial crisis and China offered credit
lines as well as know-how in infrastructure building. At the beginning, Poland
viewed 16+1 as a useful platform to prove its growing diplomatic clout in CEE
because China claimed that Poland is a natural and real leader of the 16+1. As
the 16+1 cooperation matured this format quickly showed a major drawback –
China uses the diversity among the 16 CEE countries (e.g. EU and non-EU
status) to promote its own interests (divide et impera). The Chinese strategy
turned out to be particularly at odds with Polish foreign policy goals, since
from Warsaw's point of view the unity of the EU at all fronts in the face of
Russian aggression on Ukraine is of the utmost necessity. Moreover Polish
diplomacy is becoming more and more sceptical of 16+1 because of the EU's
pressure to toe the line of EU framework of cooperation with China. The
absence of Polish PM Ewa Kopacz at the 16+1 Belgrade Summit in December
2014 may result in a change of Chinese attitude towards 16+1.
Keywords
CEE; China; EU; Poland; 16+1
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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, relations between Poland and China, as well as
between Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) and China has grown much in
importance. Poland broke new political ground with China in December 2011
when the two countries signed Joint Statement on Establishing Strategic
Partnership (Kancelaria Prezydenta 2011). Less than half year later the Prime
Ministers of the sixteen CEE countries (Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Montenegro, Czech Republic, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
Macedonia, Poland, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Hungary) gathered in
Warsaw at the occasion of the first China-CEE summit, so called 16+1
platform. Poland is believed to be the natural and real leader in this forum,
since it represents "1/3 of the potential of the sixteen [CEE countries]" (MFA
2014a). Objectively speaking Poland has the biggest territory, population and
diplomatic clout in the EU among the "sixteen". Still, subjective factors matter
too – it is China that perceives Poland's political leadership in CEE as
"unavoidable", as the director of one of the most influential Chinese thinkthanks said to a Polish diplomat (personal observation 2014).
This article aims at describing Poland-China bilateral ties in the
context of broader 16+1 cooperation as well as offers partial explanation about
change in Polish international behaviour towards China: from vocal proponent
of closer CEE-China cooperation to advocate of cautious policy in 2014
onwards.
The main argument goes: owing to profound changes in Poland's
security environment due to the ongoing military crisis in Ukraine, Warsaw
perceives implementation of some Chinese policies in CEE as divisive for the
EU, thereby further undermining EU's unity and common stance on Russia.
Moreover, the Chinese official stance on Ukrainian crisis is assessed by
Warsaw as not contributing to restoring stability on Ukrainian soil. Qualitative
methods will be employed with focus on inductive inference. The subjects of
analysis are official statements, policies and diplomatic gestures. Sources of
some information are personal observations of the author, which cannot be
directly attributed due to their private or non-public nature.
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2. POLAND-CHINA POLITICAL RELATIONS – AN OVERVIEW
2014 marked the 65th anniversary of establishing diplomatic relations
between Poland and People's Republic of China (PRC). Yet, for almost two
decades since 1989 relations were just correct and rather dormant. This fact can
be partially attributed to important and symbolic events of 4 th of July 1989:
massacre on the Tiananmen Square in Beijing and first (partially) free elections
in Poland after the fall of communism. Such a "democratic prism" in dealing
with China wasn't naturally the only cause of lack of interest or a roadblock to
engagement between two countries. Both of them were undergoing profound
reforms. Poland was in the midst of two intertwined transitions: a) political –
to fully fledged democracy, b) economic – towards creating the level playing
field and introducing capitalism. Externally, Polish diplomacy pushed for
integration with the Western institutions: European Union, OECD and NATO.
On the other hand, China faced an even more daunting task of reorienting its
economy from central planning to "capitalism with Chinese characteristics". To
attain a peaceful transition at home, Beijing's foreign policy goals aimed at
building peaceful relations with its neighbours and East Asia in accordance
with its "reform and opening up" (gaige kaifang) policy.
Taking into account the above few top-level diplomatic exchanges
occurred until the second decade of XXI century. Polish Prime ministers (PM)
visited China in 1994 and 2008, Polish Presidents in 1997 and 2011; Chinese PM
visited Poland in 2012, President (Chairperson) in 2004.
In 2010 Chinese started sending unequivocal signals that they are
willing to improve ties with Warsaw. That year at the World EXPO in
Shanghai Chinese has placed Polish pavilion in a prestigious area and invited
the then Marshal of the Sejm (person No 2 in country diplomatic precedence)
Grzegorz Schetyna (as of time of this writing Polish Foreign Minister) to
deliver an address during the EXPO's closing ceremony along with, inter alia,
PM Wen Jiabao and United Nation's General Secretary Ban Ki-Moon. The
Polish pavilion enjoyed great popularity and achieved success but apparently
this was exactly what Chinese wanted. EXPO's success has laid the
groundwork for the important bilateral document signed a year later. On his
visit to Beijing, President Komorowski and his peer Hu Jintao decided to
elevate bilateral relations to the "strategic partnership" (SP) level.
Consequently, official exchanges increased sharply in number and scope since
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2011. For a decade from 2000 to 2010 there were 18 visits of Chinese officials in
Poland at vice ministerial level or higher, and 31 of Polish officials in China.
But within 4 years from 2011 to February 2015 there were, respectively, 15 and
38 visits (Polish Embassy in Beijing 2015). What is more, Chinese visits at
ministerial level in Poland are under-reported since provincial party
secretaries are granted ministerial level in Chinese bureaucracy as well as
heads of some institutions (e.g. Xinhua News Agency President which
President visited Warsaw in June 2014) or some State Owned Enterprises
(SOEs) are.
Officially, bilateral relations are managed on the basis of institutional
framework as pointed in Table 1.
Table No 1 Institutional framework of Poland-China relations
Body's name

Remarks

Poland-China Intergovernmental Committee Set up in 2012, did not assemble as of February
chaired by Ministers of Foreign Affairs
2015. According to Polish MFA Poland is ready for
the first meeting and the Chinese side is reluctant
(Grzegorzewski 2014)
Strategic Dialogue

"Strategic Dialogue is the most important Strategic
Partnership's
coordination
instrument
(…)
implemented annually at the Foreign Ministry
ministerial or v-ce ministerial level" Last meeting:
May 2014 (MFA 2014b)

Sino-Polish Scientific-Technical
Commission

Cooperation Annual meetings of academia representatives.

Sino-Polish Bilateral
Commission

Economic

Cooperation Annual meetings at the v-ce ministerial level of
Ministries of Economy

Infrastructure Steering Committee

Established in 2012, did not assemble as of
February 2015

Industrial Cooperation Steering Committee

Proposed by Wen Jiabao in 2012

Interdepartmental Group for the Coordination Established 2012 r., as of July 2014, two meeting
of Workings for the Development of Poland- convened in 2013 (MFA 2014c)
China Strategic Partnership
Political-defence dialogue (China uses different Inaugurated in Nov 2014, discussions on various
term: "strategic defence consultations")
levels of Defence Ministries (from ministerial to
working level)
Source: author's compilation
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As we can see from Table 1, rhetoric trumps real political cooperation.
There were no institutionalised meetings at the most important level of
Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) heads. Moreover, two steering committees
have not assembled by the time of this writing. Overall, the situation is not as
bad as it seems from the table, because Polish ministers or their deputies travel
regularly to China as was mentioned. Symbolism and gestures, however, are
an important part of diplomacy.Thus, it can be argued that, from the Polish
perspective, Strategic Partnership with China will be ultimately fulfilled only
after the first meeting of the Intergovernmental Committee. Lack of Chinese
goodwill (as Poles perceive it) may be a deliberative tactic of "rewarding" the
opportunity to meet Chinese FM in exchange for making some concessions
(e.g. less contacts with Taiwan). Yet, a complementary explanation may be
offered: China treats Poland as important part, but still a part, of CEE and for
China a primary platform for dealing with CEE is 16+1 forum. Moreover, it
can be argued that Intergovernmental Committee is not necessarily needed,
owing to the fact that most of the bilateral cooperation is successfully managed
on a daily basis by mid-level bureaucracy due to the non-controversial and
limited number of areas of mutual interest.
Sino-Polish SP has been a proof for Poland that China is serious in its
commitment to develop a robust relationship bilaterally. It is worth
mentioning here that the term "strategic partnership" (SP) is used by Chinese
diplomacy not exclusively for a handful of countries of special value for
Beijing. As of June 2014 China signed 47 SPs with countries and three with
international organizations. The purpose of such SPs "proliferation" is that
they serve Chinese core interests, provide suitable environment for Chinese
development in a multi polar world, as well as deal with diplomatic
contingencies (Feng, Jing 2014). The global financial crisis can be counted in
the latter category. In the CEE region China's strategic partners are: Serbia
(2009), Ukraine (2011, not part of 16+1) and Belarus (2013, likewise).

3. POLAND-CHINA TRADE AND INVESTMENT RELATIONS
China-Poland trade relations are characterised by huge asymmetry:
Poland exports ten times less to China than it imports from the Middle
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Kingdom. Polish officials, however, are realistic in their expectations. The head
of the Polish Information and Foreign Investment Agency said that "we will be
pleased by 1 to 5 export/import ratio" (Rzeczpospolita 2014). Yet, the latest
data (see Table 2) indicates quite the opposite: the surge in imports from China
in 2014 was the highest in 4 recent years and is accelerating (16,3% growth for
Jan-Sept 2014 and 19,4% for the whole 2014). What is equally important,
import growth outpaced export growth twice as much, so the import-export
gap widens and probably will continue to do so because, at the same time,
Poland probably substitutes Russian imports for Chinese goods. Polish
imports from Russia decreased due to a mix of sanctions and business
uncertainty. In 2014, China displaced Russia and became second source of
imports for the Polish economy (10,5% share). Moreover, analysis of the trade
turnover shows that the decrease in total imports from Russia in 2014 (-1,6%)
has been almost equally compensated by an increase in imports from China
(+1,7%) while there were no changes in turnover with other top ten Polish
import partners (CSO c, preliminary data for 2014).
Table 2 China-Poland export and import
Export
In million
Euro

Y/y change

Import
In million
Euro

Y/y change

Balance (billion
Euro)

Export/import
ratio

12615

26.4%

-11,4

0.097

2010

1229

2011

1347

9.6%

13245

5.0%

-11,9

0.102

2012

1358

0.8%

13687

3.3%

-12,3

0.099

2013

1595

17.5%

14573

6.50%

-13,0

0.109

17401,6 **

16,3% *
19,4% **

2014

8,5% *

Source: Central Statistical Office of Poland, Ministry of Economy, last column: own calculations.
(*): data for Jan-Sept 2014 period; (**): preliminary data for the whole 2014.

Poland imports from China components for its manufacturing
industry (almost 50% of the whole imports). Looking by sections, half of the
imports consist of electro machinery, while approximately 10% are textiles.
When it comes to exports, 1/3 of it consists of copper (due to contracts of the
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KGHM mining company). Polish manufacturers also sell electro machinery,
machines and their parts. In the top ten export commodities in 2013 there were
also: pork, furniture, rubber, car parts and accessories, chemicals, electric
switches, telecommunication equipment, airplanes and lead ore. Highly
processed goods accounted for 29,1% of exports (CSO a, MOE 2014).
In 2012, according to Polish Central Statistical Office, 723 Chinese
business entities were registered in Poland, 698 of them owned majority stakes
and 624 employed up to 9 persons (CSO b). The Chinese capital presence in
Poland is not impressive.Since at the end of 2012 Chinese invested merely
218,5 mln € (MOE 2014), what accounts for 1% of total FDI stock in Poland.
Table 3 shows the major Chinese investments in Poland as of 2013.
Investor name
Haoneng Packaging

LiuGong Machinery

Table No 3. Major Chinese investment in Poland, 2013
Activities (PKD)
Activities (class)
Manufacture of pulp and
Printing and service
paper, publishing and
activities related to
printing;
printing;
Wholesale and retail
trade; repair of motor
Wholesale of machinery,
vehicles, motorcycles and
equipment and supplies
personal and household
goods

Corporation
Illochroma Haoneng
Poland Sp. z o.o. Skawina
Dressta Sp. z o.o. StalowaWola; LiuGong
Machinery (Poland) Sp. z
o.o. - StalowaWola

Shanxi Yuncheng Platemaking Group

Manufacture of pulp and
paper; publishing and
printing

Publishing, printing and
reproduction of recorded
media

YUNCHENG (POLAND)
Sp. z o.o. - Łódź

Sino Frontier Properties
Ltd.

Construction

Building of complete
constructions or parts
thereof; civil engineering

GD Poland Investment
Sp. z o. o. WólkaKosowska

Suzhou Victory
Precision Manufacture
Co

Manufacture of rubber
and plastics

Manufacture of plastic
products

Victory Technology
Polska sp. z o. o. Gorzów Wielkopolski

TPV Technology Ltd
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Manufacture of television
and radio receivers,
Manufacture of electrical
sound or video recording
machinery and apparatus
or reproducing apparatus
and associated goods
Source: PAIiIZ 2014a, Mierzejewski and Jurczyk 2014

TPV Displays Polska sp. z
o.o. - Gorzów
Wielkopolski
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An expectation gap exists when it comes to investment. Poland is
interested in greenfield or brownfield investment in food processing, IT,
telecommunications or manufacturing, while China eyes buying stakes in the
financial sector, mining, power and infrastructure.

4. POLAND VIS-A-VIS CHINA-CEE RELATIONS
4.1. Internationalization of Polish foreign policy
Polish engagement with China should be put in a broader context. Rewesternization after 1989 has brought about enormous benefits for Polish
economic and security interests. Yet, after the recent global financial crisis
close ties with the Western markets became "ties that bind". 25% of all Polish
exports end up in Germany, while Polish trade with the EU amounts to 75% of
their total. The Ministry of Economy wants to lower this dependency to 50%,
as well as increase the share of export in GDP from 40% to 60% in 2020, which
means doubling the present number of 60000 exporters. As the Polish Minister
of Economy said: "the economy, which sells its products to numerous markets
lays more solid foundations for success". Polish Foreign Minister (FM) was
even blunter in his assessment: "the days of absolute domination of Europe in
the world are gone". To sustain a stable rate of growth in order to avoid the
"middle income trap" after 2020, when Poland no longer will be the beneficiary
of EU developmental and structural funds, global and out-of-Europe foreign
and especially economic policy is needed. To put it differently, the strategy of
re-Europeanization of Poland can be considered accomplished. New
developmental strategic goals are needed, and these very goals as well as
developmental reserves of Poland exist beyond Europe (MFA d, e, Ziarno
2014).
East and South-East Asia plays prominent role in Poland's new "go
global" strategy. Apart from establishing an SP relationship with China in
2011, Poland signed similar documents with South Korea in 2013 and with
Japan in February 2015. In both cases the official delegation was accompanied
by businessmen. Poland is also short listed in India as a one of the most
wanted investors. Polish presidential Minister O. Dziekoński said in early
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March 215 that the aim of the next presidential economic missions will be
Indochina and India (Kancelaria Prezydenta 2014, The Hindu 2014).
4.2. 16+1 cooperation
The global financial crisis which struck in 2008 and subsequently
morphed into the debt crisis in Europe hit the Chinese export-oriented
economy hard (it was saved thanks to a huge stimulus of 4 trillion RMB). It is
not surprising that in the midst of crisis, when the cash-strapped governments
of developing countries in CEE were looking for capital to spur investment
and prop-up negative GDP growth, China decided to launch 16+1 cooperation
in April 2012 in Warsaw.
The 16+1 vehicle will help China to diversify export destinations as
well as increase export volume. While this can be at odds with what CEE
wants, China openly states that it also wants to import more from CEE,
especially processed food. Moreover, China aims at diversifying its plentiful
foreign reserves and CEE offers suitable place for investment: CEE production
bases and distribution channels are close to Western markets, its workforce is
well educated and job costs are lower. Another pillar of Chinese interest in
CEE is New Silk Road concept, important transport routes which go through
CEE.Thus, China is keen to invest in transport infrastructure (especially rail)
and ports. China also plans on setting up distribution centres. That said, the
major goals of CEE relating to 16+1 (i.e. goals particular countries) are: reduce
trade deficit with China by spurring export, attract investment and develop
logistical centres for Chinese goods (Szczudlik-Tatar 2014 a).
PM's of CEE countries and China meet annually at a formal summit
(or "meeting" as official documents put) (Warsaw 2012, Bucharest 2013,
Belgrade 2014, China will host summit in 2015). 16+1 is not an international
organization de jure – officially is serves as coordination body for bilateral
dialogues. What deserves closer attention and has not been thoroughly
examined in literature is how Poland serves as a "leader" of 16+1 and manages
16+1 relations with the European Union.
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4.3. Poland and the EU factor in 16+1
Since 2011 the European Council on Foreign Relations, a think-tank,
releases a yearly Scorecard on EU foreign policy. In the 2013 edition, a
summary of 2012, Poland has been named, along with other 16+1 CEE
countries, a "slacker" in category "enhancing Europe's strategic dialogue with
China", apparently as a result of launching 16+1 platform. Wording in the
ECFR's report was quite harsh: "CEE member states led byPoland held their
own regional summit with China (...) that is focused on investment
opportunities which includes a soft loan package from Chinese banks that is
reminiscent of Chinese practices in Africa" (ECFR 2013, pp. 26, 134). Two year
later ECFR Scorecard pointed out to Poland (along with Finland and Germany)
as a "leader" of "coordinating EU position towards China" (ECFR 2015, p. 118).
What has changed in Warsaw between 2012 and 2014?
To start with, the 16+1 forum was solely Chinese idea from the
beginning. 16+1 is very comfortable for Beijing, since the Chinese PM is able to
meet simultaneously with his sixteen CEE counterparts from relatively small
countries, which compete for Chinese money and favour much needed in
times of deep crisis back in 2012. Two issues in 16+1 were particularly
intolerable for Brussels from the beginning. First, Wen Jiabao announced in
Warsaw "Twelve Measures for Promoting Friendly Cooperation with Central
and Eastern European Countries", which had not been consulted neither with
CEE countries nor with Brussels. Secondly, even more worrisome for the EU's
institutions was the fact that in the fall of 2012 the Secretariat for Cooperation
between China and CEE was established. This has caught EU by surprise and
foreign press absence at the inauguration of the Secretariat only deepened
suspicions regarding the 16+1 platform (Bolzen and Erling 2012).
The word "Secretariat" suggests a fully-fledged institutionalization,
but in this case institutionalization is off the plate, since Secretariat "is a
Chinese institution, which is under the Chinese Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
The institution deals with communication and coordination of co-operation
work between China and Central and Eastern European countries, the
preparatory meeting of leaders, preparation for economic and trade forums
and the implementation of those outcomes" (Secretariat for Cooperation
between China and Central and Eastern European Countries 2013).
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The Secretariat communicates with national coordinators from CEE
countries. Yet, setting up a Secretariat as a proof of non-institutionalization is
counter-intuitive and complicates the reception of that message in EU circles.
After being initially kept in dark, Brussels increased its pressure on ten 16+1
participants which are EU member countries and demanded more
transparency. Two subsequent documents released after the Bucharest and
Belgrade summits were consulted with Brussels officials, while European
Commission representatives participated in summits (ECFR 2014, p. 16;
Szczudlik-Tatar 2014b). The EU was probably more anxious not over the form
(e.g. wording) of the 16+1 summits' final documents but over the substance,
i.e. how decisions resulting from summits will be implemented. EU had
legitimate doubts whether infrastructure projects funded by a 10 billion USD
loan package announced by Wen Jiabao in 2012 will follow EU rules on public
markets and tenders. In consequence, EU members of CEE countries duly
complied and assured that they will obey the EU law (ECFR 2014 p. 26;
Bucharest Guidelines 2013; Belgrade Guidelines 2014).
Analysis of the Bucharest and Belgrade Guidelines indicates that
pressure from EU has grown over time. Document from 2013 mentions the EU
two times ("China-CEEC cooperation is in concord with China-EU
comprehensive strategic partnership" and "in the case of EU member states,
relevant EU legislation and regulations will also be observed") and describes
China-CEE relations as "a growth point in China-Europe cooperation". On the
other hand,a document from Belgrade mentioned for the first time that "EU
representatives were present at the meeting". Moreover "The participants
reiterated that China-CEEC cooperation is in line with China-EU relations (...)
thus contributing as appropriate to the implementation of the EU-China 2020
Strategic Agenda for Cooperation". The latter document has been described as a
"guiding document for China-EU relations". Under the point "Enhance
cooperation on connectivity" participants agreed to "[take] note of the agreed
EU regulations, guidelines, policies and processes in connectivity".
4.4. PM Kopacz did not attend 2014 Belgrade summit
Notwithstanding the qualitative leap in pro-EU wording in China-CEE
summits' documents and duly compliance with the EU rules by EU-member
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CEE countries, Polish PM Ewa Kopacz was absent at the Belgrade summit.
This issue merits closer attention.
The decision that PM Kopacz would not go to Belgrade was
announced in late afternoon the day before the summit. The Polish Press
Agency was informed that Vice PM and Minister of National Defence Tomasz
Siemoniak would stand in for Kopacz. PM's spokesperson said that plans were
changed due to the tight schedule of PM Kopacz (PAP 2014a).
The Belgrade meeting took place on 16th December. The day after
Ukraine's President Petro Poroshenko was due to visit Warsaw to meet with
Kopacz, who also had been preparing for the EU summit (18-19th December).
The EU Summit was especially important for the Polish PM, since it was the
first being led by her predecessor and newly appointed President of the
European Council Donald Tusk. On the agenda were talks about the situation
in the Ukraine and European Fund for Strategic Investments, two issues of
particular Polish interest (Kancelaria Prezesa Rady Ministrów 2014a).
From the diplomatic point of view representation of the country on the
proper i.e. agreed level on international meeting is a sign how much attention
each side draws to relations with the other. Kopacz was not the only PM
absent in Belgrade. Bulgarian PM Boyko Borisov as well as Croatian PM Zoran
Milanovic also skipped the meeting. Borisov apparently prioritised the
European part of its foreign policy since he has been visiting Berlin at that
time. On the other hand, Milanovic protested against Serbian muted reaction
after Vojislav Seselj, an alleged Serbian war criminal came back to Serbia, as he
was released by the Hague-based UN war crimes tribunal on grounds of ill
health before reaching a verdict in his trial (Irish Times 2014; Sofia News
Agency 2014).
Why has Kopacz chosen to prioritise Ukraine and EU more than a
chance to meet Chinese PM Li Keqiang, which was a sort of diplomatic
obligation (PM-level gathering)? One set of explanations was put forward by
R. Pyffel, whose article got a lot of publicity in Polish expert circles. Pyffel,
drawing from numerous informal talks (he is Director of Center for PolandAsia Studies, a think-thank), presents a few intertwined "narrations" which
might have contributed to Kopacz's decision to skip Belgrade (at the same time
he did not spare criticism of Kopacz's move) (Pyffel 2014).
First, Kopacz is a tough negotiator, securing Polish core interests.
Kopacz does not like 16+1 platform, because: Poland has been "lump together"
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with countries, whom it shares no common interest with; she does not want to
further antagonize Brussels and keeps oriented towards West and EU; there
were no spectacular breakthrough in China-Poland relations, while problems
with COVEC still lingers; Chinese proposals are not in line with the Polish and
European reality. All in all, Kopacz is not afraid of the world's number two
superpower, exudes confidence and is ambitious.
Second, Kopacz is not well versed in foreign policy making and lacks
competent advisers. Thus, owing to the "shamefully weak position of Asia and
China pundits in state structures" there is no such thing as PM Kopacz being
"tough negotiator". Quite adversely: his absence in Belgrade has been a result
of "disastrous negligence".
Third, due to domestic political instability, Kopacz was focused on the
consolidation of power after Donald Tusk's dispatch to Brussels, fighting with
an obstructive opposition and dealing with protests of various social groups
(miners, doctors, supporters of the idea of allegedly rigged local elections).
Fourth, Kopacz's decision was influenced by political infighting in the
ruling Civic Platform (PO). There are three main factions in PO and leader of
one of them – Grzegorz Schetyna, was appointed as Foreign Minister.
According to Pyffel, Schetyna does understand Asia and its growing role in
world politics and economy, as well as incumbent President Komorowski
does. On the other hand, Rafał Trzaskowski, Kopacz's confidant, has been
designated as vice Foreign Minister for European affairs. In this interpretation,
Trzaskowski is Kopacz's man in MFA thereby EU has priority. Moreover, by
not participating in Belgrade summit, Kopacz wanted to undermine Schetyna's
Asian field of experience.
Fifth, part of the blame is on the poor condition of democratic system,
where politics becomes part of the show-business, the line between elites and
masses blurs so as to no one can distinguish between significant and nonsignificant events. That said, PM's non-attendance in Belgrade has not stirred
up controversy in Poland since it has just gone unnoticed by the mainstream
media and political experts.
Pyffel's explanations are convincing but are all based on informal
sources and thus cannot be independently corroborated. In this case, I would
like to present different account of Polish stance on 16+1. I would argue that
the Ukraine crises plays a prominent role in formulating Polish foreign policy
regarding the 16+1 forum. Next, Kopacz would like to show China that she
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values domestic issues more, when Poland faces instability in its immediate
vicinity, while China, wittingly or not, drives a wedge (16+1) between "old"
and "new" EU countries. For Poland, EU unity on all fronts, especially towards
Russia, in times of the most profound security crisis since the Cold War is of
utmost importance for Polish core interests.

5. UKRAINE, POLAND AND 16+1
First of all one should look into official statements from the last 16+1
forum in Belgrade (December 2014). There are two of them from the Polish
side: the article signed by PM Kopacz for the Serbian press agency Tanjug and
the Siemoniak's speech delivered during the Belgrade summits plenary
session.
What stands out in Kopacz's article is how different it is from articles
written by other 15 CEE PMs. All of the fifteen articles underscore the unique
qualities of particular countries as suitable places for Chinese investment such
as sound legal system, trade zone incentives, good transport infrastructure,
low wages, etc. (Tanjug 2014). Without exception they sound like promotional
materials released by national investment agencies, completely passing over
political issues. It is not surprising, given the fact that CEE countries compete
for Chinese investment. But Kopacz's piece is by no means of "promotional
character" and solely touches upon political matters. It may be described as a
roadmap of Polish expectations for future Sino-Polish cooperation in the 16+1
format. Simultaneously, which is the crucial point, Poland used the 16+1
meeting to communicate its criticism, in a veiled form, of Chinese official
stance on the Ukrainian crisis (it will be examined later).
Particularly meaningful is the opening sentence of Kopacz's piece
(repeated later using the same wording): "Europe and East Asia are the two
poles of stability, peace and growth within Eurasia. We are bound to conduct a
substantial dialogue on security, international law and restrains of the use of
force in international environment" (Tanjug 2014). Subsequently, Kopacz
writes that Poland wants to focus on "four strategic areas of common interest":
politics, communication and infrastructure, investment and finance, green
growth. The area of politics is described as a "common concern for our [CEE's]
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neighbourhood" and theopening sentence is repeated as an elaboration of this
point.
Siemoniak's speech at the plenary session was even blunter, since he
pointed out Russia openly:
"[16+1 platform] is also a political commitment, which acquired particular significance in
the face of deterioration of the security environment in our neighbourhood. Recent
Russian actions, among other things, showed that norms of international law,
development of which took great pains, are not given once and for all. Continuous
efforts for building peaceful relations among nations are indispensable. Thus, 16+1
format should become a part of wider Europe-Asia dialogue for peace, stability and
development. In a globalizing world our fate is tightly intertwined and responsibility for
common future indivisible" (author's translation, MON 2014a).

The content of the above statements begs the question why Poland
conveyed its dissatisfaction at the occasion of the forum, the main aims of
which are to increase economic cooperation and people-to-people ties.
Firstly, Chinese engagement in Ukrainian conflict resolution seems to
be assessed in Warsaw as unsatisfactory. In 2014, Poland become the only EUand NATO-member country which borders with both Russia (Kaliningrad
Oblast) and Ukraine, on the territory of which open hostilities are happening,
not seen in the region since the Balkan conflicts in the 90's. Political instability
behind its eastern border directly affects Polish security interests. As the Polish
National Security Strategy from 2014 says "The reassertion of Russia‘s position
as a major power at the expense of its neighbourhood, as well as the escalation
of its confrontational policy, an example of which is the conflict with Ukraine,
including the annexation of Crimea, has a negative impact on the security in
the region". Consequently "an enhanced cooperation between sub-regions of
Europe in the area of security, including defence, will remain favourable from
the political and economic perspective. However, it cannot replace allied and
pan-European solutions in this regard" (National Security Bureau 2014, p. 21)
Although the annexation of Crimea stands in contradiction to Chinese
core interests (no interference in internal affairs, respect for sovereignty and
territorial integrity), Beijing distanced itself from the events in Ukraine and
officially holds a neutral position. In official statements China "respects
Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity", urges "all sides in Ukraine to
explore ways to dissolve the crisis through political dialogue", calls "on all
parties to keep calm and exercise restraint so as to resolve disputes through
dialogue and negotiations" but also maintains that "it is not by accident that
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the situation has reached this point" or "A proper settlement of the Ukrainian
issue requires a favourable external environment" (Xinhua 2014a).
All in all, China tacitly sided with Russia ("kind neutrality"), which has
not caused Western backlash against Beijing. Yet, China is said to be the
biggest winner of Ukrainian crisis, which PRC has used as a leverage to
strengthen its position in relationship with Russia. From the Chinese point of
view, hostilities on the Ukrainian soil turn the US attention and resources
away from their pivot/rebalance to the Asia-Pacific region. But most
importantly, Russian strategic options have narrowed and the Russian
economy is to become more reliant on China, since the latter did not impose
sanctions on Russia, as US and European countries did. Being cut off from
western capital markets, Russian firms turn to Chinese banks for lending.
Finally, after ten years of negotiations, China and Russia signed in May 2014 a
30-year gas contract. Thanks to the Chinese‘ favourable bargaining position,
the terms of contract, although not disclosed, are said to be highly favourable
for Beijing (Barret 2015; Jiang 2015; Lubina 2014, p. 363-379; McDermott 2015).
There are three publicly available accounts of talks between Polish and
Chinese authorities regarding Ukraine. On March 5th 2014 Polish FM Radosław
Sikorski spoke with his counterpart Wang Yi, 8 days later PM Donald Tusk, on
his request, had a telephone call with Li Keqiang. Finally, in September
Siemoniak and his Chinese peer, Minister of Defence, Wanquan Chang "talked
about current political-military situation in CEE and East Asia". Accounts of
the conversations differ and reveal a gap in the precedence of interests in both
capitals. For example, the Polish press release after Tusk's call suggests that
conversation was almost all about Ukraine, since economic matters were
summed up in only one sentence at the very end (18 words from the 159,
English language release). On the other hand, the Ukrainian part of Chinese
press release was placed in the last paragraph and constitutes about ¼ of the
whole. Wording differs in some places, e.g. Chinese version does not state that
"Li Keqiang shared the concern of the Polish government, saying that the
situation is very serious" (Kancelaria Kancelaria Prezesa Rady Ministrów
2014b; MFA f; MFA PRC 2014 a,b; MON 2014b).
Sikorski's and Tusk's conversations were held while Russians were
conducting their operation to capture Crimea. All three of conversations, apart
from differences in wording, do not suggest any huge (and publicly asserted)
discrepancies: both capitals toe their respective line. Still, the Polish message in
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Belgrade combined with Siemoniak's official capacity in Belgrade as Vice PM,
as well as Minister of National Defence was notably strong. I would argue that
Polish concerns are rooted deeper. The probable answer lies in a lack of
consensus in the EU national capitals about how to respond to Russian
belligerence and the unexpected Chinese factor.
Poland is thought in the EU to be the most prominent "hawk" in
dealing with Russia. From the Polish perspective, Warsaw is not "hawkish" but
those who oppose to firm policy toward Russia (continue sanctions, increase
diplomatic pressure etc.) are "dovish". Among EU countries those which insist
on more "dialogue" with Russia, i.e. a softer approach are: Cyprus, Serbia,
Italy, Austria, Greece, Slovakia and Hungary. The latter two, along with Czech
Republic, are part of Visegrad Group (V4). V4 as a whole issued principled
statements about the Russian role in the Ukrainian conflict, but common V4
statements were more resolute than those released unilaterally by Slovakia and
Hungary. Such a national approach dilutes the message, makes it incoherent
and eventually weakens, in Polish perspective, the combined strength of V4
(Gniazdowski 2014; Groszkowski 2014a; Rodkiewicz and Wilk 2014; Sadecki
2015).
To make the matter worse, there are signs that theCzech Republic
"drifts to the East" too, which, if it is to materialize, would put Poland's
position in V4 on the spot (Gazeta Wyborcza 2015).
In short, we can observe a growing rift between Central European
countries: one group, led by Poland, postulates augmenting the eastern NATO
flank and more sanctions to reign in Russian behaviour, while the other group
accepts arguments of the latter only at face value and criticises them openly.
As analysts from the Polish OSW think-thank says "Different perception of the
threats (…) as well as different expectations from NATO will severely impede
cooperation in the field of security and defence in V4" (Gniazdowski,
Groszkowski and Sadecki 2014).
At the beginning of 2015, V4 was also weakened by the Slavkov
Declaration, signed by Austria, Slovakia and Czech Republic, which was the
most vocal proponent of this format. Polish analysts point out that Slavkov
format may be "troublesome" and definitely is a "challenge" for V4
(Groszkowski 2015; Kałan 2015).
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Where does China fit in this picture? I would argue that Warsaw may
have noticed there is no coincidence that countries adopting a "softer" attitude
towards Russia are also more Chinese-friendly on multiple fronts.
Hungarian courtship of China is well documented in literature so I
would not elaborate (see e.g. Horváth 2014; Kałan undated). Relatively new
are the Czech overtures of friendship towards China. Since 2012 Czech
Republic contacts with China gained momentum, which translates into a
retreat from patronising China on human rights issues and de-politicization of
bilateral relations in favour of developing business links. It is argued that
Czech Republic "the current Czech ‗China-policy‘ seems to have moved
towards the most China-friendly [in V4], second only to Hungary"
(Groszkowski 2014 b; Lavicka 2014; Turcsányi, Matura and Fürst 2014, p.130).
A similar approach seems to be applied in Slovak diplomacy. It is
argued that neither left- nor right-wing Slovak governments "are prepared to
sacrifice their economic goals for the ideological and value-oriented goals and
they are willing to restrain their positions, believing this influence economic
outcomes of relations", which places Slovakia in an accommodating position
regarding relations with China (Turcsányi 2014).
Italy was the second largest recipient of Chinese investment in Europe
in 2014 and, since the turn of the century, the fifth country in Europe which
has attracted the most Chinese investment ($5.6bn). Taking into account Italy's
economic problems, especially high levels of public debt, Rome is unlikely to
undertake actions which would alienate China. The same may be attributed to
cash-strapped Cyprus, which was picked as a "slacker" in ECFR's 2015
Scorecard for pursuing bilateral relations with China at the cost of common EU
policy (Baker and McKenzie 2015).
Serbia holds a key position on the Balkans as a transport route for
Chinese goods shipped from the Greek port Piraeus. At the last 16+1 summit,
agreements related to construction of Belgrade-Budapest High-Speed Railway
(HSR) were signed. In addition, China does not recognize Kosovo‘s
independence, which may be a useful argument for Serbian diplomacy.
Greece occupies a key position in the Chinese New Silk Road "one belt,
one road" concept: the bulk of sea-borne goods originating from ports of
southern China would be re-imported to CEE from Piraeus via above
mentioned HSR. The new Greek leftist government sworn in January 2015,
however, announced it was halting all of the privatisation schemes all around
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the country, including Piraeus, a few piers of which are operated by COSCO, a
Chinese firm. COSCO is short-listed for buying the majority stake of Piraeus,
thus the Chinese were confused, since their plans for key transport hub in
southern Europe has been brought into question. Yet, late in February both
sides agreed that the privatisation of Piraeus would continue as scheduled, so
Greek actions may have been aimed at extracting some concessions or help for
the Greek economy (Xinhua 2015a).
Jumping to conclusions, Chinese strategy to play an important role in
the various EU countries, including those officially seeking to join the EU and
possessing candidate status, like Serbia (but also Montenegro, Macedonia and
Albania), "might secure Beijing‘s long-term presence in the region and a
continuing cooperation with the enlarged EU in the future" (Financial Times
2014). One of the Chinese experts writes explicitly that "in the course of
China‘s negotiations with the EU over the bilateral investment accord as well
as the building of an FTA, CEE countries, which have open markets, are
expected to be the driving force in pushing forward the talks between China
and Europe" (Liu 2014).
Such a tactic assumes that intra-EU negotiations over issues
concerning China would be harder for countries like Poland, which opt for
unified approach. Still, most worrisome for Warsaw might be the seeds of
discord in the V4 which may harm Visegrad's potential cooperation with
China. The situation may become grim, at least in theory.
With respect to its external activities, the V4 relies on "V4+" format,
which in its Asian dimension is successfully developed with Japan, South
Korea and (from February 2015) with India1. In addition, the program of the
Slovak Presidency in V4 (July 2014-June 2015) stipulates developing V4
relations with China. For the start goals of the V4+China cooperation are quite
modest and low-key:

1Note

on source regarding V4+India cooperation: As of 13.03.2015 I came across only one source of
information concerning V4+India, namely a tweet from Michał Kołodziejski (@mikolodziejski),
vice director of Asia-Pacific Department at Polish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, from 27 th Febr 2015,
which I translate in full: "[I am] In Bratislava at the meeting inaugurating Visegrad Group
(V4)+India format. After Japan and Korea [India] is another country appreciating V4".
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 enhancing cooperation in the preparation and adoption of joint
measures to eliminate the phenomenon of the undervalued price of
textile goods imported from China and other Asian countries;
 joint projects of scientific and technical cooperation and funding the
mobility of research and development staff;
 V4+China—Seminar on Science and Technology envisioned in 1st
half of 2015;
 The Protocol on National Cooperation in Tourism between Ministries
Responsible for Tourism in the V4 Countries will be signed including
common position to memorandum on cooperation with China
(signed on 18th Feb. 2015);
 Expert dialogue focusing on specific areas of possible cooperation
on an ad hoc basis with China could be launched as well (Program
of the Slovak Presidency 2014).
During his visit in Beijing in February 2015, Slovak Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Foreign and European Affairs Miroslav Lajčák said:
"we will seek to initiate V4+China dialogue. We believe that it could grow into
a basis for regular talks". Slovak official press release underscored that
"Minister Lajčák and his Chinese partners also agreed on the beginning of
more cooperation in the V4 + China format" (SR-China 2015; Lajcak 2015). Yet,
Chinese press releases omitted any references to V4 (Xinhua 2015b; MFA PRC
2015 c).
Given the de-facto Polish pre-eminence in V4, Warsaw's voice would
be heard should the V4+China forum convene. From the Polish perspective, it
would be more convenient to deal with China through the V4. During talks
with Chinese scholars in Warsaw, one of Polish diplomats said that it would
be easier to talk with China in groups of countries which have more in
common. Scholars argue that Chinese MFA does not support V4-China forum,
since it would diminish the value of 16+1 meeting "as a transaction cost
reducing tool, which gathers sixteen leaders at once". Moreover the very
reason why a common V4 standpoint vis-à-vis China is unlikely to materialize
is rivalry for Chinese good will between particular countries (Turcsányi,
Matura and Fürst 2014 p. 133).
Polish diplomacy seems to perceive this problem quite adversely:
because there is rivalry, the coherent common front would not materialize.
Hence statements like this issued at the occasion of Belgrade summit.
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The Russian factor matters too, since there is at least one proof that
China takes advantage of the diminished Russian presence on CEE markets.
The Slovak Spectator, citing Pravda daily, says that "Chinese companies,
together with local players, can fill the gap left currently after Russian firms
which are pulling out of Slovakia because of sanctions imposed by European
authorities in connection with the Russian-Ukrainian conflict", mentioning
possible projects in area of transport infrastructure and energy, the sectors of
particular Chinese interest in CEE (The Slovak Spectator 2015).
At the same time Chinese firm COVEC, the construction arm of which
failed to build two parts of A2 highway in Poland, came to terms with Polish
authorities (has already paid bank guarantees and is close to begin the
negotiations about contractual fines) in order to start from scratch on the
European market (Money.pl 2015).
A lack of consensus among V4 regarding China undermines the
argument that "China understandably wants to control to some extent EU
internal decision making and the V4 plays important role here with the
number of members of the European parliament larger than the one of
Germany and an equal voting power in the Council of the EU as Germany and
France combined" (Turcsányi, Matura and Fürst 2014 p. 137). Still, these votes
or influence dissipates if there are three different groups in the four-country
Visegrad Group (in descending order of support for China): Poland, Slovakia,
Czech Republic and Hungary. Another argument of the same authors, who
admit that geopolitics might be in play should China become interested in V4,
is not obvious given Crimea/Ukraine events: "China is aware that the space
between Germany and Russia has been historically very sensitive and it might
be interested to preserve its stability (...) also possibly to check any potential
Russian rise which would be geopolitically threatening to China". Chinese
posture is purposefully equivocal in this regard, not only because PRC sees
Russian actions defending its "inherent" sphere of influence in the "close
neighbourhood" as partially justified due to possible similar problems in its
own backyard (Godement 2014).
After extracting huge concessions from Russia, which agreed to pay a
hefty price of creeping vassalization, China, when the crisis would show signs
of spiralling out of control, may step in as "responsible stakeholder" to rein in
Russia on the one hand and on the other, to formally legitimize in front of
Kremlin, appeal to e.g. "Western common sense" and urge the West to
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recognize Russian interests. Hence there is a lot of room to manoeuvre for
China, from economic to political engagement, but the latter approach may,
and only may, be used as a last resort.
Accordingly, the Polish stance during the Belgrade summit
exemplifies an inevitable, looming and presently inconvenient truth for China
(owing to the unfinished but prioritised internal reforms): sooner or later
China will have to take on responsibility for global issues on par with other
global or regional powers. Beijing‘s web of interests is global, so regional
security issues cause more and more harm those interests. From the Polish
point of view, the Ukrainian case would be ideal for China to start exercising
more involvement, hence contributing to conflict resolution. Beijing prefers a
cautious, step-by-step, case-based approach. For now stakes are not high for
PRC, as were for instance in Sudan, where China helped (or even brought
about) to broker a deal between south and north, or are in Afghanistan, where
China actively mediates between the Taliban and government. Should China
feel some of its interests would be in peril, she would act.
5.1. Unexpected Chinese engagement in gas transmission systems in Poland
and Ukraine
Surprisingly as it may seem, there are signs of Chinese engagement in
helping Ukraine to diversify its gas supplies away from Russia. These actions
are not publicized, although they are convergent with Polish foreign policy
goals regarding the creation of a stable situation in Ukraine.
In 2012, China set up the China-CEE Investment Cooperation Fund
(governed by EXIM Bank) with seed money of 500 million USD (1st phase) and
the second phase worth 1 billion USD was rolled out in 2014. In September
2014, finalisation of the important transaction was announced: after the merger
of assets from the privately owned Polenergia group being acquired by Polish
Energy Partners (PEP) the new company Polenergia S.A., (PLC) emerged.
China-CEE Fund owns 16% stake in Polenergia, a vertically integrated utility
from the energy sector controlled by Polish billionaire Jan Kulczyk. One of the
planned investments of Polenergia is a project covering the construction of gas
pipeline Bernau-Szczecin, which will connect Polish gas market with the
network of gas pipelines in the Western Europe as well as with Polish first
LNG terminal in Świnoujście, markedly increasing Polish energy security. The
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project is planned to be completed and commissioned in 2018 (Polenergia, CEE
Equity 2014; PAP 2014b). Moreover, Polenergia is interested in building a gas
pipeline (interconnector) from the Poland-Ukraine border to Ukrainian gas
magazine Bilcze-Wolica (to be completed in 2018-2019), so constructing a
connection between Polish and German gas pipelines is a prerequisite for
connecting European and Ukrainian gas transmission systems. But most
intriguing is the fact that, at the end of February 2015, China Development
Bank (CDB) agreed that Ukraine can use credit funds obtained from CDB in
2012 for the coal-gasification project to finance the construction of the gas
interconnector with Poland. The length of this interconnector is 110 km with a
planned capacity of 8 billion cubic meters per year from Poland to Ukraine and
7 billion cubic meters from Ukraine towards Poland. The estimated cost of
construction on Ukrainian territory is $245 million (Naftohaz 2014; Ukrainian
Journal 2014; RT.COM 2015). The Polish and Ukrainian governments said in
January that an agreement concerning the construction of the interconnection
pipeline has been already signed between national pipeline operators (GazSystem and Naftohaz) (PAP 2015).
It is obvious that such strategic gas transmission projects (of regional if
not geopolitical importance) are a delicate matter from the political point of
view. When Ukraine will be connected to European gas transmission system,
Gazprom's - i.e. Russian - leverage over Ukraine will diminish while Ukrainian
energy security will considerably improve. Chinese involvement is
particularly striking in the case of Poland-Ukraine interconnector. Already
debt-burdened Ukraine might have found it difficult to find source of
financing for interconnector. CDB decision solves the problem. At the same
time, Chinese behaviour probably infuriates Russia, because gas supplies are
an extremely useful instrument of pressure on Ukrainian government and on
the other recipients of Russian gas as gas is transported to the Western and
Central Europe, including Poland, through Ukrainian pipes. In fact, Chinese
decisions are pragmatic since return on Polenergia investment probably will be
ample and such a tacit, surreptitious kind of engagement suits Chinese
interests. Russia would not criticise or lodge its representations publicly in
order not to constrain its options in dealing with China, as only the Chinese
are fond of helping Moscow. Subsequently, Beijing does not want to publicly
raise any hopes that it might turn its back on Moscow. At the same time, while
not admitting it openly, granting a credit for Poland-Ukraine interconnector is
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precisely what the Polish diplomacy might have expected: China does not lose
face while takes part in realisation of Polish foreign policy goals. Naturally,
from Polish perspective, the more "constructive" Chinese engagement would
be the better, but Warsaw should be prudent and down-to-earth in its
expectations. China would not yield fully to Polish pressure, since Beijing and
Warsaw goals are not compatible. Nonetheless, Chinese involvement via CDB
is a sign of a goodwill but probably only one-time goodwill. It also remains to
be seen how the implementation of the Ukraine-CDB agreement would
proceed. Nonetheless, from the broader perspective, Chinese money invested
in European energy systems would facilitate European integration
(Mierzejewski 2014).

6. CONCLUSIONS
Bilaterally, Sino-Polish relations are amicable and correct. Both
countries openly states its respective expectations, there are no publicly known
big rifts in their relationship. Still, in a multilateral forum Poland issues
unequivocal signals that China "can do more" with respect to the biggest
challenge of Polish foreign policy in 25 years, namely the Ukrainian crisis.
Warsaw suggests that Chinese actions in CEE are not isolated from the
Ukrainian issue. It can be argued that, to some extent, Poland wants to
securitize the Ukrainian issue in dealing with China. That being the case,
Polish diplomacy should not expect that China will yield to Warsaw's
pressure. What is more important, probably, is that Poland wants to increase
its influence Chinese awareness of the situation regarding Ukraine in CEE and
Europe as a whole. Clear articulation of respective interests enhances
understanding as well as trust between diplomatic partners. Warsaw's and
Beijing's interests concerning Ukraine seems to be at odds, thus more
surprising is the Chinese‘ tacit financial support for plans for the
diversification of the Ukrainian gas supplies, spearheaded by Poland.
Realistically speaking, Poland should not expect more, since further Chinese
actions in this direction, apart from described in article, may be unacceptable
for Moscow. Yet, it is an interesting case of "crossing river by touching the
stones" tactics, widely used by Chinese diplomacy.
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BOOK REVIEW
WE LIVE IN TWENTY-FIRST CENTURY AND THERE IS
STILL NO PROLETARIAN REVOLUTION. DID
CAPITALISM CHANGE ITS FACE?
Thomas Piketty. 2014. Capital in the Twenty-First Century. London: Harvard
University Press, 685p. ISBN 978- 0- 674- 43000- 6.
Mihail CARADAICĂ
National University of Political Studies and Public Administration
Bucharest, Romania
mihai.caradaica@gmail.com

The book of Thomas Piketty had a very important impact on the
academic world that deals with the fields of finance, public policies, political
economy, globalisation or critical studies, because it tried to answer to some
vital questions about how capitalism looks like in the twenty-first century: did
it solved the problems regarding inequality that haunted the minds of Marxist
revolutionaries for the past 150 years?
His work can be treated also as an attempt to continue the Karl
Marx‘sCapital with an updated version that tries to redraw the economic
reality of our time. Consequently, Piketty is not getting away from Marxist
language, and he is using the same old concept to describe the new world.
Thus, inequality is defined as an opposition between those who own capital
(the means of production) and those who have to sell their labour in order to
survive. Looking through those lenses, the root of inequality is represented by
the unequal partition of property on capital.
Consequently, Piketty‘s book focuses on the eternal debate on
redistribution mechanisms. Is redistribution fair, or it is going to encourage
laziness? Which is the most accurate and efficient model of wealth
redistribution? Those are some of the most important questions analysed in the
book, along with the historical debate between Keynesianism and free market
as economic models to synthesize the forces of labour and capital.
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In order to do this, he organised the book in four parts. In the first one,
he is discussing how the basic concepts of income and capital are going to be
used in his research, reviewing the main stages of income and output growth
since the Industrial Revolution. In the second part, he is focusing on the
dynamics of capital and income ratio, by concentrating on the evolution of
capital stock that changed significantly, starting in the eighteenth century. He
is considering ―various forms of wealth (land, buildings, machinery, firms,
stocks, bonds, patents, livestock, gold, natural resources, etc.) and examining
their development over time, starting with Great Britain and France, the
countries about which we possess the most information over the long run‖
(Piketty 2014, p. 113).
The third part is extremely important because Piketty is examining
inequality and the distribution at the individual level. He is showing that the
public policies that followed from the First and Second World War had a
central role in reducing inequality during twentieth century. Those are the
welfare states that emerged after 1945, in a period where John Maynard
Keynes‘ ideas found the middle way between communism and unregulated
capitalism. After that, since the 1970s and 1980s, the level of inequality started
to rise again as a result of a transition between Keynesian and neoliberal
models. He is also analysing ―from both a historical and a theoretical point of
view, the evolution of the relative importance of inherited wealth versus
income from labour over the very long run‖ (Piketty 2014, p. 237). In the end,
the discussion shifts to the problem of how the global distribution of wealth
can evolve in the next decades, especially when there is no global authority to
control the flow and distribution of capital. The fourth part of his book is
dedicated to the future. Piketty is trying here to see what the lessons from the
past are and which of them can be applied in the twenty-first century, and,
also, what are the main challenges that we could face in the following decades.
―One major lesson is already clear: it was the wars of the twentieth century
that, to a large extent, wiped away the past and transformed the structure of
inequality. Today, in the second decade of the twenty- first century,
inequalities of wealth that had supposedly disappeared are close to regaining
or even surpassing their historical highs‖ (Piketty 2014, p. 471). The dynamics
of global economy brought high hopes regarding the irrelevance of wars as a
tool of international relations or the eradication of poverty, but in the same
time the world seems to face a historic level of inequality. Consequently,
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Piketty is discussing at the end of his book several issues like a social state for
the twenty- first century, rethinking the progressive income tax, a global tax on
capital and the question of public debt.
To conclude the entire research from his book, Piketty ends up with
two main conclusions. The first one is about the inequality of wealth and
income, and states that the distribution of wealth was always a political issue,
and it cannot be interpreted as a purely economic mechanism. ―The history of
inequality is shaped by the way economic, social, and political actors view
what is just and what is not, as well as by the relative power of those actors
and the collective choices that result. It is the joint product of all relevant actors
combined‖ (Piketty 2014, p. 20). Thus, in order to understand and fight against
inequality, one should be aware of the big picture that frames the fields of
economics, politics and sociology. The second one ―is that the dynamics of
wealth distribution reveal powerful mechanisms pushing alternately toward
convergence and divergence. Furthermore, there is no natural, spontaneous
process to prevent destabilizing, inegalitarian forces from prevailing
permanently‖ (Piketty 2014, p. 21). This last conclusion of the French
economist shows a high level of pessimism regarding the possibility of
transforming global capitalism in a human-face economical system that could
ensure fairness for all human beings. Even more, in the absence of a global
regulating mechanism, the capitalist system tends to deepen wealth
inequalities.
These conclusions show that the work of Thomas Piketty is part of an
intellectual tradition that starts with Rosa Luxemburg and states that Marx‘s
idea of primitive accumulation is still an important pillar of the capitalist
system in twenty-first century. Furthermore, ―modern economic growth and
the diffusion of knowledge have made it possible to avoid the Marxist
apocalypse but have not modified the deep structures of capital and
inequality— or in any case not as much as one might have imagined in the
optimistic de cades following World War II‖ (Piketty 2014, p. 1). This point of
view supports the Marxist theory which states that economic discrepancies are
deepening and, in the end, this situation would lead to a revolution of labour
against capital (working class against bourgeoisie). Indirectly, we can
understand that the time of this revolution has not yet arrived. Also, we might
see the need of change in the threats to the democratic values that are specific
to current societies; as Piketty put it: ―capitalism automatically generates
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arbitrary and unsustainable inequalities that radically undermine the
meritocratic values on which democratic societies are based‖ (Piketty 2014, p.
1).
But Marx formulated this theory as an indisputable truth without
paying considerable attention to the role of ideology, which could be essential
in the quest for understanding the social change. I will bring here into the
discussion another school of Marxism, the Gramscian one, which puts
ideology in the middle of the analysis. ―Gramsci turned against the attempt to
oppose ideology to the objective truth of a science, because fundamentally the
idea of an objective reality is also a particular conception of the world, an
ideology‖ (Rehmann 2007, pp. 218-219). Moreover, using ideological tools, the
capitalist system always finds ways to legitimate the social status quo and to
keep the labour forces obedient. The ideological domination of the capital
forces is called, in Gramscian terms, hegemony. ―Whenever the hegemony of
the bourgeoisie begins to disintegrate and a period of organic crisis develops,
the process of reorganisation which is needed to re-establish its hegemony will
to some extent have the character of a passive revolution‖ (Simon 1999, p. 56).
The passive revolutions refers to the moments where the capital social forces
reshape the public discourse in order legitimate their new positions by
presenting the current social order as the only one that is properly functioning
and that could ensure wealth for all of those who accept it, and play on its
rules.
In conclusion, the book of Thomas Piketty is of crucial importance to
everyone who wants to study the face of capitalism in twenty-first century, the
new trends in global political economy, or to find alternative solutions to fight
against social inequalities in the future. But the social effects of the inequality
gap, which are deepen by the law of primitive accumulation, could be handled
by the dominant class if they will properly organize the ideological
domination (hegemony) over society.
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FLOGGING THE GEOPOLITICAL HORSE
Alexander Dugin. 2015. Last War of the World-Island: The Geopolitics of
Contemporary Russia, Arktos Media Ltd., 166p, ISBN: 978-1-910524-40-4.
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raducucuta@gmail.com

There is probably only a handful of writers that have, in recent years,
received more attention than Mr. Dugin, heralded not only as an insightful
geopolitical thinker, but also as one of the major intellectual forces behind
Russia‘s resurgence in international relations at the beginning of the 21 st
century. Dugin, a founder of Russia‘s Eurasian movement, has been seen as
one of the most influential voices among the Kremlin‘s elites (Newman 2014).
Given Russia‘s recent actions, his 2015 book, which is a translation of the 2012
Russian edition dedicated to Russian geopolitics, deserves proper attention,
insofar as explaining Russia‘s foreign policy and its recent moves in Crimea
and Ukraine are concerned.
Last War of the World-Island is divided in five chapters. The first one is
dedicated to establishing a geopolitics of Russia‘s future, after carefully
studying Russian society‘s present and past. Dugin wholeheartedly adopts
Mackinder‘s view of history and politics, arguing that Russia, the country
occupying the pivot-space of history (Mackinder 1904, pp. 423-436) and also in
reference to Mackinder adopts ―the landman‘s point of view‖ (Mackinder
1942, pp. 53-82). In fact, if Mackinder‘s Democratic Ideals and Reality is supposed
to be a work of policy recommendation to Western leaders based on the
geopolitical imperatives of maritime dominance, Dugin explicitly formulates
his prescriptions on the supposedly unassailable geopolitical reality of Russia
as a land-power. This status is also responsible for defining the outlines of
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Russian society and culture: an inheritor of both the Byzantine Empire1 and of
the Mongol Empire, a ―planetary pole of the «civilization of Land»‖ locked in a
battle of the continents since the XVIIIth century with Great Britain (Dugin
2015, pp. 5-7). In a very essentialist vein, Russia‘s geographical position
determines the characteristics of its society: conservative, holistic2,
anthropologically collectivist, emphasizing sacrifice and the vales of
faithfulness, honour, asceticism and loyalty (Dugin 2015, pp. 7-8). In Sorokin‘s
and Sombart‘s terms, an ideal heroic civilization (Dugin 2015, p. 8), which is
doomed by geography to fight ―the civilization of the sea‖ (Dugin 2015, p. 10).
As for Mackinder, the logic of history is for Dugin one of the conflict between
the sea-power (in his terms, the ―thalassocracy‖) and the land power (―the
tellurocracy‖).
The second chapter is dedicated to the geopolitics of the USSR. The
Russian Revolution receives an explanation in terms of the sea versus land
power historical conflict described in the previous section. In Dugin‘s view,
both the Czar and the February revolutionists were defeated by the Bolsheviks
not necessarily because of the appeal of the Marxist ideology, but because the
monarchy and the Provisional Government had espoused the ideology of the
―thallasocracy‖ (the sea power – in this case, the Franco-British-American
alliance), whereas the Bolsheviks stood for the traditional tellurocratic role of
Russia. While a clear explanation for the monarchy abandoning the classic
Russian geopolitical outlook is not given, the Provisional Government is
attracted to the sea-power‘s siren call by the Masonic affiliations of a large
number of its members (Dugin 2015, pp. 13-17). The Civil War is but another
stage of this conflict, between the sea and the land powers (Dugin 2015, pp. 2123). The curious case is that of the Second World War, when the natural
alliance between land-powers (Nazi Germany and the USSR) was derailed by
both the imperial and ideological ambitions of Germany and by the Soviet‘s
lack of objective geopolitical specialists, capable of pointing the leadership
towards the right path (Dugin 2015, p. 44). The Cold War reverts to the
historical logic of confrontation between the sea and the land power. It is
nevertheless important to observe that Dugin gives little or no attention to

It is nevertheless amusing that Dugin makes no reference to the land or sea power characteristics
of the Byzantine Empire.
2 Dugin goes into no details about what the ―holism‖ of the Russian civilization entails.
1
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other conflicts in which Russia allied itself with sea-powers in order to counter
a possible land-based hegemon (the First World War or the Napoleonic Wars)
– the reader can only assume that the same explanations is warranted: Masons
or other nefarious groups succeeded in derailing Russia from its natural
destiny or the lack of sufficiently influential geopolitical specialists prevented
its leadership from taking the right choice.
While the rest of the chapter seems to follow the same logic of history
– the conflict between the global land and the global sea power, this time
enacted under the guise of the Cold War, there are several other elements of
the second chapter that raise the reader‘s eyebrows. On the one hand,
apparently, the geopolitical position of Russia elicits a strong-man rule:
Khruschev‘s thaw apparently led the way to a ―weakening of the
populace‖(Dugin 2015, p. 50). On the other hand, the identity of the nefarious
opponent of Russia‘s natural ambitions is revealed: the CFR (The Council on
Foreign Relations), ―the most important authority in the formation of
American foreign policy on a global scale in the thalassocratic spirit‖ (Dugin
2015, p. 29) and the Trilateral Commission, ―whose activity […] consisted in
coordinating the efforts of the leading capitalist countries for victory in the
«Cold War» and isolating the USSR and its allies from all sides‖ (Dugin 2015,
p. 54).
The last section of the second chapter lambasts Gorbachev for his
enacting of perestroika and glasnost, seen in epically tragic terms: ―a complete
contradiction of Russia‘s entire historical path as a Eurasian, great-continental
formation, as the Heartland, and as the civilization of Land‖ (Dugin 2015, p.
59) or as ―the undermining of Eurasia from within; the voluntary selfdestruction of one of the poles of the world system‖ (Dugin 2015, p. 59). The
USSR‘s collapse echoes in Dugin‘s account Putin‘s assertion that the event
represents "the greatest geopolitical catastrophe" of the 20th century (BBC
2005). The author goes on to criticize democratization, essentially considering
it an instrument of the ―total attack by the civilization of the Sea‖(Dugin 2015,
p. 59), complaining about the proportion of the catastrophe, which reminds
him of the Times of Troubles or of the Mongol Invasions.
The third chapter starts philosophically, by quoting extensively from
G.K. Chesterton‘s The Everlasting Man. Russia becomes a modern
representation of Rome gripped into a fight to death against Carthage, Dugin
taking up Chesterton‘s argument that the moral strength of the Roman
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religious system is responsible for Rome‘s ultimate victory in the Punic Wars.
Unlike the Romans, however, in the Cold War, a ―Mercantile civilization
prevailed over a heroic, ascetic, and Spartan civilization‖ (Dugin 2015, p. 68).
The Times of Troubles are compounded by the enacting of Western policies,
contrary to Russian interests, Dugin argues, the symbol of Russia‘s defeat and
downfall being the loss of the First Chechen War.
The penultimate chapter deals with Russia‘s resurgence under the
terms of Vladimir Putin. It is fitting that the return to a ―clearly Eurasian, landbased geopolitical character‖(Dugin 2015, p. 68) should start in Chechnya –
Russia‘s victory emphasizes the benefits brought about by resuming the landbased strategy. Russia‘s renewed assertiveness in international relations under
Putin is applauded by Dugin. However, it is important to note that Putin is
also a target of criticism: his cooperation with the US in the combat against
terrorism, his tacit support for US actions in Afghanistan are criticized by
Dugin, who also takes on the incumbent president for his inability to construct
alongside France and Germany a ―European-Eurasian multipolar bloc‖ (Dugin
2015, p. 109). In addition to that, Dugin launches a scathing criticism against
the Kremlin‘s experts, who have maintained their position after Yeltsin‘s
replacement and are seen as a hindrance towards the adoption of a truly
scientifically geopolitical course – it is amusing to see that among the ―proWestern, pro-American analysts, [who] were often also the West‘s direct
agents of influence‖ are former Defence Minister Sergey Ivanov and
incumbent Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov (Dugin 2015, pp. 112-113). Putin‘s
2006 speech in Munich, criticizing American unipolarism is, alongside the
Russian-Georgian War the crowning achievement of a reversal of fortunes.
However, as the last chapter of the book argues, this course of Russian
politics is not irreversible, for several reasons. Putin‘s own ambiguity towards
embracing what amounts to Russia‘s geopolitical destiny, highlighted by his
nomination of Medvedev as a successor and by his references to democracy in
his public interventions, is a factor of concern for Dugin, who indirectly
portrays himself as an ultimate authority in geopolitics, hence his frequent
criticism of Putin‘s direct entourage. Dugin is unsure whether Putin‘s inability
to follow up on his Munich 2006 speech is just a ruse to circumvent American
attention or an expression of his inability to step up to the challenges of
Russia‘s geographical position and mission. Consequently, Dugin believes that
Russia‘s future ―demands a strong-willed and energetic personality at the
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head of government, a new type of ruling elite and a new form of ideology‖
(Dugin 2015, 114). The verdict is out as to whether Putin fits this description
and Russia‘s historic mission – ―Russia will either be great or will not be at
all‖, concludes Dugin (Dugin 2015, p. 144).
Essentially, Last War of the World-Island is a reply to Mackinder‘s classic
geopolitical view. Whereas Mackinder‘s argument is in favour of preventing
the rise of a continental hegemon, Dugin predicates his proposals based a
reverse logic – if the global sew power is to ensure no great power controls
Eastern Europe, Dugin calls for Russia‘s fulfilment of Mackinder‘s well-known
dictum: ―Who rules East Europe commands the Heartland: Who rules the
Heartland commands the World-Island: Who rules the World-Island
commands the World‖ (Mackinder 1942, p. 106). It is ironic, therefore, that
while Dugin discusses at length about the Russian national character and the
need for a truly Russian geopolitics, his theory (if we can call it that) is simply
a reverse case of Mackinder‘s century long predicament.
However, this simple (and simplistic) reasoning is beset by internal
contradictions and numerous errors. Dugin carefully omits several moments of
Russian history that run against his arguments: in addition to the moments
when the Czarist Empire found itself allied with sea-powers, there is no
mention of Peter the Great‘s Western inspired politics or of the Russian
geopolitical ambition regarding the Bosporus and the Dardanelles Straits (See
Taylor 1957, p. 50 or Schroeder 1994, p. 590). Moreover, for a distinctly Turanic
Empire Russia is purported to be, as far as Dugin is concerned, its ambitions
are largely European – there are no mentions, for example, of Russia‘s
ambitions in Asia. In addition, it is also problematic that while there is a
―neoconservative‖ geopolitics, an Islamic one, there is no mention of the role
China is to play. By Dugin‘s classification, China is also a viable candidate for
a ―telluric‖ hegemon. Instead, Beijing is dismissed as only an instrument
Russia might use in order to bring about global multipolarity. It is also
important to note that, unlike other Russian geopolitical representations,
Dugin‘s is hegemonic – if other perspectives call for Russia to find partners in
order to build a truly multipolar international system (Malek 2009, pp. 200202), multipolarity is, as for Dugin only a step towards Heartland domination.
In addition to that, it is ironic to notice that Japan belongs to the interwar land-power coalition of the interwar period (Dugin 2015, p. 30). Factual
errors are also present: decrying NATO‘s enlargement, Dugin notes that
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former Eastern European communist states became members of the Alliance
before the Baltic Countries: Croatia‘s 2009 accession or Romania‘s 2004
accession precede, according to the author, the Baltic countries‘ 2004 accession
(Dugin 2015, pp. 61, 75).
The biggest problem of Dugin‘s argument remains however in his use
of a classical geopolitical model. Dugin makes no clear difference the
explanatory, predictive or normative aspects of his theoretical model. And it is
a theoretical perspective which claims to perform all these functions. His
model is a reductionist one, for geography (specifically a single Eurasian
region) is the single variable that underlines Dugin‘s account. Moreover, in
spite of all his claims to the contrary, Last War of the World-Island is also a
determinist perspective: as far as Dugin might be concerned, the politician can
ignore the law-like advice of the geopolitical specialist at his own costs,
because history inevitably follows the logic of the confrontation between the
land and the sea power.
In addition to that, it is important to note that Last War of the WorldIsland is mired in classic geopolitical references. While this might serve as an
advantage inasmuch as the clarity of the original argument is concerned, it is
distressing to see that Dugin whole-heartedly ignores not only mainstream
international relations theories (Brzezinski and Kissinger are mentioned in
their capacity as statesmen and not academics), but also more recent takes on
geopolitics (see Flint 2006, Dodds 2007, O Tuathail 2005).
Moreover, one cannot observe that the argument becomes ideological
or at least indefinably vague: Last War of the World-Island contains direct
references to geopolitical apperceptions, vectors, identity, history, architecture,
logic, meaning, aspects, situation, independence, orientation, construct, choice,
discipline, arsenal, method, character.
All in all, Last War of the World-Island is a curious, yet entertaining
book. It offers little to the scholar of International Relations and rather more to
the casual reader, given that the author is acutely interested in stretching every
argument in order to fit the theory. The book is neither a new or original
contribution to geopolitics, as the author appeals only to classical authors and
is apparently unaware of critical geopolitics. Eclectic in bibliography,
containing factual errors and a fair dose of reasoning very close to
conspiratorial accounts, under researched in some aspects, Dugin‘s ―Russian‖
answer to Mackinder exhibits his own idiosyncrasies, his own quarrels with
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the Russian academic and political elites, transforming history and society in
order to underline his argument of a titanic Wagnerian-like struggle between
the thalassocracies and the tellurocracies. In spite of all critical arguments, Dugin
remains a mystical believer in the virtues and merits of his theory, flogging to
death the horse of geopolitics and warranting Morgenthau‘s accurate
description of this line of reasoning: ―[…]a kind of political metaphysics to be
used as an ideological weapon in the service of the international aspirations
[…]‖ (Morgenthau 1948, p. 118). An ideological account, utterly unfalsifiable,
presumably capable of explaining nothing and everything at the same time.
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The book An Agenda for the Western Balkans. From Elite Politics to Social
Sustainability, edited by Nikolaos Papakostas and Nikolaos Pasamitros, is a
valuable, different-approach contribution to the analysis of Southeast Europe.
The work of the authors represents, at the same time, a critical review of the
previous research and an innovative, important, empirical and theoretical
contribution to the topic of Western Balkans region dynamics and on the
Europeanization process of these countries.
The book reunites ten articles that tackle highly sensitive topics for the
region through elaborated and innovative theoretical approaches and relevant
case studies. Among the hot topics, the most significant can be summed in: a
problem-integratory agenda for the region; EU influence; enlargement and
conditionality – embedded in: (b)ordering of the EU and the EU conditionality;
local ownership and bottom-up policy-making; the reconstruction of cultural
heritage and the rebuilding of perception of the region; international
cooperation and green policy implementation; state-building, legitimization of
power, democratization, and the sovereignty issue of Kosovo.
In the first part of the book – ―An Agenda for Western Balkans Foreword‖, the editors contextualize and make a comprehensive introduction
to the topic, establishing an agenda for the Western Balkans in the current
regional, national and international circumstances, and frame a synopsis of the
further analyzed subjects. In the second chapter – The EU democratization and
state-building in Kosovo: An analysis through the fragmented local agency, Bilge
Yabanci proposes an innovative debate for the region, revealing the
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importance of considering the local-agency and the domestic dynamics factors
in the democratization and state-building processes. In the third part of the
book, (B)ordering in the EU: Croatia‟s path toward becoming “European”, Jennifer
L. Titanski-Hooper structures the case-study research on the interesting
framework of the (b)ordering concept. The article reunites the debates around
the process of Europeanization, which are framed between the perspectives of
geographic bordering and of the cultural, political and economic ordering.
Stefan Šetkoviš, in The challenge of promoting green sectors in Serbia: Between
international demands, national controversies and sectoral struggles, emphasizes the
necessity of including the Needs Approaches into the macro accounts of
policy-making and the Europeanization process. The article is a valuable
contribution, due to the multi-level used analytical framework: political
system, socio-economic setting and Europeanization policy. The book
continues with the contribution of Miruna Troncota– Still “waiting for Godot” in
Sarajevo? Europeanization of Bosnia and Herzegovina – Between the contradiction of
EU conditionality and local ownership. The article problematizes, in a
comprehensive analysis, the ―never ending governance crisis‖ and the ―blame
game‖ of constitutional reform, within the two-fold explanatory factors: the
role of the international community (represented by the EU) and the dynamics
of the ownership reform. This contribution is also significant due to the fact
that it underlines the necessity of step by step, trust-building activities between
all stakeholders in order to achievegenuine policy change. The next study –
Macedonia: The consequences of the political focus on identity and how this affects the
Balkans politics and the European integration process, proposed by Nicholas
Rossis, demonstrates that the identity policy and the use of history as a social
proof deteriorated the democratic standards in Macedonia and counteracted
the efforts that the country makes to move forward to sustainable policy
making and Europeanization. In the seventh section of the book – Reinventing
the past: Politics of memory in the post-conflict reconstruction of cultural heritage in
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Tonka Kostadinova approaches the critical issue of
politics of memory – as collective and trans-national, the question of peaceful
cohabitation of ethnics in Bosnia and Herzegovina and of collective memory as
reification for the legitimization of power, in order for the region to be
included in the European narrative. Anastas Vangeli‘s contribution – On the
growing cooperation between China and the Western Balkans, gives a broader view
of the Balkans region, in the context of international economic relations. The
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author problematizes the potential of the Sino-Balkan cooperation to become
anti-European, but concludes that the EU and China actors represent
supplementary economic actors in the Western Balkans countries. It is further
analyzed inStatehood without sovereignty: risky negotiations in post-independent
Kosovo, by Alma Vardi-Kesler. The author proposes a new interpretation of the
configuration of power in Kosovo through two theoretical models – the
political opportunity structure and the collective action frames, reunited in the
concept of bifurcated contention. It is emphasized that, taking into
consideration the interaction between international authorities, state
institutions and local collective actors is an essential step for new analytical
and praxis solutions for the process of state-building. The last part of the book
– Western Europe, Western Balkans: Barriers to cross-cultural encounter, written by
Tom Phillips, using the ―template‖ analysis of culture, focuses on the
framework of stereotypes and misperceptions from which the West perceives
the Balkans, despite the internal efforts of the countries to remove the bad
image they inherited.
The importance of this volume is derived from the actuality of the
debated topic, Western Balkans countries, from the perspective of European
enlargement and the necessity of rethinking the internal policy-making
process, in order to reach regional cooperation and internally-driven reforms.
The book underlines the need for changing the strategies of policy-making
from a top-down to a bottom-up approach, in order to solve the region‘s
endemic multi-dimensional problems. Nonetheless, the value of this work is
also given by the fact that it questions, on specific case studies, the efficiency of
the European Union‘s top-down goal-oriented policies and its modus operandi
in the region. The puzzle of the book is compounded, as the editors mention,
on three interdependent criteria: images – of self and of the other; actorness –
political solutions as not being free of reactions and the question of neutral
involvement; and sustainability – the need for new cross-cutting and bottomup approach reforms for the region.
As shown in the brief previous analysis, this study is a compelling
unitary collection of multidisciplinary researches that focus on the ―imagined
region of the Balkans‖ and the Europeanization process from a new
perspective. The book can be commended for its clarity, continuity and good
organization. Therefore, An Agenda for the Western Balkans. From Elite Politics to
Social Sustainability, edited by Nikolaos Papakostas and Nikolaos Pasamitros,
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represents a multidisciplinary problem-identifying and solution-driven
proposed agenda for the Western Balkans, which is indispensable for students,
scholars and politicians interested in this ―imagined region‖.
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The Journal opens with an introductory study written by Dorin Dolghi
which discusses the general framework of the volume focusing on the impact
that security issues, national preferences and legitimacy mechanism have in
shaping contemporary borders. The essay starts from the in-built connection
between borders and security and the fact that the territorial dimension
remains essential for contemporary international relations. The introductory
note also stresses the symbolic meaning of EU and US sanctions on Russian
entities, which are in this way restricted from freely moving and conducting
business in Europe as a direct consequence of Russia aggression in Crimea.
This points to an ongoing re-evaluation of borders that directly impacts
European security and beyond.
The first section is concentrated on ―EU and its Eastern
Neighbourhood‖ and it comprises three academic contributions that reflect on
the latest development of the Eastern Partnership from different perspectives.
Dorin Dolghi analyzes the evolution of EU-Russia relations since the
Ukrainian conflict erupted by looking at how interests and preferences shifting
after the Vilnius Summit from convergence to divergence. Vasile Rotaru
contributes to this very challenging topic with an analysis of the same Vilnius
Summit in November 2013 and its impact on the ‖common neighbourhood‖, a
concept that refers to the six former Soviet republics residing between the EU
and the Russian Federation. The author uses multiple media resources for his
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analysis and his conclusions focus mostly on the Russian narrative regarding
the Eastern Partnership and its constructed ―failure‖ after Vilnius. The third
contribution of this section focuses on the Republic of Moldova, the other
problematic country affected by the conflict in Ukraine. This perspective
engages with the concept of societal security and the main obstacles that have
obstructed the Moldovan post-Soviet transition. EU does not have one but
several types of ―neighbourhoods‖ and all are marked by a so-called
―unfinished business‖ in terms of democratization, minority protection and/or
respect for the rule of law. The article explains that this has been also been
caused by the lack of clear of political will on the EU member states‘ side. As
emphasised in the book, the EU still has a long road ahead until it is ready to
efficiently face the new challenges posed by a transformed geostrategic
context.
The second section is focused on ―Security securitization and debordering of the European Union‖ and it includes four contributions. The
article of Dacian Duna and Raul-Ciprian Dăncuță undertakes a military
analysis of the challenges of the Eastern borders of the EU by critically
reviewing the national defence preferences of EU member states. The authors
underline the idea that EU is unprepared to face a Russian offensive both in a
political and military sense and showcases the failed debate for a unified EU
army. The study of Maria Găvăneci is complementary in this perspective, as it
focuses on the influence of media on cross border cooperation in situations of
ethnic conflict, with a case study of Russian-Estonian border. The third
contribution comes from Chernivtsi University, from Ukraine and tackled the
social evolution of Romanian speakers in Northern Bukovina. Liubov
Melniciuk concludes in his article that the rights of the Romanian speaking
minority in this region are endangered and they need more attention from
Ukraine, Romania and EU in the present geopolitical context. The fourth
article in this section is a group research edited by Ioan Bogdan, Maria Claudia
Mera and Florin Ioan Oroian and deals with the broad phenomenon of
migration in the European Union seen through the perspective of politicization
and securitization through conditionality. As the study concludes, seen
through constructivist lenses, the immigration problem represents for the EU a
continuing source of debate, worries and hopes as EU member states continue
to fail to agree upon a common policy to tackle the security challenges that
arrive from it, both for EU citizens and for the migrants.
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The third section brought together two different regions from the EU
neighbourhood, the Western Balkans and the South Caucasus offering a
transnational view of the interactions between identity, interests and
preferences. The three contributions focus on the case of the UN mission in
Kosovo as a form of external interventionism (Edina Lilla Meszaros), a
comparison between the cases of Bosnia-Herzegovina and Kosovo in the EU
enlargement framework and the last security evolutions (Stanislas DoucotRubigny) and a comparative analysis of Moldova and Georgia in the same
problematic relations with the EU (Natalia Prună and Victoria Bevziuc). This
section brings in very consistent analytic data in order to stress the similar and
different challenges that EU is confronted with in its two troubled vicinities –
the Western Balkans with their unfinished democratization processes and the
Southern Caucasus with their tense relations with Russia and their frozen
conflicts and contested borders that undermine their democratic transitions.
The fourth section of the issue is focused on the hottest topic on the
international agenda, the Ukrainian crisis, with an extensive analysis of Ioan
Horga and Ana Maria Costea. The analysis shows that EU member states are
locked in a dependence relation with Russia and that the violent conflict
scenarios are improbable in this context, no matter how much the situation
escalated in Donbass. The article also maps the main donors that were
involved in financial aid in the Ukrainian conflict and it associates their
contribution with their security preferences regarding Russia. Assuming a
rationalist perspective, the study underlines the dangers of Russia's isolation
on the international arena as a response to its military threats. The Ukrainian
state is heavily weakened by this in-between situation and the future evolution
of an isolated Russia is unpredictable.
The overall contribution of the studies collected in this issue of
Eurolimes is impressive, with analytic contribution from Ukraine, Moldova
and France, but also from some of the most important university centres in
Romania – Oradea, Cluj-Napoca and Bucharest. The main concept in focus in
this volume is the political dimension of borders and their power to unite and
to split territories and mindsets. The political exploration of borders is, in this
sense, of great interest in the present context of the conflict in Ukraine. Most of
the studies point to the remaining ambiguities in EU's position in this conflict
and the impossibility of providing new incentives to the Eastern Partnership
countries. A dominating explanation that is present in most of the articles is
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the rationalist view of EU member states preferences influencing the EU's
prioritization of measures to be taken against Russia. This perspective is
nevertheless more nuanced, with a constructivist and sociological approach of
the border dispute in EU's Eastern vicinity. Such a perspective, as assumed by
several articles, points to the importance of intentions and socially constructed
expectations that states have from EU (both member states and aspiring
member states). The political game of building a border both from inside and
outside, confronting it with a series of internal and external forms of
contestation is one of the main conclusions that emerge from this volume.
Thus, it reminds us that behind the revived Cold War geopolitics at stake in
Ukraine for the moment, the European Neighbourhood Policy (ENP) was
intended to become a tool for shaping a stable environment for the European
integration processes, guaranteeing security and stability, supporting
democracy and the rule of law. In this way, the ENP was meant to establish a
ring of friends on the European Union‘s borders. Moreover, by using the ENP,
the EU has struggled ever since 2004 to preserve the attractiveness of the
European model for neighbouring states by using various mechanisms of
cooperation, without offering them a full-fledged membership perspective and
the cause for its partial ―failure‖ does not solely reside in the contrasting
interests of EU member-states.
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CENTRE FOR EUROPEAN STUDIES
The Centre for European Studies (CES), established by Government Decision No. 1082/2003 is a teaching
and academic research structure within the Department of International Relations and European Integration
(DIREI) of the National University of Political Studies and Public Administration (NUPSPA).
CES promotes education and professional training in the European Studies and International Relations
field, contributing with its research projects, analysis and evaluations to a better understanding of the
functioning and evolution of the processes and dynamics of world politics. CES supports in-depth
innovative investigations of the European and international polity, politics and policies, stimulating
debate and facilitating academic networking of scholars interested in these topics. The members and
volunteers of CES prepare analytical research papers, offer consultancy on diverse European and
international themes, organise and participate in national and international programs and projects aimed
at promoting cooperation and information dissemination in these educational and research areas. The
sustained and comprehensive dialogue and debates on various aspects regarding the complex dynamics
on the international arena are promoted by CES through conferences and seminars and the resulted
expertise is extremely useful not only for researchers and the academic field but it is also significant for
the civil society, Romanian national institutions contributing in the end to a better understanding of the
current international system. With the Master programmes it promoted viewed in the wider context of
the all the other educational programmes of DIREI and together with the analysis of different
International and European aspects, the expertise offered in the end by CES is able to respond to the
practical needs of the Romanian society, economy and administration, being thus a way of improving
them, contributing also to an actual construction of identities at a European level. CES brings together at
different debates researchers (know-how providers) and actors involved in public policies who represent
the main beneficiaries, in order to raise the quality standard of the domestic input in the process of
analysis and policy-making at national, European and international level. Thus, CES is trying to illustrate
how enhancing the academic, theoretical research is useful in the practical policy-making process and
how important is to have national experts trained in undertaking research in the European and
international studies field. At a national level, CES cooperates with Romanian state institutions, public
administration, private sector, NGO`s in organizing various seminars and debates which promote the
European participatory democracy in action and European social values contributing to a deepening of
the European integration process and being a valuable instrument for the global affirmation of the
significance of the European Union in a broader context of International Relations.
Initially, the strategic mission of CES was to contribute to improving the teaching supply at postgraduate level for those willing to form or deepen their professional training in the area of European
studies in the context of Romania's increasing efforts to complete the accession negotiations, and
thereafter to smoothly and effectively adapt and work within the institutional and political system of the
European Union.Therefore, since it was established, the Centre for European Studies contributed to the
expansion of the educational offer of the Department ofInternational Relations and European Integration by
initiating the „European Politics and Economics” Master Programme, developed in a new modular format
involving training for both general and specialized competencies concerning the intersection of analysis
and dissemination of theories of European integration and public policy. In this regard, the program
succeeded in co-opting some important names of scientists from the academia of Bucharest; one can refer
here to professors as Daniel Dăianu, Iordan Bărbulescu, George Voicu and Liviu Voinea. The syllabus
included for the first time the area and the policies of the migration phenomena in the context of EU
enlargement, border security and asymmetric risks/threats in the wider neighbourhood.
In 2010 the second master project was implemented. Called ,,Evaluation of European Public Policies and
Programmes”, this project was dedicated to a niche specialization absent from the Romanian labour
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market, but much needed, given the procedural requirements regarding the consistent application of the
structural funding projects. In the same year, CES has initiated the first MA program in English, ,,Security
and Diplomacy”, where the involved professors have both a recognized university career and a significant
public activity: Ioan Mircea Paşcu (MEP, Vice-president of the European Parliament), Vasile Secăreş
(NUPSPA founding rector, former head of the Presidential Administration), gen. Mihail Ionescu
(Director of the Institute for Political Studies of Defense and Military History / Director of the Institute
for Studies of Holocaust Elie Wiesel), Bogdan Aurescu (acting Minister of Foreign Affairs), Constantin
Buchet (CNCSAS Secretary), George Angliţoiu (Adviser on lobby and communication to the President of
the Competition Council), etc. A new master programme in English on Development, International
Cooperation and Humanitarian Aid was launched with the academic year 2013-2014; one year later, it was
followed by a new Master in Romanian on Social Economy.
Since 2012, CES is also a partner of the Romanian Association of International Relations and European Studies
(ARRISE), Romania‘s representative in ECSA World, to edit/permanently coordinate the publication of
RoJIRES – The Romanian Journal of International Relations and European Studies. Moreover CES started to
edit a new series of the academic journal Europolity – Continuity and Change in European Governance, a
biannual peer reviewed open access international academic journal. Designed in 2007, Europolity was
primarily addressed to young researchers, giving them the opportunity to publish academic papers and
opinion articles on topics related to European Union study. Nowadays, edited by CES, Europolity is
mainly oriented towards multi-disciplinary scholarly work in European Studies, supporting therefore
relevant theoretical, methodological and empirical analyses connected to this field and coming from EU
Studies or International Relations, but also from International (Political) Economy, Law, Sociological
Studies, Cultural Studies, etc.
CES supports excellence in academic research, the development of partnerships, and it tries to increase
the visibility for its research and analysis results. The academic staff members have conducted research
projects with impact and had a number of publications in this field. CES has collaborations with other
prestigious research institutions abroad such as the Jean Monnet Chair within the Political Science
Department of the Complutense University (Madrid), the European Institute of the London School of
Economics, and the Romanian-based Altiero Spinelli Center of the Babes-Boylai in Cluj-Napoca. Between
2014 and 2017, DIREI and CES are hosting a Jean Monnet Chair focused towards ―Bringing European
Studies to Journalism, Agriculture, Engineering, Philology, Economics, History, Law and Sociology
students‖, chaired by prof. Iordan Bărbulescu.
CES also manages research grants for the complex and interdisciplinary field of International Relations
and European Studies. For example, in the period 2012-2015, CES monitors the implementation of five
exploratory research projects - "Romania-Russia bilateral relationship: national and European
perspective", "Implementation of the social market economy in Romania as a way of Europeanizing the
Romanian society," "Operationalizing an evaluation model for the institutionalization of forms and
practices of the social market economy in Romania", "The European Union and the Latin America – an
interregional analysis", "Citizens and MEPs: Representation, Legitimacy and Political Participation" -,
while actively supporting the involvement of young researchers. From this point of view, an important
aspect of the CES activity consists in collaborating with NUPSPA‘s undergraduate, post-graduate and
PhD students; in this regard, since 2009, CES is working closely with the Academic Club of European
Studies (CASE), organizing events and activities designed to foster excellence in European research
issues. CASE aims to be a via media, but also a connection point between academia and public
institutions that can influence Europeanization, which is why CES supports the work of this NGOs
perceived as the youth component or the nursery for future researchers.
Through all its activities, CES contributes to enhance the image of the Department ofInternational Relations
and European Integration as an important research and teaching academic actor.
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